BY CLAYTON WALNUM

t's now been about three years since STLog came into existence, and over two years since it was separated from
_ .. the pages of ANALOG Computing as its own monthly magazine. When we first started STLog, we were con·
cerned over what type of magazine it ought to be. Should we model it after the already successful ANALOG
Computing? Or should we look for a different direction? How similar were ST owners to their 8-bit-owning
counterparts?
After much pondering, we decided that STLog should start fresh, with its own direction. What worked for
ANALOG Computing couldn't be expected to work for a magazine aimed at a new generation of Atari owners.
The STs were (and are) very different machines from the Atari 8·bit computer line , and so it's logical to con·
c1ude that the people who buy STs are also different from the people who buy 130XEs.
One major issue was whether STLog should include program listings. We knew we wanted to offer software,
but because of the more complex operating system on the ST, programs were bound to be much larger-a
great many of them so large as to be impossible to publish in the pages of a magazine. On the other hand,
neither did we want to end up with a magazine that was
disk dependent. Many people are not able or willing to
spend $12.95 for a magazine. We wanted to give our readers
a publication that was worth its cover price even without
the accompanying disk.
So we concentrated on pulling together the best articles and columns we could. We focused our efforts on
presenting quality informati.on, including timely news, credible reviews and helpful tutorials. We centered the magazine
less on the programmer and more on the average user,
feeling that the majority of people who were purchas·
ing STs were not interested in programming; they want·
ed a reasonably priced home computer that they could
use. They were attracted to the ST because of the clever
GEM operating system, which offered them ease of use
at a remarkable price.
Because people wanted to use their machines, however,
the issue of magazine programs remained. Obviously,
ST owners needed software if they were to fully utilize
their computers. It had always been a focus of ANALOG
Computing to supply 8-bit owners with programs for their
machines. Should STLog do the same? Or should we not
include programs at all?
After careful consideration, we decided that we would
not turn away any program that we felt deserved publication . When we could include the program listing in
the magazine, we would; when that was impossible, we would distribute the program via disk and the STLog
Atari users' group on DELPHI. But regardless, STLog was to be an information magazine, not an extended soft·
ware manual, which meant limiting the number of programs in each issue.
We think we've been successful in bringing you a quality, well-balanced magazine. Most of the comments
we've received indicate that we've managed to please most of the readers most of the time, and that's really
all a magazine can reasonably hope to do. However, there may be some improvements we could make, some
areas that need more attention and others that need less. We wonder exactly what our readers think.
That's why we've put together the short questionnaire you will find in this issue. Because STLog is your magazine, we of course need to know what you want. Please take the time to fill out the survey, and send it in to
us. We fully expect to find that STLog already provides you with the material you need to get the most from
your ST. (Why else would we be selling so many magazines?) Still, the response to the survey will help us finetune STLog and bring it closer to that always difficult to attain ideal. And that will make us all happy.
Thanks for your help.•
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More kudos for Opus
The September issue of ST-Log is
definitely one of the best issues of the
year! This is the first time in a while that
I bought the disk issue. As a dedicated
user of Regent Word II, the "Double
Column Print Utility" by Frank Cohen is
a special treat that I enjoy every time I use
my favorite word processor. It's just right
and much easier to use than a desktop·
publishing program.
The double dose of pleasure continues
with Opus, a fantastic spreadsheet that is
perfect for my needs. I've always wanted
to get involved in using them, but since
my needs are small, I never wanted to pay
the price for programs designed for busi·
ness use. Thank you for a job well done.
In future issues, I would love to see a
monthly c1ip·art section on disk. Desktop
publishing is very popular, as you know,
and I know of many people, including my·
self~ who will appreciate your interest in
our hobby.
Tha n k yo u for all your hard work in
keeping everyone amazed at what the ST
is capable of.
-John Preisser
Chicago,IL
6

Thanks for all the compliments,John. We're
pleased that you have found our programs so
useful. The spreadsheet program Opus (September '88) has caused quite a stir, and we're
proud to have been able to provide it to our
readers. As for on-disk clip art, that is certainly a possibility. There are dozens and
dozens ofpublic-domain clip-art files that we
could pass on to ST-Log disk purchasers. We
ask readers to let us know if they would like
to see the inclusion of clip art on the disk, and
we also request that you computer artists send
along your monochrome clip-art creations for
possible distribution via the ST-Log disk .•

'.1" all yoaluml . . .
In .....fttlev.rye..........4.'

1J"1r..... yeu

""1" ST is _pedala .f.!'I
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The professional sT
This is in response to Ian's Quest by Ian
Chadwick in the June '88 issue. He must
not know too much about the available
ST software. He states, "After all , what do
you have for the ST that we can truly say
fa ll s into the professional category? Any·
thing the likes of ]·2·3 (or Quattro or Ex·
eel)? Sidekick , Desqview, Symphony,
Fmmework, Pamdox . ..."
Has Ian ever heard of VIP Professional
by VIP Technologies, which is fully com·
patible with IBM Lotus files without
modification and has the same keyboard
commands and menu structure? Then
there is dbMAN by Verasoft, which is one
of the best and most powerful databases
out there for the ST. Then who needs
Sidekick and programs like that when
there are tons of desk accessories that are
just as good, if not better, than anything
on the IBM?
And Ian does not even mention the
capabilities of desktop publishing and C
programming. I know people who use
STs in their businesses because the IBM
cannot do what they need at a reason·
able cost.
.
-Jeff Wisniewski
Holland , PA
I don't mean to imply that VIP and
dbMAN are not good software. They are excellent cloneware But 1-2-3 and dBase were
both leaders in their fields, and I think it's
not good enough to simply copy an idea or
even to add a few GEM routines to it. We
need professional-level software designed to
exploit the ST's strengths. And we do not
have any equivalent to Symphony, Excel,
Microsoft Works, Framework or any of the
integrated packages. We lack anything to
match the high-level databases like Paradox
or Oracle.
Nor do we have any desk-accessory packages with the flexibility and functionality of
Sidekick-at least, not without a horrendous
cost in memory. Deskcart, a possible solution (since it uses the cartridge RAM),fails
to satisfy because it generates bizarre
problems with my B drive when I attempt
to copy or format disks. I've also found programs that won't run with accessories or demand too much memory to make use of both
together. Tons of accessories there may be, but
GEM limits me to six at a time.
I don't consider programming languages
in the same category, since they are not tools
used regularly in the business or professional community. Know anyone who wrote their
ST-LOG FEBRUARY 1989

own spreadsheet? Word processor? Besides,
attitudes vary wildly as to the acceptability
of every language package available.
As for desktop publishing, what's currently
on the market is pretty limited and still a far
cry from Ventura or Pagemaker. None of it
is suitable for any long publication, like a
book or a magazine (i.e., professional use).
However, a recent demo of Calamus truly
amazed me. It looks superb and a light-year
beyond the rest.
I should mention that DynaCADD is a
professional-caliber package, albeit for a
small audience: the CAD professional. It was
designed specifically for the ST and does it
well. And some of the MIDI software I've
seen looks top-notch if you're a serious musician.
Of course, the rampant piracy that mars
the ST as a market tends to reduce its
viability for IBM publishers to do conversions; so we may never see a lot of the MSDOS software reach the ST unless we do it
ourselves.
-Ian Chadwick
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More sT BASIC?
I recently began using a 520ST.
Since I already have an 800XL and was
familiar with ANALOG, I decided to or·
der a subscription to ST-Log. As of now,
the on ly languages we have are BASIC
and Logo. It was to my dismay that I dis·
covered ST-Log has little, if any, BASIC
programs. I have seen some fine pro·
grams written in C or Pascal, but a lmost
none in BASIC. Please include more ST
BASIC programs in future issues.
-Todd Biggar
We usually judge the popularity of a
programming language by the submissions
we receive for the magazine. Almost all BASIC programs we receive these days are written using Michtron's GFA BASIC. This is
because programmers have found ST BASIC to be too limited and bug-ridden, and they
are not willing to risk wasting valuable development time using it. However, we are
perfectly willing to publish programs written in ST BASIC. If this is the language of
your choice, you have a chance to register
your vote by filling out and sending in the
questionnaire found elsewhere in this issue.
If we find that many people still have an interest in ST BASIC, we will make a greater
effort to acquire programs written with it.•
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ALL LETTERS TO BE CONSIDERED FOR PUBLICATION
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ST-Log, READER COMMENT
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MANCHESTER, CT 06040-1413
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FROM HOLLYWOOD,
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USA

Searching for the Promised LAN
Remember the "Promised LAN "? Sure you do, that was the LAN (local area
network) that Atari talked about well over a year ago. ·Will Atari ever release it?
In light of the new 68030·based units, it's unlikely that we will ever see a true
ST-based (68000) network available for general use. But if we had, what would
we have seen?
In an effort to answer this question, I have been asking discreet questions of
past and present employees of Atari, trying to find out what might have been.
Guess what? One of the people I questioned whispered that "God gave the word
to Moses." Now, if you have ·not had any experience with the secretive world of
Atari and of the Silicon Valley in general, you might just pass this off as a vague
reference to Tramiel or even the ravings of an overworked, overstressed employee
who has reached the stage of babbling into his beel-. After a little experience with
this type of California crazy, ho~ever, you learn there · are meanings and there by
are meanings. With this in mind, I checked my most reliable source, the Pacific TG
Bell Yellow Pages.
What do you know? I found a network company called "Moses;' and I gave
those guys a call.
"Hi ; is this Moses?"
"This is Moses Computing. How can we help you? "
"Well, I'm looking for information about th e Promised LAN."
(If you think this is silly to read, you should have been there when I made the call.)
"Our Promised LAN is currently shipping. Can I send you some literature?"
"Are you kidding? This is unbeliev'lble. You guys actually have a network called
the 'Promised LAN', from a company called 'Moses'?"
.
"Yes, sir. Can I have some literature sent to you?"
Well, the literature arrived, and this is what I've learned. The Promisec\ LAN
is an RS232 network that requires no IBM-type slots. Its cards plug into the RS232
port of the computers being networked together. This way the system will work
with any machine that has an RS232 port and for which support software has
been written.
Three more calls to Moses led to some of the strongest and loudest "No comments" I have ever heard . Is this· the famed Atari Promised LAN? Well , knowing
Atari's inclination to subcontract development (due to its small in-house staff)
and considering the likelihood of two companies coming up with this same high-tech
name for a networking scheme, what do you think?

I
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MS-DOS calculators?
We were the first to tell you about the Atari laptop seven months ago, and now
it's time to let you in on the story of the newest and smallest of the Atari development machines. This one is much further along than the laptop was seven months
ago and, actually, considering the lead time of this magazine (three months), it
may be quite a race to get the info out before the product.
Atari has developed and built a trial balloon known internally as the "Calc"
or the "MS-DOS Ca lc" This unit is the size of a medium paperback, i.e. about
1.5 in ches thick with a length of six inches and width of nine inches. It is a complete battery-powered MS-DOS-compatible computer with a twisted crystal screen
and DOS in ROM. The unit only has 128K of RAM, but a ll software is loaded
via ROM sin ce the unit has no disk drive or drive ports.
The concept is that you would load your app li cation program via a cartridge
port and use the free 128K of RAM as a work area for the program. Data is loaded, or more often unloaded, to a larger computer via a null modem or modem
connected to the RS232 port. Who would use such a device? Well, how about
a company with salesmen on the road, who enter their customers' orders on the
unit on each call and upload the orders a long with ca ll reports each night from
their motel rooms? If the battery life is good enough and the price is low enough,
then the uses are unlimited. The batteries are three AAs with a life of three months_
That is keeping the unit powered up, on standby (preserving the memory) for
three months on about $4 worth of supermarket batteries! If Atari decides to
market it, the unit will retail for under $350.

Atari has developed and built
a trial balloon known
internally as the "Calc" or
lithe MS-DOS Calc." This unit
is the size of a medium
paperback.

Look out! Falling hard-disk prices!
Have you heard about the OptoMagnetic hard-disk units that are now coming
to market? These units are designed to look like and respond to software exactly
like a ST225 hard-disk drive. That is, they will fit in any space and run under any
software that can handle a common 20-megabyte half-height hard disk-but with
one major difference. The unit h as a removable 3.5-inch disk that looks like our
standard ST floppy; on ly twice as thick. Each of these removable floppies will hold
20 megabytes of storage! Think about having all your word processing on a single
20-megabyte disk and another disk that conta ins nothing but graphics for DTP.
Pop them in and out like regular disks, and never worry about storage again.
The first of these units is scheduled to sell for $300, with the disk (platters) scheduled
for a retail price of $10 each. You could have a 100-megabyte hard-disk system for
$400! A users'-group librarian could carry 40 megabytes of public-domain stuff
in his shirt pocket. This is a real product, and the companies who are marketing
it have been so li citing the minicomputer and workstation makers for months.
At this point there is on ly one small fly in the ointment: There are two companies who have purchased the rights to make and market products using this new
technology. One has chosen to make a 20-megabyte unit with access speeds of 65
ms (the same as a standard ST225 hard disk). Their prices are quoted at $300 for
the machine and $10 for the disks. The second company has enhanced the unit
a nd the disks and offers 28-ms drive speed. Their prices are $350 and $25.
The units and the platters (as I understand it) are not interchangeable_ When
the three-inch and 3.5- in ch disk formats were introduced , no one was sure which
(if either) wou ld become the new standard, and a few brave people spent a good
chunk of their money buying three-inch drives. Within six months after HP placed
the first major order for 3.5-inch drives, the three-inch units and the disks for them
had almost disappeared from the market.
I am going to be watching carefu lly to see which units are purchased first by
a major company. Once the standard is set, one of these units wi ll become a quantum leap forward in lowering the cost of stOI-age on any computer, including our
beloved ST's.

The OptoMagnetic hard-disk
unit has a removable 3.5-inch
disk that looks like our
standard ST floppy, only twice
as thick. Each of these
removable floppies will hold
20 megabytes of storage!

7G can often be found shulhing the turf around Hollywood and Vine. I-Ie spends most of
his lime following beautiful starlets and listening for Atari rumors, but every once in a while
he lilies to go down to the Feway and participate in his favorite sport, van dodging. Heard
a good rumor? Write it down and stick it with used gum on the underside of the pay phone
at the address above, or write to 7G at: ST-Log, 9171 Wilshire Blvd., Suite 300, Beverly
Hills, CA 90210.
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GAM E

After deciding that I wanted to become
more familiar with the many flags of our
world, off I went to a local bookstore in
search of a book that contained flags shown
in color. While looking at the flags, I con·
cluded that it would be difficult, if not im·
possible, to memorize a good majority of
them. Sure, countries like Canada with its
maple leaf and Japan with its circle
representing the land of the rising sun are
easy to remember. But how about some
of the less talked about countriescountries such as Suriname, Tonga and
Malaysia? Rather than stare at the almanac,
I realized that a more interactive (and in·
teresting) method of learning was called
for.
Yes, this is where the ST fits in . I rea·
soned that the computer could be
programmed to draw the flags and then
show them in a random order. And, hey,
how about having the computer quiz me
on the flags, giving me a limited amount
of time to identify them? Also, it would
be nice to have a two·player option en·
abling the player to race against each other
and the clock.

If your guess is wrong, you will not be told
the correct country. This was done to make
the game more interesting, albeit annoying!
Pressing one of the function keys along
the top of the keyboard tells the computer
your choice. Player 1 uses keys Fl through
F4, and Player 2 uses keys F7 through FlO.
The key~ F5 and F6 are not used. The tao
ble that follows shows the relationship be·
tween the function keys and the names of
the countries shown at the top of the
screen.

Player Player

1

2

Fl
F2
F3
F4

F7
F8
F9
FlO

Upper left·hand country
Upper right·hand country
Lower left· hand country
Lower right·hand country

Programming notes
Before writing any of the program code,
one major problem had to be overcome.
Where will the data for drawing the flags

Playing the game
The game is simple. The names of four
countries will be shown at the top of your
screen , one of which belongs to the flag
shown. You get one guess at each flag. If
you are correct, you get 1,000 points plus
a bonus based on the skill level and the
amount of time remaining on the timer.

10
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come from? The problem was solved when
I determined that only five basic drawing
operations needed to be employed to draw
a flag. They are as follows:
1) drawing lines,
2) filling an area with color,
3) drawing circles,
4) drawing arcs,
5) drawing elliptical arcs.
After figuring out how to draw the flags,
I then needed to find the most efficient
medium to use. After dismissing the idea

RESOLUTION

o

N

of having piles and piles of graph paper
littered on my workspace, DEGAS was
selected.
Fortunately, the vast majority of the flags
all share something in common. They are
rectangular shapes of the same width and
height. With this in mind, I drew an out·
line that resembled a flag and saved the
outline to disk. Each time I started a new
flag, I loaded the outline and used it as
a template.
So, with the problem of drawing flags

L Y

resolved, a method of recreating the flags
under program control was now needed.
As most users of DEGAS know, each pic·
ture file requires 32,034 bytes of storage
on disk. Since 100 flags were drawn, over
three megabytes of storage space are reo
quired! It would be impossible to put this
much data on a floppy disk, since a typi·
cal ST disk has a capacity of around 349K.
This disk limitation ruled out the idea of
having each flag loaded when needed.

YD. to the rescue
The VDI (Virtual Device Interface) pro·
vides a relatively simple method of redraw·
ing the flags while the program is running.
As many readers know, the VDI is extreme·
ly powerful because of its variety of graph·
ics functions. The trick was to convert each
flag into a set of numerical data that could
be fed to the VDI functions v_pline,
v_contourfill, v_circle, v_arc and v_ellarc.
Each set of data had to abide by a special
format so that a standard could be devel·
oped. In fact, the program isn't limited to
drawing flags. Virtually anything can be
drawn as long as the data is in the proper
sequence.
In order to develop the format, the VDI
functions had to be examined. For exam·
pie, to draw one or more lines, the func·
tion v_pline was used. The v_pline
function is used to draw lines in connect·
the·dots fashion. When you call v_pline,
it expects three arguments: the worksta·
tion handle, the number of coordinate

by Michael
Rupertus
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FLAG·TRIVIA

pairs to be connected by lines and the ad·
dress of an array. The array contains the
actual coordinate data. Please note that
the workstation handle is not related to
drawing and is therefore not needed in
the flag data.
Knowing where we want to draw our
lines is not enough, we must also tell the
program which color register to use and
the value to assign to the register.
At this point, I think an example is in
order. The line that follows is a properly
formatted data sequence for Flag Trivia:
NEW,S, 1000, 0, 1000, 4, 50,
40, 58, 32, 66, 40, 50, 40
Believe it or not, this sequence draws
a purple triangle! The first value is a code
that tells the program which of the five
drawing operations it is to use. In this ex·
ample, the code "NEW" means that we will
be drawing one or more lines with the
v_pline function. The actual value of NEW
is -1, but the symbolic name NEW was

chosen to make the program more readable.
Next we have the value 5. This tells the
program to use color register 5. The next
piece of data is 1000. This is the red color
intensity of the color. The 0 that follows
is the green color intensity of the color.
Next we have a value of 1000, which is the
blue intensity of the color. As you may
remember from art class, the colors red,
yellow and blue are called the primary
colors. We can create any color by vary·
ing their intensities. A value of 1000 equals
full intensity. A value of 0 means that the
color is not mixed in at all. In our exam·
pie, the mixing of red and blue produces
purple.
The next data item tells the program
how many pairs of coordinates are used
in the v_pline function. In this case, the
value is 4. The program will then use the
next eight data items as X and Y coor·
dinates for the lines. It knows to read eight
items because their are four pairs. The pro·
gram multiplies the number of pairs by
two and uses that value as the number of

The game is simple. The names of
four countries will be shown at the
top of your screen, one of which belongs to the flag shown. You get one
guess at each flag.
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data items to be read.
Ifwe now wanted to draw another line
on the screen, we can use one of two
methods. We could again use the NEW
command. But suppose that we would like
to continue drawing purple lines. The com·
mand I call "MORE" provides this capa·
bility. An example of MORE follows:
MORE, 2, 22, 199, 187, 88
Since we are content with purple, the
data following the MORE command skips
over the color register value. It also skips
over the red, green and blue color inten·
sities. All that is needed is the number of
coordinate pairs and the X and Y coor·
dinates themselves. The value of 2
represents the number of pairs. The next
four items are the X and Y coordinates.
The use of the MORE command accom·
plishes two desirable things. First, it can·
serves memory because space isn't used
up with color register values and their in·
tensities. Second, execution speed is im·
proved because the color register doesn't
need to be set.
There are also other commands, includ·
ing "FILL;' "MFILL;' "CIRCLE;' "ARC" and
"ELLARC:' The command FILL tells the
program to send the data that follows to
the VDI function v_contoU1jill. As most
readers know, this function can color a
small or large area of the screen quickly
and easily. The MFILL command is a shon·
cut of the FILL command. I call it MFILL
to signify that we want to do some More
FILLing of the screen, using the same color
register and color.
The command called CIRCLE is obvi·
ous. An ARC is part of a circle. An ELL·
ARC means that we want to draw an
elliptical arc. Elliptical arcs can be used
to draw egg·shaped or oval objects. There
is also a command called "DONE:' This
tells the program that the flag is finished
and is ready to be seen by the players.
Philadelphian Michael Rupertus has been an
avid Atari user for over five years. He enjoys
programming in C and 68000 assembly Lan·
guage, and although he is primarily interested
in graphics, he likes to try to simulate board games
on his compute?: He hopes to eventually write
a chess program.

Due to the large size of this program, it is
available only on this month's disk version or
from the ST-Log users' group on DELPHI.
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few mo nths ago I re legated my dear
three-year-o ld 520ST and one-year-o ld
Supra 20-megabyte hard disk to the status o f "bac kup" computer when I bought
a Mega ST4 and a custom 65-m ega byte
hard drive_ The extra RAM and stiffer keyboard on the Mega are nice, but I didn't
ex pect my working habits would be
chan ged too drastically.
H oo, boy, was I wrong!
There's a computer axiom (and I don't
know who coined the phrase, darn it) that
says, "Any progra m wi ll expand to fill all
ava ilable memory:' I'd like to paraphrase
that to say, "Any user will expand his tools
to fi ll all available memory." I became
aware of this quite sudden ly one day
when I had to use myoid one-megabyte
520 a nd found myself feeling cramped by
lack of memory to keep all my favorite
and n ow (on the Mega) always-resident
too ls! In 1985, when I first purchased my
ST, I th ought 512K of RAM was the living end _ Now I find one meg cramped,
a nd fu ll y expect to overrun the limits of
the current four-meg machine before too
lon g_
Anyway, for those of you who haven't
run into this " fill a ll ava ilable RAM " syndrome, your fu ck has just run out_ This
month I'm going to list a number of useful progra ms a nd accessories that will
make yo ur ST eas ier to use, though at the
cost of chewing up your RAM _But don't
worry, it won't hurt a bit. In fact, once you
tryout som e of these beauties, you, like
me, will be hooked_
As usual , the following are my own perso na l favorites_ I do not mean to slight
a nyo ne or any program by omitting them _
Furthermore, th ere were several utiliti es
I wanted to mention but couldn't find informati o n as to whether they were publi c d omain o r shareware, so I omitted
them from the article_Also, in a few cases
I was una bl e to find the names of the
authors of severa l programs, so if I left out
a name, it was unintentional (and feel free
to drop me a lin e care of this magazine
or on DELPHI, username MAURICEM, to
info rm me of any omissions or correctio n s_)

Driving an AUTOmatic
The ST's AUm folder is a mixed blessin g_ It's great because it allows you to a uto mati cally run the programs in it at
bootup_ It's a pain because it runs everything with a _PRG extender regardless of
whether yo u want the program run that
time or not. If yo u use a floppy-based system , o n e way a round this is to set up
different "boot disks" with AUm fold ers
ST -LOG FEBRUARY 1989

co ntaining certain utilities ... but then
you e nd with a lot of boot disks. An easier way (and the best way if you have a hard
disk) is to use a program which will allow
yo u to select which programs to autorun.
My favorite choi ce for this kind of program is Charl es FJohnson's Desk Manager,
the earliest version of whi ch was originally published in ST-Log #16. That first version a llowed you to select only which desk
accessories to load, n ot AUm programs_
The latest version n ot o nl y a ll ows you to
select which AUm program s to run and
wh ich accessories to load , but also automatically sel ects a DESKmp.INF file customized for whatever monitor you're
using. To put furth er icing on the cake,

Too Is

o f

DiskFree by Timothy Purves is a publicdomain (or PD, free to the public) program for your AUm folder that speeds
up the GEMDOS FAT (File Allocation Table) routines used to calculate the amount
of space used and avai lable on a disk. Using the Desktop's "Show Info" option o n
a 16-megabyte hard-disk partition that is
one-third full finishes almost five times
more rapidly with DiskFree than without.
Another useful program in this ve in ,
although not exactly the same thing as
DiskFree, is FAT Speed, by Ulrich Kuebler.
FAT Speed speeds up overall GEMDOS
FAT searches and accesses, meaning not
on ly are free-space checks quicker, but
hard-disk access speed is greater, the sys-

• h e

Trade

•
by Maurice Molyneaux
if you are using GDOS, yo u ca n similarly
select a .SYS fil e to make into ASSIG~1.SYS! This eliminates having to
ma nually renam e th e fi les.
Of course, to put Desk Manager to full
use, it really should be the first thing in
your AUm folder. Otherwise other
AUm programs will run before it, making it a moot point!
.
Desk Manager is a shareware product,
avai la ble on most online services. (Shareware, for those new to the term , means
you are free to copy an d distribute it, but
yo u are as ked to send a mo n etary contributi on to th e author if yo u find the program useful. Please do co ntribute if you
use the progra m because it stimu lates the
programmers to kee p writing software.)

tem taking less time to find and work with
files. The greatest increase comes when
writing files to a relatively full hard disk.
If you have FAT Speed, you don't n eed
DiskFree_ The program is copyrighted,
but freely distributable.
One of CodeHead software's more interesting commercial products is John
Eidsvoog's TopDown Loader utility. TopDown was originally designed to make it
possible to use desk accessories with programs requiring a specific load address
(usually low in an ST's memory, where accessories normally load).
What TopDown does is force the system
to load and run all AUm folder programs and desk accessories at the top end
of available RAM, not down at the bottom
13
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as usual, thus putting them "out of the
way" of many of these "hard-addressed"
programs.
TopDown is not for everyone though. It
is tricky to use, because you have to configure a block of top-end memory for it
to use, and if you make it too small for
your accessories, AUro fo lder programs
and system screen RAM, things can go
bananas! It works best on STs with more
than one meg of memory, where you can
configure a sufficiently large block. Epyx's
Art & Film Director is a package that
benefits from TopDown on a largememory ST (it doesn't help much on
machines with one meg and under). Useful if you have hard-addressed software,
otherwise not for the faint of heart!
Another highly technical program, but
one that offers some neat capabilities, is
Thomas Tempelmann's Templemon monitor. This program, when run from the
AUro folder, installs itself in memory
and just sits back. You can access it at
almost any time using a "hot key" combination (Alt-Shift-Help), which places
you in a powerful machine-language monitor. From Templemon you can scan and
search memory, check system variables,
addresses, etc., trace a program one instruction at a time, modify system settings,
trace the execution of a program in slow
motion, even mark a block of memory
and save it out to a file (as I have done
several times when I quit my terminal program before saving the capture buffer.
With Templemon I found the text still in
RAM and saved it to disk).
Especially nice for programmers is that
Templemon intercepts the ST's "bombs,"
so instead of seeing the usual cherry
bombs on the screen, Templemon appears instead, displaying the error and allowing the programmer to see what
happened. What's nice about this for the
non-programmer is that, in some cases,
it's possible to use a command in Templemon to execute a system call to "close" the
current application, sometimes allowing
you to escape from what otherwise might
be a lockup.
Templemon is not for the novice, but
more useful to the average person than
you might think_ It's simple to use (okay,
as simple as a machine-language monitor
can be), has online help, and best of all,
it's public domain.
The infamous GEM "40-folder bug" can
be eliminated using the public-domain
FOLDRlOO.PRG program_ If you place it
in your AUro folder, it sets aside buffer
space for more folders. If 100 additional
folders aren't enough, you can alter the
14
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number by changing the filename. If you
need 365 more folders, rename the program FOLDR365_PRG and reboot. It's
that simple.
The old GEM Item Selector is not so
hot. It's clunky to use and only displays
nine filenames at a time. A commercially available replacement selector is Chris
Latham's Universal Item Selector II, from Application & Design Softv.13re. UIS II comes
in two forms on the same disk, an accessory version and a stand-alone program
version. Using either version will result in
the program/accessory putting its own
custom item selector on the screen
whenever the regular GEM selector would
normally appear. If installed as an accessory, you can access it just like any other
desk accessory.
UIS II not only allows you to view more
files at once than the GEM selector, but
also provides buttons for selecting various drives, and even provides the user
with many disk functions from the selector proper! You can copy, move and delete single or multiple files, rename files
and folders, even lock/unlock and/or

If you often use a
program that utilizes
Atari's GDOS, the
best thing you can do
for yourself is to buy
CodeHead's G + Plus
hide/unhide files with UIS II, even while
deep in another application. A "find" feature lets you locate any filename on any
drive. There are also functions for printing directories and formatting disks.
If you often use a program that utilizes
Atari's GDOS, the best thing you can do
for yourself is to buy CodeHead's G + Plus,
which completely replaces GDOS and is
faster and more flexible to boot. When
you use the accessory that comes with this
AUro folder program, you can load ASSIGN.SYS files when you run a program,
meaning you don't have to reboot the system to load in a different ASSIGN.SYS if
going from one GDOS application to
another. Best of all, it doesn't slow down
the system the way GDOS does. (In fact,
when I visited Atari last September, many
of the people there were using G + Plus,
not GDOS.)
If you have some memory to spare and
want to snazz up your Desktop, you could
do worse than to buy Easel 51; published
by Computer Fenestrations. What this
AUro folder program does is to load a

DEGAS or NEO picture at bootup and
use it as the background for the Desktop.
You need different pictures for each resolution, of course, but that's no big deal.
Currently, I have the "Reagan" version of
"American Gothic" as the Desktop background in monochrome, and a picture of
Megabit Mouse (see last December's Step
1) in low resolution. Sure, it takes up some
memory, and really does nothing, but it's
nice to be able to put something on the
Desktop, rather than just icons and
windows.

Desk accessories
If I had to name a single desk accessory that was more useful than any other,
it would have to be MultiDesk from CodeHead software. This is one of those
schizophrenic utilities that doesn't know
if it's an accessory or a program because
it can be both! If you name the file MULT
DESK.ACC, it will load as an accessory
under the Desk drop-down. If you rename
it MULTDESK.PRG, it runs as a standalone program from the desktop. (No, you
can't run it from the Auro folder.)
Either way, it is powerful and useful, as
it allows you to load up to 32 desk accessories. Unlike some other "fixes" for the
GEM six-accessory limit, MultiDesk allows
you to load accessories at almost any time,
not just at bootup (even when running a
GEM program). And once you've loaded
up on accessories, you can dump them all
with the click of a button. You can resize
the buffer, shrink it to take no more
memory than the current accessories
need or even set it so that when you click
on MultiDesk, the last accessory used
comes up.
Best of all, you can put MultiDesk into
all six accessory slots and have each of
those six load up to 32 other MultiDesks,
allowing you to have thousands of accessories (of cours~, the practical limit is really free RAM, but it's fun to imagine what
it would be like with unlimited memory!).
MultiDesk handles most properly written accessories, including those that uti lize the GEM "pipelines" (used to pass
information between various applications
in memory), like Cyber Control. This
means you don't have to reboot your ST
every time you need another accessory,
nor do you have to frugally pick only the
six accessories you use most often. Even
if you have a small-memory machine, MultiDesk is great because you can load an
accessory and then, after you're done with
it, delete it from memory.
You may have heard of Double Click
Software's StuJfer desk-accessory loader.
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Un like MultiD esk, Stuffer is shareware,
and whi le Stuffer is nowhere near as
flexible as MultiDesk, it is still berrer
than having no way to load more than six
accessories. So, if you're not in the mar·
ket to buy something like MultiDesk,
you might give Stuffer a look. (But, if
you decide to use it, you really should
send in the requested shareware con·
tribution.)
If you wou ld like to have numerous
formarring options avai labl e at a lm ost
any time, the shareware DC Formatter ac·
cessory from Double Click Software
(written by Paul Lee, Keith Gerdes and
Michael Vederman) is for you. Version
1.1 formats single· and double·sided, us·
ing either normal sectors a nd tracks or
extended ones; formats disks with MS·
DOS executab ie boot sectors; and will
even format disks for use with the Magic
Sac Macintosh emu lator. You a lso have a
set of options that a llows you to set cer·
tain bootup parameters on a floppy, such
as whether or not to bypass the hard disk,
turn the disk·write verification routines
off, etc. The latest version supports the
Spectre 128 Mac emu lator, and I expect
the next vers io n of the accessory will as
we ll. A few warnings, though: If you for·
mat beyond 80 tracks, some ST disk
drives may not be able to read the for·
marred disk properly. If you choose ex·
tended formats, but set up an MS·DOS
boot, the disk wi ll only be 720K as usual.
Well worth having!
If you have a hard disk, The Protector by
Timothy Purves (placed in the public do·
main by Michtron) is very useful. This ac·
cessory a ll ows you to "lock" partitions of
your hard drive (a nd even RAMdisks) so
that nothing ca n be wrirren to them. This
is useful if you are exp erimenting with
a program that might write data wh ere
you don't want it, or just to keep other
people from saving to or overwriting im·
portant data on your hard disk. You can
unlock them just as eas ily as yo u can lock
them, so it's painless to use.
There are a number of programs that
do not all ow you to type in characters be·
yond ASCII #128, whic h means much of
the international character set is inacces·
sible, even if your printer can handle
some of the ch aracters. One of the best
ways to get around this limitation is
through the use of the ExtaKEY, a share·
ware accessory (wrirren by Gregory
Wrenn) that a ll ows yo u to put together
a string of characters from any combin a·
tion of characters in the cha racter set
and feed them into the current app li ca·
tion just as if they had been typed from
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the keyboard. Whi le this is not needed
in word processors such as 1st Word or
the later releases of ST Writer, it is handy
in programs that don't a llow such charac·
ters, or software like WordPerfect, where
access i ng such characters is more
difficult than you'd like.
William Cota's Mouse Speed is another
sh areware accessory worth h aving. It al·
lows you to a lter your mouse response to
greater or lesser than usual (the distance
the pointer will move on the screen rela·
tive to actual mouse movement can be
selected). Settings range from a snail·like
normal to a nearly uncontrollable
eight times normal. This is handy for
those times when you feel the mouse
response isn't quite r ight.
It can even be L1 sed to adjust th e
movement in one resolution so that it is
more proportional to another (such as
halving the mouse response in low reso·
lution to approximate the fee l of high
resolution) . Interestingly, it even affects
the keyboard equ ivalents for pointer
movement. T h ere are some other mouse·
accelerator programs out there, but thus

' '6

If you have .a hard
disk, rite Protector by
Timothy Purves
(placed in the public
domain by Michtron)
is very useful.
far Mouse Speed has the most sp eed
ranges, and therefore gets my vote.

Other stuff
With th e multitude of paint programs
out there, and source material com ing in
any of three different resolutions, it's a bit
difficult to move images from one graph·
ics program to another unless you have a
program for convertin g such graphics
files. One of the best of these is the share·
ware PicSwitch 0.7, written by John Brochu.
The program wi ll read and write all the
standard ST paint program file formats
(with the exception of the newly released
Art Dil-ector), and does a good job of converting color to monochrome and vice
versa. Furthermore, it can read some Atari
8-bit files, CompuServe high-resolution
RLE files, Amiga .IFF files a n d even MacPaint pictures! The program is simple to
use, and has been around for quite some
time. I've been waiting for an update, but
no luck yet.
If you don't have ARC.TTP a nd
ARCX.TTP, find them. T hese public-

domain programs are a real necessity if
you do much file swapping with other ST
users. ARGTIP is used to compress a file
or files into file "archives;' which can be
anywhere from 20 to 60 % smaller than
the original file (s). Of course, you can't use
these files when compressed like this, but
it makes them small enough so that you
can fit more data on a disk or mak~ files
you are uploading over a modem smaller,
thus saving time and phone charges. In
addition to compress ing files, ARGTTP
will also decompress them, allow you to
list the files in the archive, etc. ARCXTIP
does one thing alone: it decompresses
(deARCs) ARC files.

Using it all
A lot of utilities, I know, but I use most
of them all the time. In fact, I usually have
something like 400K of AUID folder programs loaded when I start up my Mega
ST4. And, as I said at the beginning of the
article, I have gotten so used to those
AUID utilities and accessories being
"part of the system" that I get frustrated
when I have to work on a machine
without them. I admit it: I'm spoi led. But
I'm not a lone. And, if yo u start amassing
some of these tools, you'll be spoiled too.
You'll find your ST suddenly more powerful, faster and easier to use.
And who can complain about that?

Addenda
Of late Step 1 h as been the victim of
recurring "Murphy's Law:' Here are some
corrections:
In the November '88 issue ("Of Mice
and Megabytes, Part I"), Figures 2 and 3
got transposed. Furthermore, on page 66,
Column 2, paragraph 3, a blank space
someh ow wandered into the middl e of
a word_ So, the line that should h ave r ead
"you could get away with Klingons wan tonly marauding" became "Klin gons
want only marauding:' Now, while you
might say the latter is true, it's not what
I wrote!
In that same article, I neglected to
mention Mark Keeran, who loaned me
his video eq uipment so that I could put
the videotape together. Thanks, Mark . •
When not writing articles for ST-Log or
otherwise working on computers, Maurice
Molyneaux studies classic eel and modern com·
puter animation, deadens his eardrums with
overloud classical music and further damages
his already questionable sanity by listening to
recordings of Monty Python and Tom Lehrer.
Otherwise he just makes a nuisance of himself.
His DELPHI username is MAURICEM.
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Ralnblrd al II again
The software publisher that brought
ST users such hits as Starglider and
Carrier Command has now announced the release of two more
games for the Atari ST.
Virus, billed as the most infectious
game ever for the Atari ST, gives players a chance to stop a poisonous
menace intent on destroying the
Earth. The menace is a "Seeder" that
is slowly spreading spores that
reproduce at an alarming rate, infecting everything they touch. The impressive three-dimensional graphics
allow the player to move in any direction, including "into" and "out of" the
screen. Virus lists for a low $29.95.
Space Cutter is a fast-action shoot'em-up that also requires players to
dust off their thinking caps. Players
get to take their chances at piloting a
spacecraft that is so powerful that no
one has been allowed to pilot it before.
The ship blasts through interstellar
space in search of star gates, while at
the same time battling off lethal
spacecraft, enemy missiles and flaming asteroid belts. All this excitement
can be yours for a low $29.95.
Rainbird Software
P.O. Box 2227
Menlo Park, CA 94026
(415) 322-0412
CIRCLE #130 ON READER SERVICE CARD.

Musicians lake nole
State of the Art, in conjunction with
Hybrid Arts, has announced a new
marketing strategy to help people interested in MIDI to acquire Hybrid
Art's products. Selected programs
from the Hybrid Arts catalog (including EZ-Score and EZ-Tracks) are now
available to Atari users' group members at dealer discount prices, and the
only requirement is that users' groups
obtain and fill out a special registration form . This is a fine opportunity for
musicians to start building their MIDI
program library.

Educallonal software
From lOP:
Virus -

Gives players a chance to stop a poisonous
menace Inlenl on deslroylng the earth.

Space Cutter - Players gelID lake Ihelr chances al pllolIng a spacecraft that Is so power1ul that
no one has been allowed 10 pilot II before.

Now available from Omega Soft is
ST Alpha-Bytes, a GEM-based graphics program that introduces young
children to letters and words. AlphaBytes boasts variable difficulty, printable score sheets, support of color
and monochrome monitors and a
library of over 80 different graphics. It
lists for $29.95.

State of the Art
P.O. Box 1055
388-3 College Ave.
Clemson, SC 29633
(803) 653-MIDI

Omega Soft
P.O. Box 139
Harrell s, NC 28444
(91 9) 532-2359

CIRCLE #131 ON READER SERVICE CARD.

CIRCLE #132 ON READER SERVICE CARD.
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Stili more from Mlndscape
Mindscape has become known as
one of the most prolific of publishers
for ST games, and now, in association
with Sega of America, ST owners will
be able to enjoy yet three more titles:
Out Run , Space Harrier and Alien
Syndrome.
Out Run lets you get behind the
wheel of a high-performance car for
an exciting race through woods, European cities, beaches and the Swiss
Alps at speeds of up to 200 mph . In
its coin-op version, Out Run has sold
over 18,000 arcade machines. The European home-computer version has
sold more than a quarter of a million
copies. Out Run lists for $49.95.
In Space Harrier, you are an astral
exterminator who must destroy a gang
of the ghastliest creatures in the
galaxy. The mission is tough, but your
laser blaster will provide you with a
powerful weapon with which to battle
the myriad of futuristic obstacles that
you will encounter. Already more than
150,000 copies sold in Europe, the ST
version is priced at $49.95.
Alien Syndrome players must rescue some of their comrades who have
become trapped inside a genetic
laboratory run by a race of evil aliens.
Players must destroy the evil mutants
before the lab's self-destructing
mechanism explodes-turning their
comrades into a cloud of space dust.
Sega has faithfully recreated the coinop classic. Alien Syndrome lists for
$49.95.
Mindscape, Inc.
3444 Dundee Rd.
Northbrook, IL 60062
(312) 480-7667
CIRCLE #133 ON READER SERVICE CARD.

New from Practical Solullons
The makers of the popular Monitor
Master, a special switch for switching
between a color and monochrome
monitor, and Mouse Master, a joystick
and mouse-port " extender" for the ST,
have announced two new products.
VideoKey allows users of an Atari ST
to connect their computer to a
composite monitor, a VCR or regular
television and provides a separate audio hookup for amplified sound . Practical Solutions claims the brilliant
18
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Out Run lets yOU get behind the wheel of a highperfonnance car for an excWng race through woods,
European eWes, beaches and the SWiss Alps at
speeds 01 up to 200 mph.
colors attained with this convertor
reproduce the RGB screen as closely as possible.
VideoKey offers NTSC (RS-170A)
standard luma and chroma levels and
is compatible with all low-resolution
software. It has a case designed to
complement the ST and comes with
a limited 90-day warranty. Its price is
$119.95.
Practical Solutions has also announced the latest in the "Master"
series of custom-designed switch boxes. Drive Master switches between
two external floppy-disk drives, especially useful for users of pc-ditto, the
IBM emulator from Avant-Garde Systems, since a qu ick press of a button
allows you to safely switch between
5.25-inch and 3.5-inch drives. Drive
Master comes with a three-foot
detachable cable and a custom case
designed to complement the ST, and
it is priced at a reasonable $49.95.
Practical Solutions
1930 East Grant Rd .
Tucson, AZ 85716
(602) 884-9612

VlDEOKEY . Fm PractIcal tidIans . .. ... $119.95

DRIVE MASTER • !\'om PractIcal tidIans .. $W5

CIRCLE #134 ON READER SERVICE CARD.
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AUTHORIZED SERVICE
CENTER FOR ALL
ATARI PRODUCTS

A DIVISION OF MICRO PERIPHERALS, INC.

P.O. BOX 369

HARDWARE
ST'S.. .IN STOCK!!!
Color Monitors
Mono Monitors.
GTS 100 Drive .
SF 3t4 Drive .
IB 5". Drive .
Navarone Scanner .

.CALL
.. CALL
.... CALL
.CALL
. 199
.CALL

PRINTER'S DEVIL
HI-RES GODS
FONT & CLIP
ART PACKS
IN STOCK!
(Great for
Desktop Publishing! !)

MODEMS
SX-212 300/1200 bpI . .. . CALL
Avatex 1200E .............. 79
Supra 2400 ... ....... . ... 139

ATARI ST
SCANNERS,
SOUND &
VIDEO
DIGITIZERS
In Stock!

•

KETTERING, OHIO 45409

!!! UNBELIEVEABLE!!!

HAYES
COMPATIBLE 2400
Baud Modem - RS232

$125

$ $ $ SAVE $ $ $

PRINTERS

ACCESSORIES

PANASONIC .
. .. cal hr liliiii
1080i ................. CALL
1091i ..... 180 cps ..... CALL
KX-Pll0 Ribboo (Blk) ...... 9.95
KX-p Color Ribboos .
. 10.95

ST Dusl Covers . .
. . lrom 8
Mouse Mal
.. 9
Power Strip wi Surge .
. t5
Deluxe Power Sirip wi Surge . . 24
TERMINATOR JoySlick .. WOW' .. 19
EPYX 500 )(J Joyslick
17
WICO Ergo Slick Joystick
. 17
Printer Stand-Heavy Duty . . .... 13
Mail Labels 3.5xI5/16-500 pk ... 4
fooo pk .
.6
PAPER-l000 Shts-Micropert .
14
Compuserve Starter Kit
.. 24
On-Line Encyclopedia KH .
. .36
Printer Cable 6'
19
Modem Cable .
. . 17
Supra 64k Printer Buffer .
. . 69

STAR . . .
.. . Calhrilllllt
NX-l000
. NEW! .
. CALL
NX-l000 Color.
. CALL
1000 Ribboo (Blk)
. ...... 6
1000 Ribbon (Color)
.8

OLYMPIA . ....... IinpIv,1ht belt!
NLQ rmdes use 18 x 24 matrix!
NP-30 ...... 130CPS .
199
NP-BOs ... 240 CPS ... changeable
font cards
........... 389
NP-t36 . . .. 15inch .
.529

HARD DISK DRIVES FOR ST'S
SUPRA 20 MB HARD DISK

*

ST SOFTWARE

10th Frame Bowling .
221 B Baker Street
3D Breakthru .
3D Helicopter Simulator .
AB Zoo
Advanced OCP Art Studio .

.26
.28
. 26
.34
. . 21
.31

*

Copyist (DR T) ............ 165
Cosmic Reliel .
. ........ 26
Cracked
21
Crazy Cars
.. 25
Cross Town Crazy 8
13
Cyber Control .
. . 45

~~ ...... . ........... . ~~~~ .

Air Ball Construction Set .
. 17
Algebra 1, 2, 3 ......... ea 14
Alian ts . .
. . 19
All About America ........... 4t
All.
...... 21
Alternate Reality·The City ..... 32
Alternate Reality·The Dungeon .32
America Cooks Series . . .... ea 9
Architectural Design .
. . 25
Arctic Fox .
. 26
Art Gallery 1, 2, 3 .
.. . ea 19
Assem Pro .
. ........... 39
Autoduel .
. ... 34
Award Maker
. 27
Balance of Power .
.34
Bally Hoo .
.. 27
Barbarian .
. . . ..... 26
Bards Tale 1 or 2.
.. ea 34
Base Two
.. 45
Basketball (Two on Two) . . ... 26
Battle Droldz .
. ........ 25
Battlezone
. 19
Beyond Zork
..... 34
Biology 1,2,3 or 4 .
.. ea 14
Bismarck . .
.28
Black Lamp .
. . 17
Blockbuster .
.27
Boulderdash Construction Kit .. 17
Brataccas .
. . 15
Breach .
. ..... 27
Bridge 5.0 .
. .24
Bubble Ghost.
, .. 24
Bureaucracy
...... 11
Business Tools
. ..... 26
Cad 3D .
. .... 65
Captain Blood .
.33
Carrier Command
... 33
Certificate Maker ............ 33
Championship Baseball ....... 27
Championship Wrestling ... . 26
Chartpak . .. ............. 34
Chess (Pslon) .............. 38
Chessmaster 2000 .
. .29
Circuit Maker .
.. 54
CllpArtl , 2, 3,4 , 5, 6
.. eal3
Club Backgammon .
. .. . 23
Colonial Conquest ........... 27
Color Computer Eyes .
. ... 179
Colorburst 3000 ,
. 25
Compubridge
. .. 20

.~

Cyber VCR .
. . 49
Dark Castle ..
.. .... 27
Data Manager ST.
.49
Datatrieve .
.33
DB Man .
. 159
Death Sword .
. . 13
Deep Space
... . ..... . . 31
Defender of the Crown . . ..... 33
Oegas Elite . . ............ 39
Desk Cart .
. ......... .. . 69
Diamond Mike .
.. .... 13
Dlgi Drum
'
...... 27
Dive Bomber
... 26
Dr. Drums (DR T)
19
Dr. Keys (DTT) .
. ... 19
Drafix
129
Dungeon Master
.. . 26
Dyna Cadd .
.449
Easy Draw (Regular) .
.68
Easy Draw WI Supercharger ... 99
Easy Tools ....... .......... 33
Empire
.. 38
Expert Opinion .
. ... 72
EZ Score Plus
.... 99
EZ Track Plus .
. .. . 43
F15 Strike Eagle ....... . .... 26
Fast Basic .
.67
Fast Basic M Compiler. .
.39
Fire and Forget ............. 26
First Cadd ................. 33
First Letters & Words ...... . . 34
First Math ' .
.. 27
First Shapes ......... . ..... 29
First Word Plus ............. 63
Flash . . ................. 23
Flash Cache .
. . 54
Flight Simulator 2
.35
Scenery Disks.
. ea 18
Font Disks (Pub Part) .
. . ea 20
Fonts and Borders .
. 24
Fontz ST
23
Foundations Waste .
. 26
Fracton Action . . .......... 26
Frostbyte.
17
Gateway
.. 31
Gato
...... ... ....... 34
Gauntlet
.33
GenesiS (Molecular Modeler) ... 59
GFA Basic .
. .. 39
GFA Basic Book .
.27

HOURS: M-F 9 a.m.-9 p.m. EST
SAT 9 a.m.-S p.m.

$569
SUPRA 30 MB HARD DISK

$659
SUPRA 60 MB , , , , , , , , . , , , , , . , , , , , , , , ,CALL
AlARI SH 204 , , , , . , , , .. , . , , . , , . , , , , , ,CALL

LARGEST SELECTION IN THE U.S.
GFA Companion .
.34
GFA Complier
........ 39
GFA Ora" Plus
. ..... 89
GFA Quick Reference Manual .. 12
Ghosttown .
. ..... 13
Global Commander .
. .... 28
Goldrunner . .
. ... 26
Goldrunner 2 .
. .27
Goldrunner 2 Scenery Disks , . ea 7
Gone Fishln ' .
. .. 28
Great Chefs Vol. 1,2, & 3 Set .. 39
Gridiron (Football) ......... .. 19
Guild of Thieves .
. ...... 29
Gunship
. 26
Hard Disk Backup
. . .. 23
Hardball .
. ... 26
Harrier Combat Simulator ... 34
High Roller .
. 27
Hippo Concept .
. ..... 45
Hollywood Hijinx .
.. 19
Home Accountant .
. .... 34
Human Design Oisk
.25
Hunt for Red October .
.34
IB Copy .
.23
Impossible Mission 2
.. 27
Indiana Jones Temple of Doom .33
Interlink ST .
.26
International Soccer .
. .26
Into The Eagles Nest .
. .27
Inventory Manager .
. .52
Jet.
.36
Jinxter .
. 27
Joust .
. 19
Juggler
.34
K Resource .
.36
Karate Kid 2
. 27
Karateka .
. 23
KCS Level 2.
. .... 215
KCS-Keyboard Control (DR T) .. 165
Kid Progs
......... 27
Kids Stuff .
.27

Kinderama .
27
Kings Quest 1, 2 or 3 .. . . . ea 32
Knlckerbockers .
12
Label Master Elite .
. 29
Lattice C .
109
Leaderboard Dual Pack .
17
Leatherneck .
. ....... 27
Leisure Suit Larry
..... 26
Leviathan .
. .... 11
Liberator .
. .. 14
Lock On .
. .. 26
Lords of Conquest
...... 15
Lurking Horror .
. .. 21
Macro Mouse .
. ...... 25
MagiC Sac Plus .
. .... 115
Magic Sac Roms ........ CALL
Major Motion .
. ..... 26
Make It Move
... 47
Marble Madness
. 27
Mark Williams C .
.. ... 124
CSD Source Debug .
. .46
Master Cad .
. . 132
Match Point .
. .. 25
Mavis Beacon Teaches Typing .28
Megamax C (Laser C) . . ..... 119
Mercenary .
. ....... 27
Metro Cross
16
Micro Kitchen Companion . . .26
Mlcroleague Baseball .
. .39
Midi Maze .
.26
Midi Recording Studio (DR T) .. 27
Missile Command ........... 19
Mixed Up Mother Goose ...... 21
Modula 2 (Developer's Kit) .. .. 99
Moebius .
. . 41
Mouse Trap .
. 14
Music Construction Set .
.35
Music Studio .
.34
N Vision
,29
Neo Desk.
. .20
New Tech Coloring Book , ..... 15
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Ninja .
.. ... 14
Obliterator ...... . . . . , , ..... 27
~re .. .. ~
Dlds
. 24
Dmnires
. 23
Orbiter. . . . . . . . .. ..
. .. . 26
Paint Pro
.33
Paintworks ................ 14
Paperboy
. 26
Partner Fonts
.... 21
~~u"
.%
Pawn: The .......... ".
. 29
PCDitto ........... " . . . 65
Pertect Match .
. 27
Personal Pascal .... . ........ 66
Phantassie 1, 2 or 3 ....... ea 26
Phasar .
. .............. 59
Pinball Wizard .
. ....... 24
Pirates of the Barbary Coast ... 17
Planetarium .
.. 26
Plutos
. . 21
Police Quest
.33
Power Plan .... . .... , ..... . 52
Prime Time .
. .. 27
Print Master Plus .
. .26
Pro Copy .. ................ 28
Publisher ST .
. . . 79
Publishing Partner Pro
. CALL
QBall
........ 2t
Quantum Paint Box .
.3 t
Qtilnk .
1t
Read & Rhyme .
.27
Renegade .
14
Road Runner .
. . . 26
Roadwars ... . . . . . . . .. . .. 22
Rockford.
. ... . 22
Santa Paravla .
19
Scan Art .
.33
Scruples , .
. 29
SOl .
.34
Shadow .
.. 22
Shadowgate . . .. . . . . .. .
.34
Shard of Spring.
. ... 27
Shuffleboard .
. .... 19
Silent Service
.27
Sinbad
.33
Sky Fox ............ " ..... 14
Siagon.
. .. 27
Soko Ban.
. ....... 23
Space Quest 1 or 2 ........ ea 33
Spectrum 512 .
.. .. 49
Speed Buggy.
. .......... 29
Speller Bee ........ . .. ..... 29
Spiderman
............ 7
Sprite Factory .
. 26
Spy vs Spy 3 (Arctic Antics) . . 19
ST Disk Drives Inside & Out.
18

ALL 50 STATES CALL TOLL FREE

1-800-255-5835

*

MIDI
Midi Cables 5' .
.6
Soltware (Hybrid Arts etc.) ... CALL

*

ST Gem Programmers Ref Man . 15
ST Internals Book .
. . 15
ST Introto Midi Book .
15
ST Machine Language Book
15
ST Peeks & Pokes Book .
14
STPool .
. .. 21
STTalk .
. .5
Star Fleet 1 ........ .. ...... 37
Star Raiders
. 19
Slarglider 2 .
. .. 26
Stellar Crusade . . .......... 36
Stock Market - The Game .. , 18
Strip Poker 2
.27
Sub Battle Simulator .
.26
Sundog
.27
Super Base Professional . . .. 199
Super Cycle.
. 14
Super Star Ice Hockey . . .... 33
Swift Calc St
.. 49
Tanglewood ..... . .......... 27
Tau Ceti: Lost Star Colony ..... 11
Temple of Apshai Trilogy ...... 13
Terror Pods .
. ...... 27
Test Drive .
.. 27
Three Stooges .
. .. ... 34
Thunder
.. 19
Time Bandit .
. .... 24
Top Gun
...... 11
Trailblazer .
. ... 33
True Basic .
.52
Tune Up .................. 34
Turbo ST. . ............... 36
Typhoon Thompson ....... ... 23
Ultima 2, 3 or 4 ........... ea 39
Uninvited
.34
Universal Item Selector . .
. 14
Universal Military Sim ,
.... 31
Universe 2.
.. 46
Vampires Empire ............ 20
Vegas Craps
..... 24
Vegas Gambler
..... 23
Video Titleing
. 22
Vip Professional ........... 149
War Ship
.... 39
Wargame Construction Sel .... 24
Winnie The Pooh ............ 16
Winter Challenge .. .......... 11
Wiz Ball .
11
Wizards Crown
.. 26
Word Pertect .
. .239
Word Up .
. .49
Word Writer ST
.. 49
World Games
. 26
World Karate Championship
. 19
WWF Microleague Wrestling . .33
Xevious.
19
Zork Trilogy .
. ..... 46

For Order Status or
Tech. Info, Call (513) 294·6236

TERMS AND CONDITIONS
• NO EXTRA CHARGES FOR CREOIT CARDS! • We do not bill until we ship. Minimum order $15 • C.O .D. ' $3.50 • SHIPPING: Hardware, minimum $4; Software and most accessories, minimum $3 • Next day
shipment available at extra charge. We ship to Alaska , Hawaii , Puerto Ri co (UPS Blue Label Only) , APO and FPO • Canadian orders, actual shipping plus 5%, minimum $5 • Ohio reSidents add 6% sales
tax • Please allow 3 weeks for personal or company checks 10 clear· All defective products require a return authorization number to be accepted for repair or replacement • No free trials or credit. Returns subject to 15% re-stocking charge· Due to changing market conditions , call toll free for latest price and availability of product. FOR YOUR PROTECTION, WE CHECK ALL CREOIT CARD ORDERS FOR FRAUD.

CIRCLE #102 ON READER SERVICE CARD.
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I n t er f
When the new Atari Corp. made the de·
cision to use Digital Research's GEM oper·
ating system in 1985, future Atari 520,
1040 and Mega ST users were given the
utility of a mouse-driven operating system
and the power of the Atari ST engine.
Atari's choice was logical and practical;
GEM had become an established option
for IBM PC users who desired an easy-tolearn system that supported the "visual in·
terface" to computing.
Digital Research patterned the GEM
system after Xerox PARC mouse-based
operating environment and the GKS
graphics system. The Xerox PARe system
was also the basis for the Macintosh oper·
ating system. These new "visual" interface
systems were designed to appeal to an audience of non programmers, including the
huge group of people who have been apprehensive about using computers. To
overcome the fears of these potential
users, the visual interface was designed to
be easy to' learn and to use.
Several new ideas were brought into the
computer realm when the visual-interface
system was developed. To achieve the
goals of the visual interface, the procedures to operate a computer should be
based on the everyday skills that most
people have learned through their normal, day-to-day social interaction. The application should feel comfortable. The
20
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user should be in control of the computer, not the other way around _
Unfortunately, when GEM was written
for the Atari ST, a description ofthe visual
interface was not included in the
documentation_ This lack of documentation led most developers to base their applications on their own ideas of
ease-of-use and user-friendliness_ This
free-form environment has taken its toll
on the Atari ST user community, since
programs using the GEM interface are
not consistent in how the user is expected to manipulate the system_ This article
seeks to correct this problem by outlining the visual interface as implemented
using GEM on the Atari ST.
A visual interface to a computer consists of a number of basic procedures
through which a novice computer user
may access the inherent power of a
modern-day computer system_ An overall
design style must be used when assigning
the functions of all of the procedures_ Applications may then be categorized by the
type of data manipulation processed_ Various object and data types are selected
through procedures involving the keyboard and mouse and are dependent on
the application type_ The system uses windows and menus to provide the user with
an intuitive method of organizing and
controlling data_ Text editing, the most
ST-LOG FEBRUARY 1989

basic form of data entry, is processed in
the same manner regardless of context or
definitionof the application_ Finally, dialogs and alerts conduct basic system-data
gathering and information display
through the use of specific system modes_

Style
Three words embody the visualinterface style: Tesponsivenes5; permissiveness
and consistency_
Responsiveness: Responsiveness means
that the user of an application should be
able to perform an action and see the
results in a direct fashion_ This allows the
user to accomplish a task without much
forethought into the processes that need
to be accomplished _For example, suppose
the user sees a circu lar object in the
center of the screen and would like to
move the object to the left side of the
screen_ The actions necessary to perform
this command should be intuitive and
spontaneous, instead of forcing the user
to think, First I have to pTess this key, then
select that junction and, finally view the Tesults_
Most people don't think in this fashion_
A typical example of responsiveness is
the use of the GEM drop-down menus_
When the user chooses a command from
a drop-down menu, the command is
processed instantly. The results of the
command are shown on the screen, leav-

ing no doubt as to what has taken place_
Permissiveness: Permissiveness allows the
user to do anything reasonable_ Menudriven applications represent the opposite of permissive applications because
they present a preset number of selections, which leads the user down a very
definite path toward the performance of
a function_ A permissive application
presents the user with a basic work environment and allows the user to decide
what to do next inside the work environment.
Permissive programs avoid modes_ A
mode is a part of an application that the
user has to formally enter and leave, and
that formalizes the way in which functions
can be performed_ The visual interface
avoids modes because most people don't
usually operate modally in the real world_
Dealing with modes enforces the idea that
computers are unnatural and unfriendly_
Modes are most confusing to users
when functions become unavailable in
certain modes_ Modes make some functions contingent upon past actions and
commands_ Confusion sets in further
when users rely on habits and patterns
they develop while using other applications and computers_
Modes also include error alerts to show
the user when an error has occurred or
an unavailable function was requested_
21
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An error alert may result from a disk input/output error. If the user is barraged
by a constant stream of error messages,
something is wrong in the design of the
application. Also, error alerts should be
friendly and helpful, instead of abusive
or demeaning.
The concept of modes may be useful
in certain applications. Most of these
cases fall into one of the examples given
below.
a. Long-term modes with a procedural
bias-for example, the Word Insert mode
of a word processor. Applications in
general may be considered modes themselves.
b. Short-term modes with a bias toward
unusual repetitive functions. For example,
holding down the mouse button to scroll
a document downward.
c. Alert modes to indicate to the user
that something unusual or unexpected
has happened.
If an application is designed to use
modes, the user should have a clear visual
indication of the current mode. The
mode indicator should be positioned to
indicate which object or function is being most affected. For example, in a
graphics editor, the size and colors of a
brush should be displayed near the selection of a brush.
Consistency: When a user purchases an
Atari ST, an investment of time and
money is made. The user spends a lot of
time learning the ins and outs of every
new application that becomes available
for the Atari ST computer. A large portion of this wasted time could be avoided if all of the applications followed the
same basic interface.
The GEM system provides all the necessary procedures required to implement
a common interface across all the applications available for the ST. However, implementing the user interface in a standard way means writing additional code
that isn't supplied with the ST or GEM.
Developers shouldn't have to feel restricted to using existing features; the
GEM system on the ST is a growing sys·
tem that places importance on new ideas.
The plainJane functions, such as opening a document in a word processor,
should certainly operate the same way so
that the user can move easily back and
forth between applications. The rule of
thumb is, if an outline for a function is
described in this article, then follow it exactly. If you don't agree with the outline,
use something completely different
rather than agreeing with only parts of it.
Consistency a lso extends into the treat22
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ment of the Atari ST's various screen resoluti ons. A consistent application should
be able to run in any screen resolution
and be able to treat a document the same,
regardless of what screen resolution is being used.

The Desktop
The GEM system is based on the idea
that the user will use an application in a
central workspace within the computer.
This workspace is called the desktop and
is the first thing the user is presented with
after the system is turned on. A portion
of the screen contains a set of functions
called drop-down menus (described later).
The desktop is the portion of the screen
below the drop-down menus.

Types of applications
The Atari ST screen is displayed using
graphics; there is no text mode as exists
on other computers. Nevertheless, a leading use of the ST is word processing, a
text-based application . The purpose of a
consistent operating environment is to
provide a system through which the user
may access textual, alTay and graphic applications.
We can categorize a GEM application
into one of three types:
1. Textual applications can be arranged
in a variety of ways on the screen and
operate on a string of characters that may
be represented in a number of ways. For
example, a word processor wi ll display a
screen full of words, whi le dialog boxes
may display only one line of text. The
manner in which the text is shown might
vary; however, the application manipulates the words, sentences and paragraphs
as a one-di mensional alTay of characters.
2. Graphic applications create or modi·
fy drawings, pictures or concepts as collections of pictures. Graphics are pictures

The GEM system is
based on the idea that
the user will use an
application in a central
workspace within
the computer.

and icons that represent functions or
ideas.
3. Array applications are multi dimensional arrangements of fields. If an
array has only one field, it is called a
form. If an array has several fields, it is
called a table. Form applications operate
on one list of data_ For example, a form
would be used to fill out a membership
card for a club. To the user, the data collected is not an alTay, however the application treats the fields in a form as a
continuous array of data. Tables may be
operated on as spreadsheets, with fields
running left and right as columns and
records displayed from top to bottom.

Icons
The ST is a graphics machine. High
resolution and color capabi lities should
be used to best take advantage of the ST's
versatile screen, with commands, features,
parameters and functions displayed as
graphic objects (icons).
An icon is a fundamental object in the
GEM system. Icons appear as a small
graphic object that is usually symbolic of
a function available to the user. In general, icons should be used instead of textual descriptions as they not only aid in a
visual understanding of the function, but
also don't need to be translated into foreign languages.
Icons may be treated as objects. Each
object should be used to perform a function analogous to an everyday function
the user might perform in the real world.
For example, the GEM desktop uses a
"trash can" icon for "throwing away"
(deleting) files. Also, the icons should employ graphics techniques to make their
use more obvious. If a user clicks on an
object, the object should be highlighted
to distinguish it from all the other objects
on the screen . If an object is to act like
a push button, it should "light up" when
pressed.
Icons may be grouped into pa lettes. A
palette may be used to give the user a
quick method to switch between various
operations. For example, in a drawing
program a palette would be used to indicate which brush style, color or pa ttern
will be used. Palettes are also used to show
currently selected options. A selected option is normally shown as a highlighted
icon.
A palette may be included as pa rt of
a window (as is the case with GEM Dmw
from DRI) or as a separate window (as is
the case with Easy Dmw from Migraph).
Each palette has its pitfalls. If a window
is reduced to be smaller than the palette,
ST-LOG FEBRUARY 1989
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several palette functions may be inaces·
sible. On the other hand, if the palette is
not part of the window, then it takes up
extra space on the desktop that might
otherwise be used as spare work space.

The Alari 5T keyboard
The standard ST keyboard has several
sections, each of which provides the user
with various options for data entry and
control of the system. The alphanumer·
ic keyboard holds the letters and numbers
and includes the symbols o·n the calcula·
tor keypad on the right side of the key·
board. If the user presses any
alpha·numeric key, the corresponding
character will appear on the screen. The
other keys, such as Return, Tab, Alternate,
Escape, Insert, Delete, Control/Home,
Backspace, arrows, Help and Undo, are
also considered character keys. However,
the result of pressing one of these keys
depends on the application and the context.
The return key is used to indicate that
the user has completed entering informa·
tion in a particular area ofthe document,
such as a cell in a spreadsheet. The return
key is also used as a signal to proceed
with an operation. In this case, a dialog
box is usually being used to retrieve in·
formation from the user. Once data has
been entered, the return key indicates
that the application should process the
entered data.
The tab key is used to proceed to the
next item in a sequence. In a word
processor the tab key is used to move the
cursor to the next tab position. In a dia·
log box, the tab key is used to select the
next edit field for data entry.
Pressing a character key while holding
down Alternate instructs an application
to perform a command, rather than
processing the character. This function is
most commonly used to process the key·
board equivalent of a drop·down menu
function.
Pressing the escape key instructs the
application that new data will be entered
over any existing information. Escape is
normally used to clear the contents of an
edit field in an array application such as
a spreadsheet.
The insert and delete keys are used to
add or delete characters from an array of
information. Insert will add a character
into the array at the insertion point,
usually pointed to with a cursor. Delete
will remove the character at the current
insertion point.
The control fhome key is used to move
the insertion point of an array to the be·
ginning of the array. Depending on the
ST·LOG FEBRUARY 1989

application, this key may be used to de·
lete the contents of the array.
The backspace key is used to delete text
or graphics. Backspace is further defined
in the section on text editing below.
The four arrow keys are used to move
the insertion point of an array of data.
The up· and down·arrow keys control row
movement, while the left· and right·arrow
keys control character of field posi·
tioning.
The help key is used to supply the user
with enough context·dependent informa·
tion to perform the currently selected
function. The help key may also be used
to run other applications sensitive to the
user's needs.
The undo key is used to restore the
contents of an application's data or oper·
ation to the state before the operation of
the previous function .
Since the release of the ST, many desk·
accessory programs have been made
available to the public that use the Alter·
nate/Help combination of keystrokes to
perform a temporary function on the
contents of the screen. When the ST is
started, pressing AlternatefHeip will send
a bit·image copy of the current screen to
your system printer.

Typeahead
If the user is a quick typist, many keys
may be pressed before the application
has time to update the screen. The keys
pressed are queued and later processed.
This queuing is called typeahead.
Since the ST has so much memory, the
limit to the number of keystrokes that
may be queued is almost limitless. This
presents a problem. Suppose the user is
working with a word processor. If the
user presses the down·arrow key repeat·
edly, the insertion point will move below
the visible portion of the screen, causing

If the user is a quick
typist, many keys may
be pressed before the
application has time to
update the screen.

the word processor to scroll downward
through the current document. Since the
user can type faster than the application
can update the screen, it is possible that
the user will be forced to wait for the ap·
plication to finish processing after enter·
ing repeated down arrows. This would
clearly be in violation of the responsive·
ness rule as described above.
The solution to this problem is to add
extra logic into the application to check
for another key press before updating the
screen. Ifthe key press is an up· or down·
scroll command, the application should
not update the screen until all other nor·
mal character keys have been processed.
In this manner, the user would lose the
consistency of an application, yet retain
the more important responsiveness
qualities.

The Alari 5T mouse
The mouse provides the user of an
application running under GEM with
a huge amount of variety and versatility.
A pointer on the screen follows the mo·
tion of the mouse on a flat surface next
to the Atari ST system. Moving the mouse
generally perfonns no function, other than
relocating the pointer. Most mouse func·
tions occur when the user moves
the pointer over an icon or object and
presses and releases the left mouse button.
The mouse has three basic actions:
Clicking: The user positions the pointer
and briefly presses and releases the left
mouse button without moving the mouse.
Pressing: The user positions the pointer
and holds down the left mouse button
without moving the mouse.
Dragging: The user positions the pointer
over an object, and moves the pointer to
another location, while holding down the
left mouse button.
It is the application'S responsibility to
enable or disable mouse actions. GEM does
not provide "mouse·ahead" functions. Un·
like other visual·interface operating sys·
tems, GEM only stores a record of the last
mouse manipulation when the current ap·
plication was not ready to process it.
Clicking something with the mouse per·
forms an immediate action, such as select·
ing an icon from a palette or activating
an object.
Pressing on an object perfonns repeated
functions. For example, in a word proces·
sor, if the user presses the down arrow
in a scroll bar, the document will repeat·
edly scroll downward by one line until the
mouse button is released.
Dragging perfonns various functions de·
pending on the application and type
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and the object being moved. Dragging is
used in graphic and array applications to
select objects or groups of objects. In a
textual application, dragging is used to
select groups of letters for later editing
functions and to position the insertion
point (cursor).
An object being moved may be restrict·
ed to a certain area of the desktop. For
example, the user may drag an icon from
one window to another, but not onto the
desktop itself. If the user releases the
mouse button over an illegal area, the ob·
ject's position remains unchanged.
In general, moving the mouse pointer
to a different location does not signify an
action . The exception to this rule is the
use of the drop· down menus. Moving the
mouse into the menu bar will cause a drop·
down menu to appear below the menu
title. Moving the pointer into the drop·
down menu will cause one of the selec·
tions to become highlighted. However, the
selection must be clicked for an action to
be registered. To escape from a drop·down
menu, the user clicks over the desktop.

Double clicks
A variation of the click function , as
described above, involves performing a
second press and release of the left mouse
button. The speed at which this second
click must be performed is set by the user
from the Control Panel desk accessory.
Double·c1icking is most commonly used
to perform immediate commands that
might otherwise require a series of steps.
For example, double·c1icking a file icon
on the desktop might be a faster method
to open a file than clicking the icon once
and selecting a drop·down menu selection.

Pointer shapes
The pointer is usually shown to be an
arrow, although GEM has the capability
of displaying any graphic as the pointer.
Several pointer shapes are built into the
Atari operating system. The pointer shape
gives a visual indication to the user of the
current activity.
The pointer shape also depends on the
item under the pointer. To give the user
an indication on the mouse actions pos·
sible, the pointer will assume different ap·
pearances depending on the possible
actions beneath the pointer. For example,
if the pointer is moved over a text field,
the pointer should change to an I·Beam
indicator, which may be used to select an
insertion point or a range of text.
If an application uses modes for differ·
ent functions , the pointer will assume
different appearances in the various
24
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modes of operations. For example, in De·
gas Elite, the pointer assumes the shape
of the current brush selection while edit·
ing and an arrow shape while selecting
modes.
The six most com mon pointer shapes
are given be low.
Arrow: Used for scroll bar and other
controls, window movement, sizing,
drop·down menus, icon selection, etc.
Cross: Used for drawing, shrinking or
stretching o bjects.
Thick cross: Used for selecting fields in
an array.
Busy bee: Shows an extended operation
is in progress.
Flat hand: Used for moving objects.
Pointing hand: Used for selecting
objects.

Selecting
A basic function of the GEM system is
th e ability to select an object. When the
user selects an object, it becomes high·
lighted as compar ed to other objects on
the screen, and any operations per·
form ed while a n object is selected m odi·
fy only the selected object.
Groups of objects may also be select·
ed. When more than one object is select·
ed , any operations work on all of the
selected objects.
There are three basic ways of select·
ing an object or group of objects using
GEM: Selecting by clicking, range selec·
tion and extending a selection. Selecting
by clicking is the most straightforward
method . The user clicks an object and it
becomes selected. Most ap plications will
also exte nd the effect of selecting by us·
ing double·c1icking. For exam pI e, in a
word processor clicking once will select
a new inserti o n (cursor) point. Double·
clicking will select a word.
Range selection is p erformed by drag·

Double-clicking is most
commonly used to
perform immediate
commands that might
otherwise require a
series of steps.

ging a box around the objects to be
selected. The user positions the mouse
pointer over a corner of the objects to
be selected and presses the left mouse
button. This point is called the anchor
point. The mouse pointer is moved to
the opposite corner of the group of ob·
jects while holding down the left mouse
button . When the mouse button is
released, the objects wholly within the
dragged region are selected. The loca·
tion of the pointer when the mouse but·
ton is released is called the endpoint of
the range.
Extending a selection is performed by
holding down the shift key and clicking
the left mouse button. In a textual or ar·
ray application, the result ofa Shift/Click
operation is always a range. The position
of the mouse pointer where th e mouse
button is clicked becomes the new e nd·
point or anchor point of the range; the
selection can be extended in any direc·
tion. If the user extends a selection wi·
thin the previous selected range, the new
range will be smaller than the old range.
In graphics applications, a select is ex·
tended by adding objects to it. Unlike the
textual or array extend function, the ob·
jects to be added do not have to be adja·
cent to the previous selection range.

Selecting text
Regardless of location, text edit fields
are selected and edited in a consistent
way. The keyboard and mouse are used
to select, modify, add and delete text.
A block of text is a string of characters.
When text is selected, a subset ofthe over·
all string of characters is chosen. The
selection range can have a length from
no characters to the whole block.
If a range of text has not been select·
ed, a cursor will appear at the insertion
point. The user determines the cursor po·
sition by clicking between two characters.
The cursor appears at the insertion point.
If the user clicks to the right of the last
character on a line oftext, the cursor will
appear at the last character on that line.
The cursor indicates to the user where
the next key pressed or contents of a
Paste function will appear. After each key
is pressed, the insertion point and cursor
move one position to the right.
If the user drags a range of text, the
selected characters appear highlighted as
compared with the rest of the document.
The user may also double·c1ick the mouse
while pointing to a word to select the en·
tire word. Words are defined as groups
of text separated by a space before and
after the characters of the word.
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NOW THREE SERIES OF HARD DRIVES'
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Home / Office Series

Studio Series
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THE "T ANK"

The System HD+ has been
recognized as extremely
tough and reliable by
hundreds of Atari ST
users. It is built to
exacting standards and
scrupulously tested. Astra
Systems is so confident of
the quality of this unit we
offer a limited one year
warranty.
Originally offered as a 20
Megabyte hard drive with
built- in 3 112" floppy, it now
is also available in 30 and
40 Megabyte units with
floppy.
Supplied with forma t ting,
partitioning software, and
backup program.
The floppy used in this unit
is a precision drive with
direct drive motor, and can
be formatted with high
density format programs.

T HE EXPANDER
Internally expandable hard
drives come either with or
without precision 3 1/2"
floppy drives.
Four AC outlets with full
three line surge
suppression are installed
at the rear of the unit.
One of these controls the
CPU and the others are
available for monitor,
printer, etc. Two push
button switches on the
front control the CPU
independently of other
peripherals. EMI and RFI
filtration is included.
Twenty, thirty, and forty
megabyte
units
expandable to 120 megs.
All necessary hardware is
already installed in original
unit so addition of
upgrade kits is fast and
easy.

RM 60/120
The RM 60 rack mount
hard drive for the MIDI
musician fits both
permanent and portable
racks.
Expandable from 60 to 120
Megabytes internally with
the addition of the +60
kit. Or purchase it
complete in the model RM
60/120.

Astra ha rd drives for the
At a ri MIDI mus icia n ha ve
become the standard for
the industry, and are
being used by top
professional groups
worldwide. Our power
supply is equipped for 120
and 240 volt operation by
merely moving one wire.
This rna kes perfo rming in
UK and Europe easier and
safer.
MAKE YOUR AT ARI SING I

Astra 88S now on-line in PC Pursuit area! (714) 546-5956
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Selecting graphics

Windows

Several methods have been established
to show the user when an object or group
of objects has been selected. Usually a
group of knobs are drawn around the
selected object or objects. The knobs in·
dicate the perimeter of the object and its
midway points both horizontally and ver·
tically.

Windows are rectangles on the desktop that display information . Several
types of windows are possible: document
windows, desk accessories, dialog boxes
and alert boxes. The typical window is
divided into two parts: the work area and
the border area. The work area holds the
data to be displayed inside the window.
The border area is com prised of several objects that a ll ow the user to contro l
the contents of the work area_ The title
bar displays the name of the document
or graphic file that is being operated
upon by the app li cation. A close box allows the user to signal that he is finished
with the current document. The full box
allows the user to signal that he wishes
to expand the window to the full size of
the desktop or shrink the window to its
origina l size. A size box allows the user
to change the boundaries of the window.
Vertical and horizontal slide bars allow
the user to signal that he wishes to move
the current view of the data being
worked upon.

Selections in arrays
Arrays can be one- or two-dimensional
arrangements of fields. As noted previously, a one-dimensional array is called
a form. To select a field in a form, the
user moves into it with the tab key or by
clicking on the field with the mouse.
The tab key cycles through the fields in
the order defined by the application, selecti ng the "next" field ' in the list. The sequence usually begins at the top of a form
and moves left to right and top to bottom.
Two·dimensional arrays of fields are
called tables. Columns are displayed from
left to right; records are displayed from
top to bottom. A column of data in the
array may be selected by clicking the
column header. If multiple columns are
to be selected, the user drags through
more than one column before releasing
the mouse button. The same functions
apply to row actions.

Multiple windows
Some app li cations may be able to
show more than one window on the desktop, and the user may position them according to personal preference. Each

window can overlap those behind it and
can be overlapped by those windows in
front of it. Different windows can
represent data in the following way:
a. Separate documents being viewed or
edited simultaneously.
b. Different presentations of the same
document, such as graphic views of'
spreadsheet data.
c. Related parts of a. logical whole, like
the li sting, error report and symbol tao
ble of an assembly-language program
listing.
d . Different parts of the same
document.
Each application deals with the display, context and creation of multiple
windows in its own way. The advantage
of multiple windows is that the user has
the ability to isolate unrelated groups of
data from each other. On the downside,
the desktop can become cluttered, mak·
ing it more of a nuisance than an aid .

Opening and closing windows
Windows are opened in ways appropriate to the application type, and the
appli cation determines the initial size
and position of its windows. The application also determines the stacking level of a window. that is opened.

CircuitMaker II
Iliad Software is proud to present CircuitMaker II for the Atari ST computer system. CircuitMaker II provides
many enhancements over its predecessor including:

* Macro devices: This gives you the ability to define your own working devices and save them in a library for
future use!
* Separate windows: CircuitMaker II now shows the circuit and wave forms in separate windows each relocatable on the screen!
* More devices: More devices are included in the standard library including a 32x8 PROM and lKx8 RAM!
* Enhanced printer support: More printers are supported, and your drawings can be reduced or enlarged to
whatever size you need! If your drawing is larger than one page, CircuitMaker II will break it up over several
pages!
* Much, much more!!
Come in and see CircuitMaker II today at your local Atari Dealer!!

Only *$99.95
Limited time on offer. Offer expires January 1. 1989. CircuitMaker II regular price: $149.95

ili[ld

P.O. Box 1144
Orem, Utah 84059
Software Inc. (801) 226-3270
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Most windows include a Close Box that
the user uses to signal that he is finished
working with the data contained in the
window. When clicked, the application
should remove the window from the desk·
top and, if applicable, remove the window
to a smaller object, such as an icon. When
a window is closed which contains data
that has been modified since the data was
first loaded, such as a word-processor
document file, the user is given the choice
of closing the window and losing the
modifications, or of saving any changes
made before closing the window.

The active window
If more than one window exists on the
desktop, the user will only be able to work
with one window at a time. This window
is called the active window. All other windows are inactive. When a window becomes active, tWD actions are performed:
a. The active window's title bar is high·
lighted, the border contents are displayed,
and any controls inside the window become active. If the window conta ins an
edit field , any text selection range that was
in effect wh en it was deactivated is highlighted.
b. The window is displayed as the topmost plane, so that it is shown in front of
any other overlapping windows.
The user activates a window by clicking on it. Once active, all controls, border objects and functions associated with
that window are avai lable for use.

Moving and sizing windows
The app lication determines the size
and location of a new window. The user
can move the window to a new location
by dragging the active window's title bar.
While the user drags the title bal~ a dotted outline of the window is shown corresponding to the mouse pointer
location. When the mouse button is
released, the appli cation draws the window at the new location. Moving the window does not change the contents of the
data within the window, just the window's
overall location.
The application determines the availability of a size box in the bottom right
corner ofa window. Ifa size box is shown,
the user may drag the size box to change
the size and shape of the active window.
Dragging the size box draws a set of dotted lin es indicating the new size of the
window. The window's location on the
desktop is anchored to the origina l loca·
tion. Only the size and shape are
changed.
When the mouse button is released, the
ST-LOG FEBRUARY 1989

window is redrawn in the shape of the
dotted outline. The contents of the window are not changed, just the portion of
the contents view is adjusted.
The application may set boundaries in
which the window must reside. Moving
and sizing limits are determined by the
application. The application should ensure that the contents of a window can
never be drawn completely off the screen.
There is one exception to the sizing
function, that of scaling graphic data. Programs such as Easy Draw and GEM Draw
allow the user to change the scaling of the
view to fix the size of the window. If the
user changes the size of a window, the application may change the scaling of the
view.

Scroll bars
Scroll bars change the portion of the
document or array being viewed in the active window. A scroll bar is a dotted
horizontal or vertical shaft with square
boxes labeled with arrows at each end. Inside the shaft is a dark rectangle called
the thumb. The shaft is a one-dimensional
proportional representation of the document or array being viewed. As the user
moves the view of the document, the
thumb indicates which portion of the
document or array is being viewed. If the
document or array is smaller than one
shown in the window, the scroll bar be·
comes inactive and should not be shown.
Scroll bars permit the user to move the
view of a document in three manners, as
given below.
1. Sequential scrolling moves the view
in the opposite direction from the scroll
arrow that was clicked. For example, in a
word processor clicking the down arrow
causes the document to be moved upward
and the view closer to the bottom of the
document. Pressing the up or down arrow causes repeated scrolling of the view
until the mouse button is released. The
distance moved is determined by the ap:
plication (e.g., word processors may scroll
one line of text, spreadsheets may scroll
one row of data, etc.)
2. Paging advances the view by one
view-size of data. The user clicks anywhere
in the dotted portion of the shaft to page
the view. For example, clicking below the
thumb causes the application to move the
view of the document one view-size of
data downward . Pressing the dotted portion of the shaft repeatedly scrolls the
view until the mouse button is released.
3. Direct positioning a llows the user to
drag the thumb to a new position within
the shaft. The relative position of the new

location of the thumb within the shaft is
used by the application to determine the
new position of the view. Movement of the
thumb is limited to the size of the shaft.
If the user tries to drag the thumb outside of the shaft, the position within the
shaft changes according to the axis of the
shaft (e.g., vertical shafts only change the
vertical alignment of the thumb, while
horizontal shafts only change the horizontal alignment).

Commands
When data or a group of data has been
selected, the user may select a command
to modify the selected data from lists of
commands called drop-down menus.
Menus are selected by moving the mouse
into the area of the screen above the desk·
top, signaling the application that a com·
mand is to be issued by the user. The user
can then select a command from a list of
commands that appear.
Most drop-down menu commands
either perform a function or change an
attribute that will be used in a function
later on. Functions are displayed as verbs,
while attributes are shown as adjectives.
Drop·down-menu commands may either
apply only to the currently selected objects or to the whole document or
window.
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Drop-down menus are an intuitive
method of making command procedures
and options readily apparent to the user;
however, they might not always be the
most ideal way to initiate a command_For
example, copying files from the GEM
Desktop program is more efficientl y
processed by dragging a file icon from
one window to another instead of using
the drop-down menus to perform the
same function_

Menu bar
The portion of the screen above the
desktop is called the menu bar_ It contains
a number of words and phrases indicating the titles ofthe menus associated with
the current app lication _Each application
is responsible for maintaining its own
group of menus and titles_
The menu titles do not change when
an application is running; however, desk
accessories may temporarily change the
menu titles when they are activated_ As
a side note to this rule, VIP Professional
changes the menu titles in context with
the command being processed_ This
makes the menu bar confusing to the
user, as the locations of each command
vary depending on the mode of the
spreadsheet. (Also see why modes should
not be used as discussed previously_)

Choosing a menu command
The user chooses a menu command by
moving the mouse pointer into one of the
menu titl es_ A list of commands wi ll appear below the mouse pointer_ As the
pointer is moved over a command e ntry,
the entry becomes highlighted_ The user
clicks on the desired command entry to
select it. If the user wishes to not choose
a command once a menu title becomes
selected, the user may click anywhere on
the desktop outside of the currently open
command list.

Command groups
Menu commands are split between
verbs and adjectives_ To the user these two
categories are seen as actions a nd attributes_ Menu titles are normally grouped by
actions or attributes_ For example, the
Edit menu-command list would include
functions such as Cut, Copy, Paste and
C lear_
An attribute menu title might adj ust
the font or style to be used in a word
processor_ For example, the Style menucommand list would include attri butes
such as Bold, Underline, Italic, etc
Menu-command lists may be broken
down into smaller groups, depending on
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the association of a group of commands_
Each group of commands is usually separated by a gray dotted line_ In associative
groups, commands are grouped togeth er
in which one or more of the commands
may be selected to affect attributes to be
used by a funct ion _ For example, in the
above Style menu, one or more of the attributes may be selected_
Exclusive menu-command list groups
put commands together in which only
one of the commands may be selected_
For example, th e Style me nu- command
list m ight also include a group of font
sizes_ Only one size command may be
selected at a time_
Fina ll y, a command-li st entry may toggle between two or more titles showing
the user the presence or absence of an attribute by the toggled entry_ For example,
in The Informer, an entry in th e Display
menu reads "Show Headers:' When selected, th is menu entry changes to "Hide
Headers:' and the data within the active
window is redrawn_ When using a toggle
command entry, the wording of the command must make it obvious to the user
that the commands are opposites_

Special menu features
Many other special features may be
used in menu-command lists in addition
to command groups and names_ Given
below are severa l options wh ich may be
used_
a_ A check mark or color variation may
be used to indicate an active attribute
from a group of nonactive attributes_
b. A disabled command entry is shown
as a gray or dimmed object. If the user
moves the mouse pointer over a disabled
entry, it is not highlighted so it is unavailab le to the user.
c A command entry may be shown in
bold, underlined, italic, outlin ed and
Key

COMMAND Usage

lie

COPY

IIV

PASTE

IIQ

QUIT

IIX

CUT

liZ

UNDO

UNDO UNDO

Edit menu, copies text
into scrap buffel:
Edit menu, moves
scrap buffer into
document.
File menu, quits and
exits application.
Edit menu, cuts text
into scrap ana delete.
Edit menu, retrieves
last modification.
Edit menu, retrieves
last modification.

shadowed type style to indicate textual attributes_
d. A command entry can include an
icon as a nonverbal explanation of the
command.
e. A special form of menu may be
drawn by the application. For example,
GEM Draw (DR!) draws its own menu
showing the possible fill patterns for
drawing operations.
f. A command entry may also include
an indi cator to show a command's keyboard equi valent. If the keyboard equivalent keycode requires the control or
alternate key to be held down while the
key is pressed, the command entry should
show a caret (X) symbol or ALT symbol
respectively_ The Atari logo (Fuji ) character may also indicate an ALT symbol.
Several key characters are reserved for
special purposes. Since almost every application has a File and an Edit menu, the
keyboard equivalents in these menus are
strictly reserved_ The reserved keys are
given in Table l.
The keyboard equivalents for the Style
menu are optionally reserved. If an application does not have need for a Style
men u , these keys may be used for other
funct ions. However, if a Style menu is
used within an application, the reserved
keys are given below.
Key

Command

liB
II I

Bold
Italic
Outline
Plain
Shadow
Underline

110
liP
liS
IIU

The escape key is used for two functions that do not have drop-down menu
equivalents_ Escape is used to clear the
contents of an edit field in forms and to
abort the current operation in applications processing_

Standard menus
Presenting the average user with a consistent selection of drop-down menus
makes the wide selection of applications
fam iliar when first run . This prevents the
necessity of forcing a user to learn a new
group of commands each time a new application is used. The Fuji Symbol, File
and Edit menus appear in alm ost every
application . The Font, Fontsize and Style
menus are used when applicable.

The Fuii symbol
The Atari ST is not a multitasking
machine_ It can run only one application
ST-LOG FEBRUARY 1989
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at a time. However, smaller applications
called desk accessories may be run while
a larger application is being used. When
the user wishes to use a desk accessory,
the Fuji Symbol menu lists the ava ilable
desk·accessory applications.
The Fuji Symbol menu also contains
the "About ..." menu entry. When the
user chooses this menu entry, the appli·
cation optionally opens a dialog box in·
dicating the name and copyright informa·
tion for the application, as well as any
other information the developer wants to
display. The "About ..." menu entry may
a lso be used to initiate a user·help dialog
box, as is th e case with Microsoft Write.

The File menu
The user may perform simple filing
operations without leaving the applica·
tion and returning to the GEM Desktop
by using the Fi le menu.
It also contains the command for print·
ing documents or graphics and exiting
the appli cation . The standard File menu
contents and description are given below.
New: Opens a new, untitled document
or array. The user names the document
for the first time when it is saved. This
command is disabled when the maximum
number of documents allowed by the ap·
plication is a lready open.
OPen: Opens an existing document. To
select the document, the user is present·
ed with the standard GEM item selector.
The selector dialog shows a list of a ll the
documents on the disk that can be han·
died by the current application. For ex·
a mple, a word processor will display a list
of all the text files available. The se lector
dialog a lso gives the user the opportuni·
ty to select documents on other diskettes.
Close: Close the active document or
desk accessory. If the user has made
modifications to the document since it
was opened, the application will ask the
user if the changes should be saved be·
fore the application closes the document.
Clicking the Close box of the active win·
dow performs the same function .
Save: Saves a document or graphic. For
new documents, the a pplicati on will ask
the user to enter the name of the docu·
ment before processing the save function.
Once the save function is completed, the
active document remains present. In the
event that not e nough disk space is avail·
able to save the document, the applica·
tion re·opens the GEM File Selector
allowing the user to save the document
on another diskette.
Save As: Saves a copy of the active docu·
ment using a new filename that the user
ST-LOG FEBRUARY 1989

enters. Once the function is completed,
the active·window title bar changes to the
new document name, and a ll further
operations affect the new document file.
Page Set·up: Runs a dialog box which
controls the app li cations·printing
parameters, for examp le, page length ,
margin length, printer drivers, etc.
Print: Prints the document or ar ray of
the active window. Optiona ll y, the appli·
cation wi ll run a dialog box to gather mis·
cellaneous information abo ut the print
operation before actually printing the
document, for examp le, number of cop'
ies, starting page, etc.
Qy.it: Exits the application and returns
to the ca llin g application, usually the
GEM Desktop. If the application has
modified any open documents or arrays
since the last save, the application first
asks the user if the changes shou ld be
made permane nt or ignored .
Other optiona l menu entries included
in the File menu include the fo llowing:
Print Draft: Prints a rough copy of the
active document or array in a faster print·
ing mode than Print.
Print One: Prints one copy of the active
doc um ent or array using default
parameters without showin g the Print·
parameters dialog box.

The Edit menu
The commands contained in the Edit
menu control the se lection and manipu·
lation of objects and data, and includes
commands such as Undo, Show Clip·
board and Select All.
Cut: Copy the current se lection to the
Scrap Buffer, and then delete it. The ap'
plication may choose to store the Scrap
Buffer onto the Clipboard, so the cut data
may be transferred into a different appli·
cation.
Copy: Copy the current selection to the

The user may perform
simple filing operations
without leaving the
application and
returning to the GEM
Desktop by using the
File menu.

Scrap Buffer, but do not delete it. The ap·
plication may also choose to store the cut
selection onto the Clipboard as noted
above.
Paste: Replaces the current selection
with the contents of the Scrap Buffer or
Clipboard.
Clear: Deletes the current selection
without copying it to the Scrap Buffer or
Clipboard.
Undo: Reverses the effects of the last
operation. The Undo function is very ap'
plication dependant. Textual applications
should support Undo functions for most
menu items and typing sequences. Typing
sequences are a series of keyboard values
including backspace, return and tab, but
not including keyboard equivalents of
menu commands. An appli cation shou ld
not a llow the user to undo selectin g,
scro llin g and window·manipulation
procedures. However, typing sequences
that occur before these functions shou ld
be "Undo·able:' The application may also
show the potential effect of an Undo com·
mand by displaying the menu entry as
"UNDO xxx;' where xxx is the name of
the last operation. Microsoft Write sup'
ports this function.
Show Clipboard: Toggles the display or
hiding of a window which shows the con·
tents of the Scrap Buffer or Clipboard. If
the user chooses this command entry, the
entry changes to "Hide Clipboard" for fu·
ture use. The Clipboard is a specia l docu·
ment that contains data that has been cut
or copied from an array or document. Its
contents stay intact from app lication to
app lication, and its major use is to trans·
fer data between applications. The Clip·
board window loo ks like a document
window with a close box, but with no
scroll bars.
Select all: Selects every object in a docu·
ment or array. This command entry is
most useful in array and graphic appli ·
cations and need not appear in textual
appli cations.

Text entry
In addition to the already mentioned
controls that affect text entry and modifi·
cations, the user has severa l other options
available. The user may make use of sever·
a l text·editing techniques to enter or edit
text including:
-Inserting new text.
-Deleting characters that are back·
spaced over.
-Translating mouse activity into text
selection.
-Deleting selected text and possibly
inserting it elsewhere, or copyin g text
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without d eleting it.
All text-ed itin g functions support the
same procedures_ Therefore the user does
not have to learn a completely n ew system of text manipulation for each a ppli cation_ For examp le:
-Select text by clicking and dragging
with the mouse_
-Double-click to select words_
-Invert highlighting of the current text
selection or display of a blinking cursor
at the insertion point.
-Cut (or copy) and paste within an application via a Clipboard_
A cursor appears in the edit field as an
indication of th e insertion point. When
the user presses a key, the character will
be inserted into the text at the location
of the cursor_
Pressing the backspace key will move
the cursor one character to the left and
delete a character_ The left- and rightarrow keys will move the cursor one
character in the correspondin g direction_
The delete key will delete the ch aracter
under the cursor_ The in sert key adds a
space at the cursor location_ The Con trol/Home key clears the contents of the
ed it field_ Pressing the tab key moves the
cursor five positions to the right. The cursor may then be repositioned anywh ere
within the edit field by moving the mouse
pointer to the new position of the cursor
and clicking the left mouse button once_
The mouse is also used to select a range
of text. The user moves the mouse pointer
over the beginning character of a range
of text. Then the user drags the mouse
pointer to the last character of the range.
The selected range of text will appear
highlighted as compared to the rest of the
text or document.
Once a range of text has been selected, several options become ava ilable_ The
Edit drop-down menu controls cut, copy
and paste operations. Selecting the Cut
optio n copies the selected text into the
Scrap Buffer or Clipboard, and then deletes the selected text. Copy performs the
same procedure as Cut, except the selected text is not deleted. Selecting Paste inserts the text on the Clipboard at the
cursor's location.
The user may a lso replace a selected
range oftext with the contents of the Clipboard by first using the "click and drag"
procedure to select a range of text, then
select ing the Paste drop-down menu
option.
To clear a selected range of text, the
user may press the backspace key or select
the Clear entry of the Edit menu when
the ['a nge has been highli ghted with the
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click-and-drag procedure_
T h e user may also select a word by
double-clicking the desired word. The application should provide " intelligent"
Cut-and-Paste functions when u sing the
"select a word" function . For example,
suppose the user double-clicks the word
"ONLY" within this sentence:

THE READER ONLY WANTED SOME POPCORN .
T he word "ONLY" (but not the spaces
located on both sides of the word) would
be highlighted. If the user clicked the Cut
function of the Edit menu , the word
would be removed from the text leav ing
this line:

THE READER WANTED SOME POPCORN.
"Intelligent" Cut-and-Paste funct ions
are se nsitive to the character immediately to the left of the selection range. When
cutting the selection range, the application removes the character if it is a space.
When pasting, the appli cation adds a
space if the character to the right of the
insertion point is a space.

Dialogs and alerts
Certain operations require the a pplication to request that the user enter more
information before the app li cation can
perform a procedure_At other times, the
application might be unsure of the results
of the procedure. In both of these instances, the appli cation may make use of
two additiona l procedures_
a. Dialogs, to allow the user to provide
additional information before a command is executed.
b. Alerts, to notify the user whenever
an unusual situ ation occurs.

Pressing the backspace
key will move the
cursor one character to
the left and delete a
character.

Controls
The visual interface mimics objects that
the user might find in his day-to-day life.
These objects stress the importance of
direct ca use-and-effect: The object performs a function. The user is presented
with a group of graphic objects that cause
in stant action when directly manipulated with the mouse. T here are four types
of controls: buttons, check boxes, radio buttons and dials.
Buttons: Small objects, normally located inside a window, labeled with text. Clickin g or pressing a button performs the
action described by the button's label.
Check Boxes: T h e user chooses among a
group of values for an object. When selected, a check-box object displays a sma ll
check mark next to the object. The absence
of a check box indicates the option has
not been selected.
Radio Butlorls: Groups of objects of which
only one object may be selected at anyone
time. If an other object within the group
is selected, the previously selected object
is deselected. Highlighting or a check mark
is used to show the selected object.
Dials: Display va ri able va lu es and positions, as opposed to a check mark or
radio button which either turns on or off.
A dial is an analog device, displaying magnitudes rather than binary va lues. The
most common example of a dia l is the
scro ll bar of a window. The thumb of a
scroll bar is the indicator ofthe dial showing the relative position of the window's
view.

Dialogs
When an appli cation requires data
from the user, it may use a dialog box.
The dialog box gathers the necessary
data and returns the va lu es to the application. To the user, this approach is sim ple and cons istent over a number of
app lica tions. A dialog box is a recta n gle
that may conta in icon s, text, edit fields
and controls. T h e text of a dialog is used
to indi cate to the user the purpose of the
dialog.
When started, the first edit field of a
dialog should be active; so the user may
begin typing keys to enter data . If no data
has been preloaded into the edit fields,
the insertion point (cursor) shou ld appear at the first character of th e field .
The tab key accepts the changes made
to each edit field and moves control to the
next ed it field in the sequence determined by the application. The mouse
may a lso be used to click on another edit
field to accept the changes made to the
current edit field and move control to the
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FIVE STAR

34.95

RAMPAGE - CRAZY CARS
ENDURO RACER - WIZBALL
BARBARIAN (Ultimate Warrior)

Arcade Force 4 49.95

MEGA PACK

GAUNTLET - INDIANA JONES
ROAD RUNNER - METROCROSS

FROST BYTE-MOUSETRAP
INTER OLYMPIAD 88-PLUTOS
BLOOD FEVER-SECONDS OUT

ACTION ST 29.95

HIT DISK #1

NORTH STAR - TRAIL BLAZER
3D GALEX - DEFLECTOR
MASTERS OF THE UNIVERSE
ARCADE CONVERSIONS-ST
GAUNTLET 11 ............... ............ 29.95
OUTRUN .................................. 29.95
BIONIC COMMANDO ............. 29.95
STREET FIGHTER ................. 29.95
SUPER HANG ON ................ .. 29.95
1943 .......................... ................ 29.95
AUEN SYNDROME ................ 29.95
SIDE ARMS ............................. 29.95
ARKANOID ............................... 29.95
ARKANOID 11... ••.....................•. 29.95
BUBBLE BOBBLE .................. 29.95
STAR WARS ........................... 29.95
EMPIRE STRIKES BACK ....... 29.95
RETURN OF THE JEDI ......... 29.95
SHACKLED .............................. 29.95
SOLOMON'S KEy .................. 29.95
SPACE HARRIER ................... 29.95
IKARI WARRIORS ................... 29.95
EUROPEAN ST SOFTWARE
FROM AMERICA'S
#1 IMPORTER
**Dealer Inquiries Welcome**
ACTION SERVICE. ......... ......... 29.95
ADDICTABALL ........................ 29.95
ANNALS OF ROME ................ 34.95
ARMY MOVES ........................ 29.95
BAD CAT.................... .............. 29.95
BERMUDA PROJECT ......... 34.95
BETTER DEAD THAN AUEN 29.95
BLUE WAR .............................. 29.95
BOMB JACK. ........................... 29.95
BRIDGE PLAYER 2000 .......... 29.95
CAPTAIN AMERICA ............... 29.95
CAPTAIN BLOOD ................... 34.95
CASINO ROULETTE ......... ..... 29.95
COLOSSUS CHESS ............... 34.95
CYBERNOID ............................ 29.95
DRILlER (Space Sta Oblivn) 34.95
EUMINATOR ....... .................... 29.95
EXOLON ................................... 29.95
FERNANDEZ MUST DIE ....... 34.95
GARFIELD ..... .. ..................... .... 29.95
HOSTAGES ........................ ..... 34.95
HOT SHOT .............................. 29.95
HYPERBOWL ......................... 14.95
INTERNATIONAL KARATE + 29.95
JOE BLADE ............................. 22.95
LANCELOT .............................. 29.95

)1'ATARI

•

34.95

GOLDRUNNER
KARATE KID 11- SLAYGON
JUPITER PROBE

LEGEND OF THE SWORD ... 34.95
UBERATOR .................. ... ........ 19.95
UVE & LET DIE ....................... 29.95
UVINGSTONE. ......................... 29.95
LOMBARD RALLy .................. 34.95
LUXOR ..................... ................ 22.95
MACH 3...... ........ ...................... 29.95
MAD MIX PEPSI CHALENGE22.95
MICKEY MOUSE .................... 29.95
MISSION GENOCIDE ............. 19.95
MORTVILLE MANOR ............. 19.95
MOTORBIKE MADNESS ....... 22.95
NEBULUS (Tower Topler) .... 29.95
NETHERWORLD .................... 29.95
PANDORA ............................... 29.95
PENGY ..................................... 29.95
POWER STRUGGLE ............. 29.95
RETURN TO GENESIS .......... 29.95
SOl (new not Cinemaware) .. 29.95
STAC ........................................ 49.95
STOS ........................................ 44.95
SCREAMING WiNGS .............. 29.95
SCRUPlES .............................. 29.95
SHACKLED ................ .............. 29.95
SIDE ARMS ............................. 29.95
SPACE RACER ....................... 29.95
STAR GOOSE ....................... .. 29.95
STIR CRAZy ............................ 29.95
TETRIS ..................................... 29.95
THUNDER CATS ........ ... .......... 29.95
TIME & MAGiC ........................ 29.95
TRACKER ................................ 34.95
TRANTOR ................................ 29.95
TRIP-A-TRON ....................... . 49.95
VIXEN ........................................ 29.95
VECTORBALL ...... ................... 29.95
VETERAN ................................. 22.95
WAR HAWK ... .......... ............... 19.95
ZYNPS .................. ....... ............. 29.95
**"Many more imports available,
send self addressed stamped
envelope for complete list***
DOMESTIC ST SOFTWARE
ALL ABOARD ...................... .... 19.95
AWESOME ARCADE PACK 37.95
BREACH ................................. . 27.95
BREACH SCENARIO ...... .. 19.95
BUGGY BOY (Speed Buggy)24.95
CARRIER COMMAND ............ 29.95

TRIAD

34.95

39.95

DEFENDER OF THE CROWN
BARBARIAN
STAR GLIDER

CHRONO QUEST ................... 34.95
CORRUPTION ......................... 29.95
DUNGEON MASTER........... 24.95
DUNGEON MAPS ................. 4.95
DUNGEON MASTERy ...... 12.95
EUTE ........................ ................ 24.95
FIRE & FORGET ..................... 27.95
FUGHT SIMULATOR 11 .......... 34.95
GOLD OF THE REALM ......... 27.95
GOLDRUNNER 11 ................. ... 27.95
SCENERY DISK I ............... 11.95
SCENERY DISK 11.. ............. 11 .95
HEROS OF THE LANCE ....... 29.95
HUNT FOR RED OCTOBER 32.95
INTERNATIONAL SOCCER ... 27.95
JET + JAPAN SCENERy ....... 34.95
LEATHERNECK ........ .............. 27.95
INDOOR SPORTS .................. 34.95
MENACE .................................. 27.95
NIGHT RAIDER(DiveBombr) 24.95
OBUTERATOR ....................... 27.95
OIDS ......................................... 24.95
PALADIN .................................. 27.95
PALADIN QUEST ................ 19.95
POUCE QUEST ...................... 29.95
QUADRAUEN ...........•.............. 24.95
ROAD RAIDER ....................... 27.95
ROCKFORD ............................ 24.95
SCRABBLE DELUXE ............. 24.95
SHADOWGATE ......... ..... ........ 29.95
SHANGHAI .............................. 24.95
SKYCHASE. .. ............. .. ............ 27.95
SPITFIRE 40 ............................ 24.95
STARGUDER 11 ....................... 32.95
STAR RAy ............................... 24.95
STAR TREK ............................. 27.95
STELLAR CRUSADE ............. 34.95
TANGlEWOOD ...................... 24.95
TERRAMEX (Cosmic Relief) 24.95
TETRA QUEST........................ 27.95
TYPHOON THOMPSON ....... 24.95
ULTIMA IV ................................ 34.95
U.M.S.................................... .... 29.95
VIRUS ....................................... 24.95
WHIRUGIG (Space Cutter) ... 22.95
PRODUCTIVITY SOFTWARE
TIMEWORKS PUBUSHER .... 89.95
PUBUSHINGPARTNERPro. 129.95
PRINTMASTER PLUS ............ 27.95

TYPING TUTOR ...................... 24.95
MAVIS BEACON ..................... 37.95
WORD UP ............................... 59.95
WORD WRITER ...................... 47.95
DATA MANAGER ................... 47.95
DB MAN (2.0) ............ .............. 79.95
PARTNER ST ............ .............. 34.95
BASE TWO .............................. 44.95
VIP PRO (GEM) ...................... 99.95
DEGAS EUTE.......................... 39.95
ART & FILM DIRECTOR ....... 59.95
PC DITTO ................................ 69.95
ST TALK PROFESSiONAL .... 22.95
DESK CART...... ....................... 69.95
MULTI DESK ........................... 22.95
G+ ............................................. 27.95
OMNIRES ................................. 24.95
REVOLVER .............................. 34.95
GFA BASIC 3.0........................ 69.95
REBOOT CAMP ................. 14.95
Programmers Ref. Guide .. 22.95
COncepts In Programming 19.95
***Many more titles available, call
for those not listed***
DISK DRIVES
INDUS GTS-100 ................... 189.95
INDUS GTS-1000 ................. 199.95
20MEG HARD DISK ............. 549.95
30MEG HARD DiSK ............. 619.95
MONITORS
COLOR ................................... 319.95
MONO .................................... 179.95
IMPORTED MAGAZINES
ST ACTION .................................6.95
ST USER ........................... ..........6.95
COMPUTER & VIDEO GAMES6.95
GAMES MACHINE .....................6.95
ST/AMIGA (DISK) ................. .....8.95
THE ONE (DISK)........................ 7.95
.-:=-:=-=-:==-====-=---::-=:-=:::-1
COMPUTEREYES .•.•.• 179.95
IMAGE SCAN ............. 79.95
ASTRA MONITOR BOX49.95
come visit our walk-in store at
1839 E. Chapman
Orange CA
Stora Hours NoorH; Mon-Frl(714)538-123-4
!::M=8i=lo=rd=ar=H=ou=rs=S-6M=o="=-S=8=t(7='4=)63=9-=B':::::'.B9

714 639 8189

1-80~~!:;-~189
SHIPPING: Software· free shipping on U.S. orders over 5100, otherwise 52.50 U.S.,
[VISA I
·56.50 outside U.S. Hardware· depends on weight. call for quote.
-

ORDERS ONLY

-

Charge cards + 3%. C.O.D. orders are welcome, add 52.20for UPS + 3%.

COMPUTER CAMES + • BOx 6144 • ORANCE CA 92667 • (714) 639-8189
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requested edit field.
Dialog boxes are either modal or
modeless, as described below.

Modal dialog boxes
A modal dialog takes control of the system until the user enters the requested information. For this reason, the main use
of a modal dialog box should be to gather
information that must be entered before
a procedure may be processed.
The user has two methods of signaling
that he is finished with the dialog: clicking a button labeled "OK" or clicking a
button labeled "Cancel:' The modal dialog may also be terminated by a keyboard
equivalent to these buttons. For example,
the return key may be assigned by the application to be the keyboard equivalent
of clicking the OK button_The modal dialog may also have other buttons which
dismiss the dialog box when clicked. Any
button which causes termination of a modal dialog box is signified by emphasizing the object with an outline or bold
marking.
A modal dialog box may also have no
buttons. In this case, the application may
display the dialog box to inform the user
of the state of a process without need for
a reply. The application then removes the
dialog box after a certain amount of time
has elapsed. For example, when Regent Word
II is printing a document, a modal dialog is displayed, indicating a printing function is being processed.

the user to choose the method of resolving the problem. There are three types of
alerts, as given below.
Note: A procedure is about to be performed that is unusual, but not disastrous,
if left alone. For example, a word processor might inform the user when it begins
to get close to the end of memory. The
GEM icon used for this type of alert is the
exclamation point.
Questi.on: A procedure is about to be perform ed that mayor may not cause harm
to the program or data . For example, the
user selects "Close" before saving the
modifications of a document. The standard "Are you sure?" alert falls into this
category, and the GEM icon used for this
type of alert is the question mark.
StojJ: A situation arises in which the user
must fix a problem before proceeding with
a function or action. For example, during
a disk copy the user might have to swap
diskettes. The GEM icon used for this type
of alert is the stop sign.
The preferred (safest) way for a user to
respond to a n a lert should be clearly
marked in the a lert box by emphasizing
a button within the alert box.
Alert boxes should be helpful, rather
than critical. Alert messages should be constructive and polite rather than abrupt.
It is better to refer the user to external
documentation for further clarification
than to provide lengthy explanati o ns of
the cause of an error.

The friendly user interface
Modeless dialog boxes
A modeless dialog box allows the user
to perform a number of processes before
the dialog box is dismissed and normal ly contains a close box. The user may click
on a button within the dialog box or click
the close box to dismiss a modeless dialog box.
Modeless dialog boxes may also be
dragged around the desktop. The sequence
of windows may also be determined by the
application. The controls within a modeless dialog box usually indicate that a function will be processed when clicked.

Alerts
In the event that the user does something unexpected, an alert box may be used
to signal to the user the problem that has
occurred. Alert boxes act like modal dialog boxes in that they retain control of the
entire system while they appear on the
desktop.
Alert boxes usually contain an icon
showing the type of alert, text describing
the problem and several buttons allowing
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The visual interface system was designed
to appeal to an audience of non programmers, including the huge group of people who have been apprehensive about
using computers. To overcome the fears
of these potential users, the visual interface was designed to be easy to learn and
to use. The guidelines presented were

The user has two
methods of signaling
that he is finished with
the dialog: clicking a
button labeled "OK"
or clicking a button
labeled "Cancel."

designed around the idea that a computer
shouldn't be aggressive. The user should
feel comfortable and in control.
On a final note, here is an overview of
the design style of the visual interface_
a_ Give the user complete control over
the application's actions and responses.
Whenever possible, allow the user to
change the appearance, arrangement, size
and visibility of the objects shown on the
screen.
b. Use verbs as drop-down menu command titles.
c. Use easy-to-understand English when
displaying alert messages. Use icons instead
of text whenever possible.
d. Use controls and other graphics instead of relying completely on drop-down
menu controls.
e_ Sprinkle the screen with as ma ny
descriptive icons as possible. They make
the user feel more at ease and in control.
f. Don't overuse modes, including modal dialog boxes. Nothing feels more uncomfortable than losing control of the
system to an annoying modal dialog box
or alert.
g. Don't force the user to use the mouse
when the keyboard is more suited for a
function. The same holds true for the keyboard. Don't use the keyboard when the
mouse is more suited for a function.
h. Try to make the screen look as close
to the finished product as possible_ For
word processors, this means a what-yousee-is-what-you-get update of the screen.
i. Use the standard menus whenever
possible. Don't confuse the user with your
own menus that use the standard menu's
titles.
j. Don't import applications from nonvisual interface computers and pass them
off as a GEM application.
k. Provide Undo functions using the ST
keyboard Undo key to remove the effects
of the previous function.
On a side note: Leonard Tramiel of Atari
Corporation reviewed this article and made
several comments which have been incorporated into the contents. Jim Needham,
Atari ST GEM Product Manager for Digital Research, Incorporated, also reviewed
this article and made comments which
were used in the body of the text. •
Frank Cohen has been developing software
for Atari computers since 1982 when he wrote
his first game, Clowns and Balloons. He later
cofounded Regent Software in 1985, where he
wrote Regent Base H e may be contacted for
more information on DELPHI (REGENTWARE), CompuServe (75004,1573) or GEnie
(F.COHEN).
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The reviews are in ...
ft!f.A Best Buy" I"m impressedft!
David H. Ahl. Atari Explorer, Nov-Dec 1987

ft!If you"ve got an Atari., you probably need this
program. ft!
Jerry Pournell. Byte Magazine, October 1987

ft!pc-ditto is a winner. ft!
Charlie Young, ST World, July 1987

ft!This is the product we have been looking for.ft!
Donna Wesolowski, ST Informer, August 1987

ft!This truly incredible software emulator really
works. ft!
Mike Gibbons, Current Notes, September 1987

NOW! RUN THESE IBM PROGRAMS ON YOUR ATARI ST.
Lotus 1-2-3
Enable
Sidekick
Crosstalk IV
EasyCAD
GW Basic

Flight Simulator
Ability
Superkey
Carbon Copy
DAC Easy Accounting
Managing Your Money

Framework
DESQview
Norton Utilities
Chart -Master
BPI Accounting
Silvia Porter's

Symphony
Q&A
dBase II, III, III +
Print Shop
Turbo Pascal
pfs:Professional File

And Hundreds More!
pc-ditto is a software-only utility which taps the power of our Atari St to imitate an IBM PC
XT. No extra hardware is required (an optional 5.25-inch drive may be required for 5.25-inch
disks). All your IBM disks will work "out-of-the-box".
pc-ditto features include:

System requirements:

o
o
o
o

o

o
o
o
o
o

All ST models supported (520. 1040. & Mega)
up to 703K usable memory (1040 & Mega)
not copy-protected - installable on hard disk
imitates IBM monochrome and IBM color graphics adapters
access to hard disk. if hard disk used
optionally boots DOS from hard disk
parallel and serial ports fully supported
supports 3.5-inch 720K format and 360K single-sided
formats
supports optional 5.25-inch 40-track drives

o
o

See pc-ditto today at an A tad dealef neafY0ll.
Of wlite /Of Ji-ee in/ofmation!

pc-ditto

$89.95

IBM PC-DOS or Compaq MS-DOS version 3.2 or
above recommended
optional 5.25-inch drive is required to use
5.25-inch disks
3.5-inch 720K DOS disks require a double-sided
drive (Atari SF314 or equivalent)

by
A vant -Garde Systems
381 Pablo Point Drive
Jacksonville, FL 32225
(904) 221-2904

r--------------------------l

I Avant-Garde Systems. 381 Pablo Point Dr.

I

i JacksonVille. Florida 32225

i

I Yes!
I
I Name
I Address

I
I
I

(904) 221-2904
Please send information on pc-ditto.
I

I City

State

Zip~

L __________________________ ~
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I a n
antasy. Magic. Elves. Dragons. Wizards.
Dungeons. It's very popular stuff, both
in book and game form, maybe more so
right now than traditional science fiction .
Chadwick's theory is that, if you can't
write science fiction, you write fantasy. If
you can't write fantasy, you write horror.
And if you can't write horror, you write
campaign speeches. (And after that
maybe computer·magazine columns?)
There's a big tendency in fantasy liter·
ature to use magic as a deus ex machina:
You write your characters into an impos·
sible corner and zap 'em out of it with
some sort of spell. Shabby, but effective
if your audience isn't any too discriminat·
ing. Yes, yes, there are plenty of good
writers who don't use such simple,
expediencies-Ursula Leguin, Barbara
Hambly and so on. But it's an easy tech·
nique and one too often used. Even major
authors like Robert Silverberg (Majipoor
Chronicles) are guilty of it.
A lot of writers-of books and
games-never think out a coherent
philosophy of magic first. It's sort of like
faster·than ·light travel in shoddy science

F
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There's a big tendency in
fantasy literature to use
magic as a deus ex machine:
You write your characters
into an impossible corner
and zap 'em out. of it with
some sort of spell.

Chadwick
fiction novels-assumed, used, never ex·
plained. Some effort at control is attempt·
ed by making magic work like a
rechargeable battery, but I've never under·
stood the arbitrary distinctions between
who can and can't use magic. Why can't
my fighters cast spells? Or inversely, my
wizards use edged weapons?
What is magic anyway? An extension of
human abilities? Increased hearing~
strength, endurance, healing, that sort of
thing? Or is it paranormal-fireballs,
sleep spells, teleportation and so on? In
fact, it doesn't matter, as long as the con·
cept is coherent and consistent through·
out and, to be dramatically interesting,
has limitations and weaknesses that don't
allow it to supercede all other elements.
or is much concern ever given to the en·
vironment in which the action takes
place. How many times have you played
a fantasy game where the landscape was
dotted with extensive dungeon or cave
complexes, full of monsters and treasures?
Didn't anyone ever wonder, since the time
frame is almost always pseudo· medieval,
how (and why) someone engineered a ten·

n
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level-deep dungeon, a sort of inverted
skyscraper, then abandoned it? I've looked
at a lot of real castle plans, and I've seldom seen a nything two levels deep into
the earth, let alone ten!
0 here's a place with no light, no air ventilation or drainage_ It's obviously not
designed for human habitation, since it
has no heating, bedrooms, dining rooms
or washrooms_ But there are often shackled skeletons in cells and torture chambers in abundance_ Some of these
dungeons could hold enough prisoners
to fill an entire town and have more torture equipment than the Spanish Inquisition! But inside this inhospitable, dank,
cold basement are hundreds of bizarre
creatures-products of an alien, postnuclear ecology? What do they eat? Why
don't they leave spoor? And for some odd
reason, they've aligned themselves on the
levels according to their strengths; the
weaker they are, the closer to the surface
they' ll be found_
Monsters_Ghosts. Demons. Rock squids.
All merrily cohabiting with each other in
peace, but bent on the absolute destruction of any human(oid) who might enter.
And extremely protective of the gold and
jewels they themselves can neither spend
nor use.
Where does this bizarre impression of
fantasy worlds and magic come from?
Well , the mixed species, adventure party
going on a quest owes a lot to Tolkien who
popularized the idea in his famous Lord
of the Rings trilogy_ The quest idea itself
is as old as the Babylonian Gilgamesh
legend (about 6,000 years) and has come
to us in m any forms, one of the most
popular in this culture being the Holy
Grail quest. Tolkien also helped define
the image of the wizard for many of us.
lot of the rest is owed to the popularity
of TSR's role-playing Dungeons and Dragons (tm) game. I first played D&D about
12 to 13 years ago when it was a small trilogy of poorly written books by Dave
Arneson a nd Gary Gygax. Gygax somehow ended up as the only name on the
credits and went on to turn TSR into a
major money-maker, based on the sales of
the D&D products. However, for all D&D's
fullness in spells, character classes, monsters and so on, it is extremely weak in
applied logic. There is little in the way of
e nvironment or ecology. It was assumed
that players, in creating their own stories,
would fill in the blanks. Well, a lot of people, with three-minute TV-spawned attention spans, don't seem to be able to get
p as t the one-track dungeon-quest
scenario.

9

Dungeon Mester attempts-

aside from the rather flimsy

premise and setting-to grapple with the question of
magic and a rrive at a viable solution.

n
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SSI may be the master of fantasy garnes, at least in its
level of output. It has seve r al games based on the "wander
the wilderness" theme, including the Phantasie triology.
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What's the point in entering these
places when sanity suggests we leave them
alone? Simply to bash a lot of monster
brains into porridge and gather up the
treasures that, incongruously, seem to be
lying about in random heaps everywhere?
Sometimes there's a "quest" invo lved, but
it's often a thinly disguised excuse to get
you to go to the bottom level of the dungeon_ The game often ends when you get
the object of the quest back up to the light
(or the surface)_ Is this perhaps a
metaphor of heaven and hell?
he final absurdity are the characters
themselves, the individuals the player
controls and associates herlhimself with_
Aside from the absurd caste system (warrior, priest, ninja and so on), characters
have the annoying ability to develop skills
and abilities in an extremely short time_
Some character called a warrior starts as
weak as a kitten, barely able to lift his
sword much less swing it, then practices
a few minutes, gets in a tussle with a
snooper-slink and comes out looking like
Conan_ A few more encounters and the
guy's bashing everything in sight without
even breaking into a sweat! An hour ago,
the guy cou ldn't even tie his own
shoelaces!
Sound a bit strained? Or even si lly?
But so many fantasy games (and books)
are based on this same sort of thing_ Even
FTLs Dungeon Master_ Now it may be suicidal to criticize this very popular game,
but as good, exciting and challenging as
it may be, I still find it hard to become
completely absorbed in playing when I
find myself several levels deep into the
earth, wondering who built such a thing
and why_
Okay, having expressed my worries over
the raison d'etre of fantasy, let me now put
the other foot in my mouth and say that
despite such qualms, I generally like the
games_ Even if I can't as readily suspend
my belief in them_
or one, it's easier to suspend belief in
a fantasy situation than in an arcade or
strategy game, mostly because of the
close association with individual characters_ The violence is also less onerous_ It's
hard to get emotional when slugging it
out with a blue worm_ But when it comes
to shooting a German officer in the back
(in Eagle's Lair), I hesitate_ I don't get much
enjoyment of the slaughter present in
most games_
There's also the satisfaction of solving
the puzzles, mapping the mazes and, eventually, completing the quest. Unfortunate-
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Paladin, from Omnitrend, is less of a traditional
fant asy than it is a military exercise.
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Iy, my interest often runs out before the
game is completed-most fantasy games,
like adventures, take a long time to complete_ So let's look at a few of the available games_
Epyx's Rogue (26 levels!) and the Temple
of Apshai Trilogy (four levels in each game,
some above ground) are lightweights_
Rogue has a tongue-in-cheek approach to
the "same old story:' and amusing graphics which help relieve the blandness of the

wonder where that concept began?)
makes at least internal sense to the game_
The authors also tried to create some
non-linear events in the game to get out
of the simplistic "search and destroy"
treadmill in so many fantasy games_ These
include the puzzles that require thought
and intuition to be solved_
DM's success also lies in the attention
to detail and the craftsmanship they applied to the adventure_The graphics are

If I had my druthers, I'd lika a modarn fantasy. Get
away from the medieval line. Make it magic in New York,
say. with adventures in the subway and the sewers.

story. Apshai, a few generations better
than its original TRS-80 incarnation, demands a little too much attention to the
manual while playing: pause, read, play,
pause and so on_ Neither one is terribly
memorable_
Dungeon Master (DM) attempts-aside
from the rather flimsy premise and
setting-to grapple with the question of
magic and arrive at a viable solution _The
business with syllables and mana (ever

good, the user interface quite easy-given
the complex theme and the number of
objects that must be manipulated-the
sound good and the display clear despite
the amount of information that needs to
be seen_ Few games have generated as
much affection as DM, even to the point
of third-party products (hint books and
maps)_ It's hard not to like DM_
SSI may be the master of fantasy games,
at least in its level of output. It has severST- LOG FEBRUARY 1989
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al games based on the "wander the
wilderness" theme, including the Plzantasie
trilogy, Qyestron I and II and Rings of Zilfin. These are usually multi tiered games
in which you have to wrestle not only with
the usual dungeon-type adventure, but
have to solve a quest, build a party of co·
adventurers, trade (buy/sell) goods in
towns, explore, collect objects and so on.
The "total environment" approach offers
a wide variety of possibilities over the solo
dungeon·type game. The "dungeons"
(caves, castles, etc.) are not as deep or ex·
tensive as that in DM, but this nod to reality is offset by a large and complex
wilderness in which many events occur,
particularly random attacks by monsters.
Of the lot, I like the graphics and user
interface in Questron (a lot like Rogue),
but prefer the environment (and the
more detailed game theory, if you will) in
Phantasie. Both require considerable
dedication and effort, but the aficionado
is amply rewarded by the richness of the
gaming environment. I don't much care
for Rings of Zilfin's clumsy user interface,
and the graphics are rather primitive. I
don't think it's in the same class with the
other two.
SSI has recently released a game in conjunction with TSR, based on a D&D ad·
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popular game Breach and is designed as
a tactical-level war game with fire spells
replacing grenades and that sort of thing.
However, with that in mind, Paladin is,
nonetheless, quite enjoyable. It is easy to
learn and play and appeals to the player
who enjoys the slam and bash of combat.
The quests are minimal, the puzzles sim·
pie and the action plentiful. There is even
a scenario-design kit-it's the only game
mentioned here which offers one. The
real weakness in Paladin is the lack of diagonal movement and facing.
Personally, I'd like to see a lot of the elements of these games combined-the
game interaction of AR, the graphics and
interface of DM, with the scope of Phan· .
tasie. If I had my druthers, I'd like a
modern fantasy. Get away from the
medieval line. Make it magic in New York,
say, with adventures in the subway and the
sewers. An alternate universe that in·
trudes on ours is always good for a story.
Zap the gangs with a sleep spell, battle
sewer alligators and tenement rats, explore the Museum of Modern Art and
Central Park. Wizardry versus bullets,
swords against switchblades, cars jousting
with dragons. Throw in the usual lot of
monsters and evil magicians, a few quest
objects. It would be a bestseller! •
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venture. I haven't seen it, but expect a
review copy soon.
erhaps the most interesting fantasy
game is Datasoft's Alternate Reality-The
City (AR). One of its main ideas is that
the game changes according to how you
interact with it. There is no predefined
quest per se, except survival. And that's
hard enough . The quest will be revealed
in later "chapters" as they are released
(The Dungeon, The Wilderness and
others I'm told). AR mixes genres: it's also
an adventure. It presents a lot of real-life
situations (the need for food, shelter, etc.)
with character encounters (the type depending on how you handled previous
encounters) and an exercise in mapping.
While it offers good graphics, good
ideas and amusing story line, AR's downfall may be in the lack of a specific goal.
vVhile many of us don't mind the wandering and exploring, after a while it gets a
bit boring. After a few hours of traipsing
about, building up my character, it feels
like I'm "all dressed up with nowhere to
go:'
Paladin, from Omnitrend, is less of a
traditional fantasy than it is a military exercise. It has a ll of the external
trappings-caste characters, magic,
monsters-but it is a spin·off from their
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couple of months
ago, someone came
up to me at a users'
group meeting and
suggested a topic for
C-manship. He told me
that, though he had no
problem getting the example programs presented in C-manship
up and running, he
was still confused
about what actually
goes on during a compilation and link. He
also was confused
about the different
types of files we must
manipulate when programming in C-specifically .0 and.H files.
As I thought about
what this person had
told me, I realized
that, though we discussed c6mpilation
and linking briefly
when C-manship first
started, we never did
actually explore the
process in detail. This
month we're going to
make up for that lack.
We're going to find
out exactly what happens during a compilation and link, and
discuss the differences
between the various
files that we use during this process.
38

Stating the obvious
There is one thing that we all have to
know before we can go any further with
this topic. To some, what I'm about to say
may be an obvious fact; to others it may
come as a revelation. But whatever group
you may fall into, this fac t is essential in
understanding how yo ur C compiler ac·
tuall y works.
Fact: Every computer understands only
one language: machine language. And ev·
ery program, no matter what language it's
written in, must sooner or later be
reduced to machine language.
Of course, to completely understand
the above fact, we must know exactly what
machine language is. If you were to get
a listing of a machine·language program,
what you would have would be a long list
of numbers. There would be no variable
names, no labels of any kind, no strings
of characters: nothing but numbers.
Those numbers represent the instructions
the machine understands and the da ta it
needs to perform those instructions. And
if we wanted to get very literal about a ll
this, the numbers in our list would all be
binary numbers-that is, consisting of
nothing but zeros and ones. Usually, to
make things easier for the programmer,
"memory dumps" produce listings in hex·
adecimal format.
How a program is co nverted to
machine code varies with the language
you may be using. For example, when you
run an uncompiled BASIC program, each
statement in the program is converted
into machine language as it's encoun·
tered, rather than the whole program be·
ing converted at once. This is why BASIC
programs are so slow. BASIC is an exam·
pie of an "interpreted" language.
Assembly·language programs are as
close to machine language as you can get.
Each assembly·language statement rep·
resents a single machine· language instruc·
tion. For this reason , many people
confuse the terms "assembly language"
and "machine language," but they are real·
ly not the same. Assembly language uses
mnemonics (easy·to·remember names) for
each of the machine·language instruc·
tions to make it easier for programmers
to remember them. An assembly·language
program is not interpreted; it is "assem·
bled:' During the assembly process, each
of the mnemonics is converted to its
machine· language equivalent.
Finally, we get to "compiled" languages,
of which C is one. When a program is
compiled, all the instructions in the
source code are converted into machine
language, so that we end up with a run·
nable program-one that doesn't need to

be interpreted. That's why C programs
run faster than BASIC programs. Of
course, before we have a runnable mod·
ule, we have to do some linking. We'll get
to that in a moment.

Compilation
What exactly goes on during a compi·
lation depends on the compiler you're us·
ing. There a re really no set rules, except
that it's the compiler's responsibility to
take the source code and turn it into ob·
ject code, the machine· language ve,'sion
of the program. To accomplish this, some
compilers make several "passes" over the
source code, while others, such as Mega·
max C, make only one pass.
The one'pass compiler is much faster
than the others, but that speed comes
with certain disadvantages. For instance,
a multipass compiler usually converts the
source code into assembly code, then as·
sembles the asse mbly code into the object
code. (The Aleyon compiler works this
way.) One of the advantages of this mul·
tistep process is that the assembly code
that is produced by the compile,- can b e
modified by the programmer before it is
assembled and linked . This way, the
programmer can do some code optimiz·
ing on sections of the program that may
not run as fast as he'd like. In addition,
the assembly-language listings produced
by the compiler can be helpful in locat·
ing hard·to·find bugs in the program (assuming that you are familiar with 68000
assembly language).
The Megamax compiler is a one-pass
compiler. It takes our source code and
ST-LOG FEBRUARY 1989
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converts it directly into a machinelanguage module_ Because no assemblylanguage file is created during the compilation , we don't have the option of
"tweeking" the program_
Howeve l~ to make up for this, Megamax
allows us to place assembly-language code
directly into our source code, which
speeds up sections of our programs that
may need o ptimizing_ In addition, you
can use a disassembler to turn the object
module into assembly code_
Another important thing we need to
kn ow a bout the compil er is that it can
substitute machine-language instructions
only for text within the source code that
it recognizes as C keywords or C operations. Generally, the process goes something like this: The compiler grabs a line
of source code and compares what it
finds there to a list of instructions it's able
to handle. If it finds a match, it writes to
the object fil e it's creating the machinelanguage code that re presents the C instruction it found. If it doesn't find a
match, it sets aside the instruction and
goes on to the next.
For examp le, let's say the compiler has
just read in this line:

fop (x=O; x{10; ++x)
This is a standard FOR ... NEXT loop,
and the compi le r knows exactly what to
do with it. The keyword fOT will be in its
list of acceptable instructions and the
values to use in the loop are found within
the source lin e itself. The on ly stumbling
block is the variable x. If x has been defin ed properly, its address will be found
ST-LOG FEBRUARY 1989

in a table of addresses the compiler has
built. If x isn't found in the table, the compiler wi ll generate an error.
Now let's say the compiler reads in this
line:
Lbap (handle, pxy);
The compiler can check for the variables handle and pxy to make sure that
they're in its table. If they're found in the
table, the compi ler is satisfied. If they're
not in the table, an error is generated. But
what about the label v_baT? It's a function, not a keyword, so it won't be found
in the compiler's list of instructions. The
compi ler has no idea of what to do with
v_baT(), so it just assumes that it'll run
across the label for this function somewhere else in the program. It leaves a
space for its address and moves on.
If v~ba1-() happened to be one of our
own functions, the compiler would come
across it sooner or later and store its address in the space it reserved for that address. (This is called "back patching;' and
not all compilers do this_Sometimes patching in the address is left to the linker.) But,
as you know, v_baT( ) is a VDI function.
The function itself will not be found in
our source code. Does this problem upset the compiler? The compi ler cou ldn't
care less about the absence of a function.
It'll assume that the function we're calling wi ll be found in another module, and
pass the problem on to the linker.

Linking
It's important to realize that the code
produced by the compiler, even though

it's in machine· language form, is not executa ble. In that object module are many
"references" that need to be resolved,
such as v_baT() from the above example.
Essentially, what the compiler has passed
on to the linker is an object module containing all the machine code generated
from our source code, but missing much
of the machine-language code it needs to
become executable.
When the compiler came across our
call to v_baT() , for instance, it didn't
know where the code for this mysterious
function was; so it left a blank for the
linker to handle. When we link the program, the linker will add the code needed to perform v_baT() and patch the
address of that code into the blank space
left by the compiler.
What is the address of v_baT? Well, we
don't really know. All (well, almost all) of
the programs that run on an ST must be
"relocatable" -that is, they must be able
to run anywhere in your ST's memory.
This causes a problem for the linker when
it comes to addresses, because the addresses of functions and data will change
depending on where the program is loaded in memory. I said the linker must supply the addresses, right? How can the
linker supply an address for a relocatable
program that has yet to be loaded in
memory?
In a way, it can't. All the addresses
generated during the compile and link
process are actually offsets from the beginning of the program, and the beginning of the program is given the address
of zero. When you load an executable pro39
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gram into your ST's memory, the program
loader replaces these offsets with real ad·
dresses. Sounds tricky, but there is really
nothing to it. All the loader has to do is
add the offsets already generated during
the compile and link to the address the
program is being loaded at. This sum will
be an absol ute address. Simple, eh?
Although we don't know at link time the
absolute address of v_bar() (or any other
function), we dn know where the code for
calling this function on a machine·
language level can be found: It's in Mega·
max's system library, SYSLIB. In fact, SYS·
LIB contains the code for calling all the
GEM and IDS functions listed in your
Megamax manuaL (Other compilers have
a similar system library, but a different
name.)
Notice I said above that SYSLIB con·
tains the code for calling all the functions.
The machine· language code that actu·
all y performs v_bar() and the other sys·
tem functions are built in to your ST's
operating system; it's part of GEM. The
code found in SYSLIB "binds" the code
generated by the compiler to the OS rou·
tines. This binding is necessary because
the ST's operating system requires a lot
of special handling. For instance, a VDI
call needs to have some arrays filled in be·
fore it can do its work. When program·
ming in C, these arrays are invisible to us.
But if we were programming in assembly
language, we'd have to handle these arrays
ourselves.
So the linker takes the code that was
generated by the compiler and attempts
to resolve all the missmg addresses. In its
attempt to do this, the linker will search
through any other files you may be link·
ing to, as well as its own system files. When
the linker finds the proper label in its tao
ble, it adds the machine code for the func·
tion to our existing object module and
patches in the address of the code. This
continues, with the linker constantly ad·
ding code and resolving addresses, until
it gets to the end of the object·code mod·
ule, at which point we have a complete
program.

The file types
Some people may be confused about
all the different file types we encounter
when putting together a program in C.
There are three we need to be concerned
with: .0, .H files and libraries.
The .0 files are the object files we've
been talking about. They are in machine·
code form, but are not as yet executable.
They need to be combined by the linker
with the code that will make them com·
plete programs.
40
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When developing a program in C, it is
advantageous to compile finished por·
tions of the program into separate .0
modules. This technique greatly speeds
up compile time as our program gets big·
ger and bigger, since the code we've writ·
ten previously doesn't need to be
compiled every time; it just has to be
linked to our new code.
Let's write a simple program that will
illustrate some of the things we've been
talking about. First, type in the following
code under the filename TEST.C and
compile it:

Main 0
{

print-text ( "This is a test."
gendos (Oxll;

)i

)

After compilation you should have the
file TEST.O on your disk. This file con·
tains the machine·code equivalent of the
C program shown above. The compiler
has converted everything in 't he sourc~
code except the call to print_text(). The
compiler can't do anything about this
function because it doesn't know where
or what it is. Did the compiler complain?
Did you get an error? No. The compiler
just assumed we knew what we were do·
ing and left the missing· function problem
for the linker to solve.
'
Now try to link TEST.o. What hap·
pened? After searching through all its
libraries in vain, the linker told us that it
didn't know anything about a function
called print_text(), The linker passed the
problem back to us. We have to solve the
problem by writing the code for
print_text ( ). Type the following under the
filename PRINT.C and compile it:

print_text ( string)
(har *stringi
{

printf ( "Xs\n", string);
}

You should now have on your disk the
files TEST.O and PRINT.O All we have to
do to get an executable program is link
these two files together. Do that and run
the resultant program. It works!
(The linker did more than put
together our two object modules; it also
added other necessary code, such as the
printj() routines from the system
libraries.)
Megamax's, libraries (SYSLIB, DODBLE.L and ACC.L) are really the same
thing as .0 files. They each contain the
object code necessary to perform certain
functions. We already talked about SYS·

LIB; you know what it is. The file DOU·
BLE.L is a machine· language module
that, when linked into your program,
replaces the regular floating point math
routines with more accurate ones, allow·
ing ' you to get greater precision. The
ACC.L file needs to be linked to your
program whenever you're writing a desk
accessory, since desk accessor'ies have to
be initialized differently than regular
programs. (We talked about desk acces·
sories in the October '88 C-manship.)
Finally, we have the .H files. There is
really no mystery here. These "header"
files are included with your compi ler as
a convenience. Because there are
hundreds of standard names for various
GEM parameters, as well as various stan·
dard structures that are used by GEM
programmers, it would be silly to have to
type all that stuff in every time you want
to write a program. To save wear and tear
on your keyboard, all the commonly used
data structures and names are provided
for you. All you have to do is " include"
them into your code.
You can do the same sort of thing
when writing your own programs. To
keep down the size of each module of
your program, you can take all the #
defines and global data declarations nor·
mally found at the top of your program
and place them into a separate file. Tradi·
tionally, this type of file is given the .H
extension. Let's say your main source·
code file is called MYPROGC
You would then name the header file
containing the data mentioned above
into a file called MYPROG.H. Then, at
the top of your program, you would have
the line #include MYPROGH so the' com·
piler would know where the code
belongs.
Take a look at the .H files that came
with your compiler, and you'll see that
they are really nothing more than a col·
lection of #defines and data declarations.

Moving along
For some of you, this excursion into
the world of compilers and linkers was
a rehash of information you were a lready
familiar with. If there was nothing here
for you, I apologize. But I know that there
are many of you who have been taking
the compilation process for granted, and
many of you may have run into problems
that you couldn't understand because
you didn't know what was going on with
your compiler. I hope this discussion
cleared away some of the clouds. I'm sure
you gained some appreciation of what
marvelous feats of programming compil·
ers and linkers are .•
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o sr-LOG October 1988 Disk
o sr-LOG November 1988 Disk
o ST-LOG December 19aa Disk
D

ST-LOG January 19a9 Disk

ONLY $995 EACH

Name,_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Md~, _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ____
City

State

o Payment Enclosed-Charge MV 0

Zlp, ____
VISA

0 Me

#
Exp., _ __
Slgnalure,_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
AIId $1.50 postage and handling for each disk onlel8d.
M. . _1IIVIIIII1li: l1P, Inc. p.o. IIaII SlO88, Los A/IIIIIII, CA 10017
~_IIIdB.Wo

. Iii

Iz
"

~
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UTILITY

USING SUPER SPOOL

To use the Super Spool accessory, it
must be on your start·up disk at boot time.
Clicking the mouse on "Super Spool" in
the Desk menu will bring up the dialog
box showing the default configuration
values. The spooler defaults to a buffer
size of 8K, a print speed of 100 charac·
ters per second and printer buffering
turn ed off.
The buffer size can be set to any value,
from a minimum of lK to a maximum
of 999K. The size is set by clicking the
mouse on the up and down arrows that
are on either side of the value box. An
alert box will appear if you try to allo·
cate more memory than is available.
The spooling rate to the printer is also
adjustable by clicking on the up and down
arrows. It may be set within the range of
ten to 300 characters per second with an
increm e nt of ten. This keeps the acces·
sory from soaking up processor time while
waiting for a slow printer.
The printer type, parallel or serial, is
set by clicking on the desired button.
Spooling will only occur for the printer
type selected.
After configuring Super Spool for your

WHEN SUPER SPOOL IS
PRINTING. THE BUFFER SIZE
MAY NOT BE CHANGED,
ALTHOUGH THE PRINT SPEED
MAY BE ADJUSTED.

II, Super Spoo I V!. DO Ill,

I

Buffer Size (K):

0()

Printer Speed:

0()

-U-

IMIDI
On

I CANCEL I
"'I.
.
1""',1

'

I DOH I
I lDD I

I

'0
'0

I Serial I
I Abort
OK

,I I ,

.. !1

'

',. : .

.

.j

system, it may be turned on or off by click·
ing on the "On" or "Off" buttons. The
buffer memory will only be allocated if
"On" was selected. This feature allows Suo
per Spool to use only 6K of memory when
it is not needed.
When Super Spool is printing, the
buffer size may not be changed, although
the print speed may be adjusted. The
printing may be stopped by pressing the
"Abort" button . Doing this will leave the
spooler turned on, but will clear the
buffer.
The Super Spool program takes advan·
tage of the multitasking desk accessory
features of GEM. Because of this, print·
ing will only take place on the desktop
or within any GEM program that makes
use of a menu bar.
This is not a real problem however, be·
cause Super Spool will not "time out" wait·
ing for the printer. When you return to
the desktop, the printing will resume. If
the buffer becomes full , it will force a
character to be printed to make room for
the incoming data. Because of this, the
buffer size should be set to the expected
amount of memory required. _

SUPER SPOOL

Listing 1:
ASSEMBLY

* Super Spool Desk Accessory *
*
by
**
*MMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMM
Kirk Stover
*-------------------------eQu 1
eQu 13
eQu 14

*-------------------------nrObjects
ixObjects
nrTrees
ixTrees
nrTedInfos
ixTedInfos

eQu
eQu
eQu
eQu
eQu
eQu

start

SERIAL
PARALLEL
TURHOH
ABORT
TURHOFF
CAHCEL
OK
TREE
BUFFUAL
BUFFDOWH

calLaes

21
328

1
848

S

180
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15
14
17

19
18
20
21
0
7
6

Move.l
bsr
"ove .w
trap

anew_stack,sp
I'Iain
aO,-(sp)
ugeMdos

MOve.l
"ove.w
trap
rts

'aespb,dl
ISc8,dO
12

*-------------------------calLvdi

Object Indexes
eQu
eQu
eQu
eQu
eQu
eQu
eQu
eQu
eQu
eQu

8

11
16
12

*--------------------------

*--------------------------

* Resource

eQu
eQu
eQu
eQu

*--------------------------

text
getldos
bios
xbios

BUFFUP
SPEDVAL
SPEDDOWH
SPEDUP

MOve.l
!'Iove.w
trap
rts

Ivdipbl..dl
IS73,dtJ
12

*-------------------------appl_init

!'love.'"
!'love.'"
Move.'"
I'Iove.'"
"ove.'"
bsr
!'love.'"
rts

IHO,opcode
.0, sintin
l1,sintout
IO,saddrin
UO,saddrout
calLaes
intout, appLid
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*-------------------------graf_handle Move.'"
Move.'"
Move.W
Move.'"
Move.W
bsr
Move.W
rts

a77,opeode
16,sintin
15,sintout
IO,saddrin
aO,saddrout
eall_aes
intout,gr_handle

*-------------------------wind_update Move.'"
Move.W
MOve.'"
Move . ..,
Move.W
Move.W
bsr
rts

1167, ope ode
Il,sintin
11,sintout
IO,saddrin
IO,saddrout
dO, intin
ealLaes

*-------------------------objedraw

Plove .W
Plove.w
Move.'"
Move.W
Move.W
Move.W
Move.'"
Move.'"
Move.'"
I'lOve .W
Move .W
Move.l
bsr
Move.W
rts

142,opeode
16, sintin
l1,sintout
Il,saddrin
1l0,saddrout
starLobj, intin
110,intin+2
x.intin+4
y~intin+6

W, intin+8

h, intin+10
tree_addr,addrin
ealLaes
intout,dO

*-------------------------forPl_do

Move.'"
Move.W
Move.'"
Move.'"
Move.'"
Move.'"
Move.l
bsr
Move.'"
rts

U56,opeode
l1,sintin
Il,sintout
Il,saddrin
16,saddrout
IO,intin
tree_addr,addrin
calLaes
intout,dO

*-------------------------forl'Ldial

Move.W
Move.'"
Move.W
Move.'"
Move .'"
"ove.'"
Move.'"
Move.''''
Move.'"
Move.W
Move.W
Move .W
Move.'"
Move.'"
bsr
MO'Je . ..,
rts

u51,opcode
U9,sintin
l1,siiltout
UO,saddrin
UO,saddrout
dO,intin
IO,intin+2
IO,intin+4
IO,intin+6
uO,intin+8
x,intin+10
y,intin+l2
.."intin+14
h, intin+16
cal Laes
intout,dO

*-------------------------forM_alert Move.'"
Move.'"
ST-LOG FEBRUARY 1989

U52, ope ode
Ul,sintin

Move.W
Move.W
Move.'"
Rove.W
Move.1
bsr
Move.W
rts

ul,sintout
Ul,saddrin
IO,saddrout
dO, intin
aO,addrin
calLaes
intout,dO

*-------------------------forM_center Move.'"
Move.'"
"ove·'"
Move.'"
Move.'"
l'iove.1
bsr
Move.W
Move.'"
Move.W
Move.'"
rts

154, ope ode
IO,sintin
1t5,sintout
Itl,saddrin
IO,saddrout
treLaddr,addrin
calLaes
intout+2,X
intout+4,Y
intout+6,..,
intout+8,h

*-------------------------Menu_register Move.'"
Plove.w
Move.'"
Move.'"
Move.'"
Plove.'"
PIOve. I
bsr
Plove.'"
rts

135,opcode
1I1,sintin
Il,sintout
Il,saddrin
IO,saddrout
appLid, intin
Ispool_title,addrin
calLaes
intout,MenlLid

*-------------------------evnLMulti Move.'"
Plove.'"
"ove.'"
Move.W
"ove.'"
Plove.w
tst . ..,
beq
tst.w
beq
ori . ..,
evnL"ulLl Move.W
Move.W
Move.W
"ove.w
"ove.w
Move.'"
Move.'"
Move.'"
Move.'"
Move.'"
Move.'"
"ove.'"
Move.'"
MOve.l
divs
Move.W
"ove.'"
Move .1
bsr
Move.'"
rts

125,opcode
116,sintin
1t7,sintout
l1,saddrin
IOisaddrout
IS0618,intin
prinLflag
evntJlulLl
spooLflag
evnt_"ulLl
ISOO20,intin
18,intin+2
aO,intinH
IO,intin+6
10, intin+8
10,intin+10
IO,intin+12
IO,intin+14
IO,intin+16
IO,intin+18
10, intin+20
10,intin+22
lO,intin+24
1I0,intin+26
14000, dO
old_spedval,dO
dO,intin+28
uO,intin+30
IMsg_buff,addrin
calLaes
intout,dO

Message event

tiMer event

*-------------------------get_resolut Move.'"
trap
addq.1

14, - (sp)
Ixbios
12,sp
45

U T I

Plol/e .101
Cf"lp.W
beQ
Plol/e .101
geLresoLx rts

L

I

T Y

*--------------------------

116,height
U2,dO
geLresoLx
U8,height

nodisable

*-------------------------f iLrsrc

I'IOI/e.l
add. 1
add .1
f"Iol/e .1
1'I01/e.l
add .1
Plol/e .'.1
sub.\I
f iLrsrcl add .1
add .1
add .1
add .1
dbra
1'I0l/e .1
add .1
1'I01le.w
sub.w
fiLrsrc_2 CMp.W
beQ
c"p .W
beq
CPlp.W
beQ
c"p.W
beq
add.l
fiLrsrc_3 MOlle .\I
Plulu
MOllt'.W
I'\ol/e.w
Plulu
,",olle .101
,",ol/e.w
,",ulu
MOl/e.""
,",ol/e .101
Plulu
,",ol/e .101
add.l
dbra
Plol/e. I
Move.W
,",ulu
add.w
I'IOI/e. I
PlQl/e.1
MOl/e. 1
,",ol/e.w
l'Iulu
add.w
PlOlle. 1
Plol/e.l
rts

Iresource,aO
hxTrees,aO
Iresource, (aO)
(aO),tree_addr
Iresource,aO
lixTedInfos,aO
InrTedInfos, dO
11, dO
Iresource,OCaO)
IIresource,4(aO)
Iresource,S(aO)
1128,aO
dO, f iLrsrcl
Iresource,ail
UixObjects,aO
InrObjects,dO
11,dO
120,6 (a I))
fiLrsrc3
124, I) (aO)
fiLrsrc3
125,6(aO)
f ilLrsrc3
u27.6(aO)
fix~rsrc3

Iresource,12(aO)
16 (aO), dl
IS,dl
d1, Hi(aO)
lS(aO),d1
height,d1
d1,lS(aO)
20 (aO), dl
IS,d1
dl, 20 (aO)
22(aO),dl
height,dl
d1,22(aO)
124,aO
dO,fiLrsrc2
tree_addr,aO
IBUFFUAl,dO
124,dO
dO,aO
12(aO),aO
(aO),buffllal_adr
tree_addr,aO
ISPEDUAl,dO
124,dO
dO,aO
12(aO),aO
(aO),spedllal_adr

fix tree index

fix tedinfos

fix objects

gbox
gprogdef
gibox
gboxchar
fix specs
fix x coordinate
fixy coordinate
fix width
fix height

,",ol/e. 1
Plulu
add.w
or.w
rts

46

1'I0ve .1
Plulu
add.w
and . ..,
rts

tree_addr,aO
124,dO
dO,aO
10001, 10 (aD)

tree_addr,aO
124,dO
dO,aO
IStffe,10(aO)

tree_addr,aO
124,dO
dO,aO
ISOOOS, 10 (alll

*-------------------------geLselect 1'I01/e.1
,",ulu
add.w
,",ol/e.w
and . ..,
tst.w
rts

tree_addr,aO
124, dO
dO,aO
10(aO), dO
ISOO01,dO
dO

*-------------------------button_stat "olle.w
bsr
Plo\le.w
bsr
MOl/e.W
bsr
"olle. \I
bsr
1'I01/e.w
bsr
1'I01/e.w
bsr
I'\Olle.w
bsr
tst.w
bne
PlOlle.w
bsr
bra
butt_stat_1 tst.w
bne
1'I0ve .101
bsr
bra
butt_stat_2 1'I01/e.w
bsr
1'I01le.w
bsr
1'I01/e.w
bsr
butLstaLx rts
load_par"

*-------------------------deselect

1'I0l/e .1
!'lUlu
add.w
or.w
rts

ICAHCEl,dO
deselect
1I0K,dO
deselect
IPARAllEl,dO
nodisable
ISERIAl,dO
nodisable
IITURHOH,dO
nodisable
ITURHOFF,dO
nodisable
IIABORT,dO
nodisable
spooLt lag
butLstaLl
IIABORT,dO
disable
butt_staLx
prinLflag
butLstaL2
UABORT,dO
disable
butLstaLx
IITURHOFF, dO
disable
IIPARAlLEl,dO
disable
ISERIAl,dO
disable

*--------------------------

*-------------------------select

tree_addr,atl
U24, dO
dO,aO
uSfff7,10(aO)

*-------------------------disable

ptext
PtMpit
pl/alid

I'IOI/e. I
,",ulu
add.w
and.w
rts

point to the dialog
calculate object offset
add to pointer
turn off selected bi t
return

I'lOlIe .1
MOlle. I
MOl/e.W
MOl/e .W
MOl/e.'.!
Move.l
MOlle.W
bsr
Move. I
Move.w
bsr
Plove .1.1
bsr
Plove.ioI
bsr

10ld_parPl,aO
Inew_par-M, al
(aD) +, (a11 +
(aO) +, (a11 +
(aO), (al)
buffllaLadr, aO
new_buffval,dO
bin_to_dec
spedlla Ladr , aO
new_spedllal,dO
bin_to_dec
IPARAllEl,dO
deselect
IISERIAl,dO
deselect
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!'Iov~.w

bsr
/'Iov~.w

bsr
!'Iove.1II
bsr
!'Iove.w
bsr
!'love.'"
tst.w
bne
!'Iove.w
load_par!'l_l bsr
tst.w
beq
tst.W
bne
/'love . I
!'love.'"
trap
addq .1
load_par'Lx rts

ne\LprInter, dlJ
select
ITURHOH, dO
deselect
UTURHOFF,dO
deselect
aABORT,dO
deselect
ITURMOM,dO
spooLf lag
load_parM_l
uTURMOFF , dO
select
spooLflag
load_par!'l_x
prinLflag
load_par!'l_x
buff_beg,-(sP)
IS49,-(sp)
Ige!'ldos
16,sp

addq.l
!'love. I
save_parPLS Plove.1
nove .1
l'Iove.'"
nove .w
nove . ..,
rts

*--------------------------

do_diaLl
do_diaL2
do_diaL3

*-------------------------save_par!'l

save_parl'l_l

save_parl'l_2

save_par!'l_3

save_par!'l_4

!'love.'"
!'Iove.w
bsr
bne
!'Iove.w
!'Iove.w
bsr
bne
Move .W
bsr
beq
tst.w
beq
/'Iove.w
!'love. I
/'Iove.w
!'Iove.w
trap
addq.l
bra
!'Iove.w
l'Iove.l
!'love. I
bra
tst.w
bne
Plove.'"
Plulu
Plove.l
Plove . 1
Plove.w
trap
addq .1
tst.l
bpI
bsr
l'Iove.l
l'Iove.w
bsr
addq.l
bra
!'love. I
l'Iove.1
Move . 1
add. I
tst.w
bne
Plove.'"
l'Iove.l
!'love .'"
Plove.'"
trap
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IPARALLEL, dO
dO,new_printer
geLselect
savLPar!'l_1
ISERIAl,new_printer
ITURHOH,dO
get_select
saVLparl'L3
aTURHOFF,dO
geLselect
savLparl'l_2
spooLf lag
save_parM_S
10, spooLflag
trap13_save,-(sP)
145, - (sp)
IS, - (sp)
Ibios
18,sp
save_parl'l_S
UO,prinLflag
buff_beg,head_ptr
buff_beg,tail_ptr
saVLParl'l_S
prinLflag
saVLparl'LS
new_buffval, dO
IS0400,dO
dO,bufLend
dO, - (sp)
IS48,-(sp)
IgeMdos
16,sp
dO
savLparM_4
rin9-bell
IbufLalert,aO
l1,dO
forM_alert
14,sp
do_diaL1
dO,bufLbeg
dO,head_ptr
dO, taiLptr
dO,buff_end
spooLf lag
saVLparPLS
11, spooLflag
Ibios_trap,-(sP)
u4S, - (sp)
US, - (sp)
Ibios

IB,sp
dO,traplLsave
Ine..,_parl'l,aO
lold_parM,al
(aO)+, (all +
(aD) +, (all +
(aO), (all

bsr
Plove.'"
bsr
l'Iove.'"
bsr
bsr
Move.'"
bsr
bsr
bsr
CMp.'"
bne
bsr
bra
CMp .W
bne
bsr
bra
C/'Ip.'"
bne
bsr
bra
CPlP . ..,
bne
bsr
bra
C/'Ip .'01
beq
CMp.W
bne
bsr
/'Iove.w
bsr
Move.W
bsr
rts

forM_center
IO,dO
forl'l_dial
l1, dO
forM_dial
load_par!'l
10, starLobj
buttolLstat
objedraw
forn_do
IBUFFDOWH,dO
do_diaL4
buffer_down
do_diaL2
IBUFFUP,dO
do_diaLS
buffer_up
do_diaL2
ISPEDDOWH, dO
dLdiaL6
speed_do,..n
do_diaL2
ISPEDUP, dO
do_diaL7
speed_up
do_diaL2
ICAHCEl,dO
do_diaL8
IOK,dO
do_diaL3
save_parM
12,dO
forn_dial
u3,dO
fOl'l'Ldiai

*-------------------------bin_to_dec
biILdee1

add.l
nove . ..,
ext.1
divs
swap
Plove.b
add.b
swap
dbra
rts

U4,aO
.2,dl
dO
IlB,dO
dO
dO,-(aO)
I ' D' , (aD)
dO
dl,bin_deel

*-------------------------l'Iove.w
nove.w
tl'ap
addq .1
rts

17,-(sp)
12, - (sp)
Igel'ldos
14,sp

*-------------------------buffel'_down nove.w
tst.w
bne
Plove.w
sub . ..,
beq

IBUFFUAl,start_obj
prinLflag
rin9-bell
new_buffval , dO
l1, dO
buf f _dowlLx
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I\oue.w
Ploue.l
bsr
bufLdown_x rts

dO, ne"Lbuffual
buffuaLadr, aO
bilLto_de(

print

*-------------------------buffer_up

buff_up_l
bufLup_x

I\oue.w
tst.w
bne
add.w
I\oue.w
I\ulu
1\0ue.1
1\0ue.1
I\oue.w
trap
addq .1
!\Que .1
(I\p.l
bhi
I\oue .w
1\0ue.1
bsr
bra
sub.w
l\oue.1
I\oue.w
bsr
rts

IBUFFUAL,start-obj
print-f lag
rin!l-bell
II, new_buffual
new_buffual, dO
IS400,dO
dO,-(sp]
I-I, -(sp]
IS48,-(sp]
Igeftdos
16,sp
(sp]+,dl
dO,dl
bufLup_l
new_buffual, dO
buffuaLadr,aO
bilLto_de(
bufLup_x
II, new_buffual
IbufLalert,aO
11, dO
forl\_alert

prinLl
prinL2

prinLx

I\oue.w
sub.w
beq
I\oue.w
l\oue.1
bsr
spee~dowlLx I\oue.w
rts

spool_stat I\oue.w
I\oue.w
trap
addq.1
tst.w
rts
spooLout

new_spedual, dO
110, dO
spee~dowlLx

dO,new_spedual
speduaLadr,aO
bilLto_dec
ISPEDUAL,start-obj

loop

bsr
bsr
bsr
bsr
bsr
bsr
I\oue.w
and.w
(l\p.W
beq
and.w
(l\p.W
bne
bsr
bsr
bsr
bsr
bra
Cl\p.w
bne
I\oue.w
Cl\p.w
bne
I\oue.w
bsr
bsr
I\oue.w
bsr
bra

bios_trap

spee~up_x

d8,new_spedual
slieduaLadr,a8
bllLto_dec
ISPEDUAL,start-obj

win~update

do_dialog
10, dO
wincLupdate
loop

and.w
I\oue.w
I\oue.w
I\oue.w
trap
addq .1
rts

l\oue.1
btst
bne
I\oue.l
subq.w
bios_trap_l (l\p.W
bne
I\oue.w
(l\p.W
bne
I\oue.w
bra
bios_trap_2 (l\p.W
bne
I\oue.w
bra
bios_trap_3 (l\p.W
bne
I\oue.w
(l\p.W
bne
I\oue.l
addq .1
Cl\p. I
bne
!\Que .1

new_spedual,dO
110, dO
1308, dO

appLinit
graLhandle
l\enlLregister
get-resolut
filLrsrc
euntJlulti
d8,dl
ISOOIO,dl
ISOOI0,dl
dOJlsg
IS0020,dO
IS0028,dO
loop
print
print
print
print
loop
IS28,I\s!l-buff
loop
I\s!l-butt+8,dO
l\enlLid, dO
loop
II, dO

a3,hea~Ptr

(a3),dO
spooLout

IStftt, - (sp]
18, - (sp]
Ibios
14,sp
dO

spool deui(e
bconstat

IS88ft,dO
d8, - (sp]
ISttft, - (sp]
13, -(sp)
Ibios
16,sp

spool deui(e
bconout

*--------------------------

*-------------------------I\ain

hea~ptr,a3

11, a3
bufLend,a3
print-l
butLbeg, a3
taiLptr, a3
prinL2
10,prinLfiag
print-x
spooLstat
print-x

*--------------------------

*-------------------------I\oue.w
add.w
(I\P .w
bgt
I\oue.w
I\oue.l
bsr
speed_up_x I\pue.w
rts

print-flag
print_x

*--------------------------

*-------------------------spee~down

tst.w
beq
l\oue.1
addq.1
(I\p. I
bne
l\oue.1
(I\P .1
bne
I\ove.w
bra
bsr
beq
l\oue.1
I\oue.b
bsr
rts

sp, al
15, (sp]
bios_trap_l
usp,al
16, al
13,6 (aU
bios_trap_3
8 (aU, dO
deuice,dO
bios_trap_2
10 (aU, dO
loa~buffer

ISffff,dO
trap_13
deui(e, 8 (aU
trap_13
18,6 (aU
trap_13
8(aU, dO
deui(e,dO
bioLtrap_5
taiLptr,aO
l1,aO
but Lend, aO
bios_trap_4
butLbeg, aO

BCOIIOUT?

spool deui(e?

BCOIISTAT?

does accessory want to open?
is it our accessory?
go do the dialog

*-------------------------48
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bios_trap_4 ftoyeq.l
c"p.l
bne
"oyeq.l
bra
bios_trap_5 c"p.W
bne
ftoye.w
bra
bioLtrap_x rte

l-l,d8
heacLptr,a8
bios_trap_x
18, d8
bios_trap_x
I$ffff, d8
trap_13
deYice,8(all
trap_13

spool device?

*-------------------------ftoye.l
j"p

trapl3_saye,a8
(a8)

*-------------------------prinLflag
loacLbuffer tst.w
bne
loacLbufLI
"oYe.1 buff_beg,heacLptr
"oYe . 1 buff_beg,tail_ptr
loacLbuff_1 "oYe.1 taiLptr,a8
addq.1 II, a8
bufLend,aD
c"p. I
loacLbufL2
bne
"oYe.1 bufLbeg,a8
loacLbuff_2 c"p.1
heacLptr,a8
loacLbufL4
bne
"oYe. I heacLptr,a2
addq.1 11,a2
buff _end, a2
c"p.1
loacLbuff_3
bne
"oYe.1 bufLbeg,a2
(a2), dl
loacLbuff_3 ftoYe.b
"oYe.1 a2,heacLptr
"oYe.w dl,18 (all
"oYe.w device, Hall
ROye .1 a8,taiLptr
ROYe.b d8, (a8)
trap_13
bra
loacLbuff_4 ftoye.1
a8,taiLptr
"oYe.b d8, (a8)
"oYe.w 11,prinLflag
ftoYeq.1 I-I, d8
loacLbufLx rte

ydipb
eontrl
ope ode
sintin
sintout
saddrin
saddrout

dc.l
ds.w
ds.w
ds.w
ds.w
ds.w
ds.w

contrl, intin,ptsin, intout,Ptsout
8
1
1
1
1
1

global
apYersion
apcount
apid
appriYate
apptree
aplresy
ap2resy
ap3resy
ap4resy

ds.w
ds.w
ds.w
ds.w
ds.1
ds.1
ds.1
ds.1
ds.1
ds.1

8
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

intin
ptsin
intout
ptsout
addrin
addrout

ds.w
ds.w
ds.w
ds.w
ds.w
ds.w

128
128
128
128
128
128

ds.1
ds.1

288
1

resource

*-------------------------gr_handle
appl_id
"enu-id
tree_addr
starLobj
prinLflag
spool_flag
dey ice
height
x

ds.w
ds.w
ds.w
ds.l
ds.w
dc.w
dc.w
ds.w
ds.w
ds.w
y
ds.w
ds.w
w
ds.w
h
"59-buff
ds.w
buffyal_adr ds.1
spedyal_adr ds.1
buff_beg
dc.1
heacLptr
ds.l
tail_ptr
ds.1
buff_end
ds.1
trapl3_saye ds.1

1
1
1
1
1
8
8
1
1
1
1
1
1
8
1
1
8
1
1
1
1

oIcLpar"
olcLbuffyal
olcLspedYal
olcLprinter
new_par..
new_buffyal
new_spedyal
new_printer
spool_title

8
8
188
PARALLEL
8
1
1
1
' Super Spool',8

ds.w
dc.w
dc.w
dc.w
ds.w
ds.w
ds.w
ds.w
dc.b

buff_alert dc.b
dc.b
dc.b
dc.b
aespb

'[3][There is not enough I ,
'lteRory ayailable fori'
'the buffer. Pleasel'
'change the size.][OK] ',8

ds .w 8
dc.w $8888,$8148,$8884,S8884,S8884,S8884,S8824,S8884
dc.w S8884,S8358,S8816,S8881,S8885,S8888,S8888,S8888
dc.w S8888,S8354,S2862,S7928,S4869,S7268,S2853,S746F
dc.w S7665,S7228, S8888, $288E,S8F28,S5375,S7865, S7228
dc.w S5378,S6F6F,S6C28,S5631,S2E38,S3828,S8E8F,S2888
dc.w S4275,S6666,S6572,$2853,$697A,$6528,$2848,$293A
dc.w $2888,$8828, $3838, $3828,$8888, $5872, $696E,$7465
dc.w $7228, $5378, $6565, $643A,$2888, $8828,$3138, $3828
dc.w $8888,$5861,$7261,$6C6C,$656C,$8853,$6572,$6961
dc.w $6C88,$2828,$4F6E,$2828,$2888,$2828,$4F66,$6628
dc.w $2828,$8841, $626F, $7274, $8843,$414E, $4345, $4C88
dc.w $4F48,$8888,$8888, $8824, $8888, $8888,$8888, S8835
dc.w $8885, $8886, $8888,$1121, S8888, $8888, $8811, $8881
dc.w $8888,$8858,$8888,$8888,$8888,$8862,$8883,$8886
dc.w $8888, $1188, S8888, $88FF,$8812, $8881, $8888, $8863
dc.w S8888,$8888,$8888,$8869,S8883,$8886,S8888,$1188
dc.w $8888,$88FF,$8886,$8881,$8888,$886A,$8888,$8888
dc.w $8888,$887A,$8883,S8886,S8888,$1188,$8888,S88FF
dc.w $8818, $8881, $8888, $8878,$8888, $8888, S8888, S8881
dc.w $8883,$8886,$8888, $1188, $8888, $88FF, S8886,$8881
dc.w $FFFF,S8881, $8884,$8814,$8888,$8828,$8881, S1161
dc .w $8888,$8888,$8826,$8814,$8884,$8882,$8883,S8814
dc.w $8888, $8888, $88FE, $1188, $8882, $8881, $8822, $8883
dc.w $8883, $FFFF, SFFFF, $8815, $8888, $8888, $8888, S8884
dc.w $8888,S8882,$888C,$8881,$8881,$FFFF,$FFFF,$881C
dc.w S8888, $8888, S8888, $8836,$8884, $8881, $8819,$8881
dc.w $8888,$8885,$8815,$8814,S8888,$8888,$88FE,SI188
dc.w S8882,$8885,$8822,S888E,$8886,$FFFF,$FFFF,$8815
dc.w $8888,$8888,$8888,$88D8,$8882,$8881,$8811,S8881
dc.w $8887, $FFFF, $FFFF, $8818, $8848, $8888, S82FF, S1188
dc.w $8813,$8881,$8884,S8881,$8888,$FFFF,$FFFF,$8816
dc.w $8888, S8888, $8888, $88EC, $8817, $8881,$8885,$8881
dc.w $8889,$FFFF,$FFFF,$8818,$8848,S8888,$81FF,SI188
dc.w S881C,$8881,S8884,$8881,$888A,SFFFF,$FFFF,S8815
dc.w $8888,S8888,S8888,$8188,$8882,S8883,S888F,$8881
dc.w $8888, $FFFF,$FFFF, $8818,$8848, $8888, $82FF, S1188
dc.w $8813,$8883,$8884,$8881,$888C,$FFFF,$FFFF,S8816
dc.w S8888,S8888,$8888,$8124,$8817,$8883,$8885,S8881
dc.w $888D,$FFFF,$FFFF,$8818,$8848,$8888,$81FF,SI188
dc.w S881C, $8883, $8884, $8881, $8818, S888E, S888F, S8814
dc.w $8888, $8888, $88FF, $1188, $8882, $8885, $881E, S8883
dc.w $888F,$FFFF, $FFFF, $881A, $8811, $8888, $8888,$8882
dc.w S8885,S8881,S8888,$8881,S888D,$FFFF,$FFFF,S881A
dc.w S6811,S8888,S8888,S8888,S8811,S8881,S8868,S6861
dc.w $6614,$8811,$8813,$8814,$8888,S8888,$88FF,$1188
dc.w $8882,$8888,$661E,$8683,$8812,SFFFF,$FFFF,S881A
dc.w $8811,$8888,S8888,$8892,$8881,$8881,S8888,$8881
dc.w $8813,$FFFF,$FFFF,$881A,$8811,$8888,$8888,S889A
dc.w $D888,$8881,$8888,S8881,S8818,$FFFF,$FFFF,S881A
de.w $8811,S8888,$8888,S88A3,$8815,S8881,$8888,$8881
de.w $8815, SFFFF,$FFFF, S881A,$8815,$6688, S8868,S68A9
de.w $8867,S888C,$8888,S8881,$8884,SFFFF,SFFFF,S881A
de.w $0837,S8888,$8888,S8888,$8813,$888C,$8888,S8881
de.w S8886, $8148
end

de.1 eontrl,global,intin, intout,addrin,addrout
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TUTORIAL

Testing

1,2,3

BY K A R L E. WI E G E R 5

W

hen last we met in this forum, I
gave you carte blanche to furious·
Iy generate code, with the proviso that you
base the programs you compose upon the
detailed, structured·design approach we
have contemp lated in the past several
months. I a lso asked you to think about
what is meant by "software quality:' After
all , if we can't define quality, we will sure·
Iy have trouble attain ing it. And the goal
of software engineerin g is to write high·
quality programs as efficiently as we can.
If you've adopted the software·
engineering strategy for your latest
project, by now you should have anum·
ber of elementary program modules sit·
ting around the house, waiting for
something to do. The next step is to spli ce
them all together, and then your project
is complete (except for the oft·ignored but
5T-LOG FEBRUARY 1989

a ll·important documentation, which I
strongly suggest you finish before moving
on to the next project). Unfortunately, this
assembly step is not as easy as it might ap·
pear. You'd like to have confidence that
the program you write wi ll indeed do
what it is supposed to. Without testing,
there's no way to know if this is the case.
And even with the most thorough testing,
there's no way to prove that the program
is correct.
In th is article I want to exp lore various
stratagems for testing your software, both
at the module or unit level and in its com·
pleted form. We' ll also talk about vario u s
ways to combine yo ur separate modules
into an integrated system with the fewest
possible errors.
One theme of our discussion is soft·
ware qua lity assurance, a guiding princi·

pIe that should always be part of your
computer·programming thought process.
Let's consider that a high·quality software
system is one that's delivered to the users
on time, costs no more than was project·
ed and, most importantly, works proper·
Iy. To work properly, the system must be
as nearly error· free as possible.
There are three separate aspects of bug
control to keep in mind. The software·
engineering philosophy is directed
toward bug prevention. The purpose of
testing is bug detection. And, of course,
the process of debugging pertains to bug
correction. If the specification, design
and implementation phases were perfect,
we could skip the second and third steps
entirely. But they aren't. As a consequence,
testing takes up a very large portion of the
software development effort.
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Why test?
I begin with the assumption that all of
my readers are human beings. The sad
fact is that, as human beings, we make
mistakes-lots of mistakes-even when
we try very hard not to. Unfortunately, it's
quite difficult to spot most software mis·
takes. The principal tangible aspects of
computer software are source code and
program outputs; so those are the places
we must search most diligently for errors.
The software·engineering philosophy is
intended to head off many potential er·
rors at the pass, before they make it into
finished products. However, many bugs
inevitably slither in; some as simple
source code typos, others buried within
the intricacies of algorithms and logic.
Goofs in source code often can be detect·
ed with the aid of computer tools, such
as smart program editors or compilers
that detect syntax errors due to misspel·
lings and the like.
But many bugs only appear when the
program produces some unexpected
result upon execution. The responsible
soft'A'are developer must therefore run his
products through a wringer, trying to un·
earth every lurkin g critter by well·
designed tests and traps. If you don't find
them, one of your customers eventually
will. Why do you think so many commer·
cial programs have a huge disclaimer
printed in the manual that boils down to
"We aren't responsible for the horrible
things that might happen to you because
this program is defective"?
In short, "testing" is the process of ex·
ecuting a computer program with the
specific intention of finding errors in it.
A successful test is one in which an error
is revealed, not one that the program
passes with flying colors. Always keep in
mind that the goal of testing is to break
the program. If a well.designed test case
causes an execution error or produces
faulty output, the test didn't fail-the pro·
gram did. You can never demonstrate an
absence of errors (with very few excep'
tions); so we'll do the next best thing and
try to find some. At least then we have
something to work on.

Testing versus debugging
Testing a program is not the same as
debugging it, although testing is an im·
portant precursor to debugging. A test is
intended to reveal the existence of errors.
The debugging step, of course, is intend·
ed to identify and rectify those errors. In
this sense, a test is an objective activity
that could even be performed by the com·
puter itself. An automated execution of
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a wide variety of carefully planned test
cases is a common testing procedure.
However, it's up to a human being to iden·
tify when a test fails, by comparing actu·
al results with expected results. And then
it's up to a human being to try to figure
out where in the blazes the problem is
coming from and how to make it go away.
The debugging process is just another
aspect of programming, in that source
code gets modified, recompiled and
relinked prior to rerunning the test to see
if you've been successful. As such, debug·
ging is subject to all of the pitfalls that can
occur during the original programming
phase.
Actually, things are worse than that.
During initial programming, you proba·
bly have an overall picture of the module
structure in your mind (and on paper),
and therefore you can spot some of the
little in consistencies that arise. But duro
ing debugging, you 're concentratin g on
a specific function or section of code and
it's easy to forget the relationship between
that part of the program and the rest.
Hence the introduction of new errors
during the debugging process is likely.
Wiegers's Eighth Law of Computing
states, "The fixing of one bug introduces
at least two new latent bugs:' Please at·
tempt to violate this law whenever possi·
ble. The worst part is that the new bugs
are usually hidden (latent), and on ly reo
veal themselves at some later date when
they confuse you even more. This is one
reason why your module documentation
shou ld include a running history of all
modifications made to the module; so it's
a little easier to determine when a change
might have introduced other problems.

Before testing: inspections
and walk-throughs
A moment ago I said that we can look
for errors in both source listings and pro·
gram output. (You can also look in object
li stings or memory dumps, but that's not
much fun unless you think best in binary.)
Let's start with the source listing. It's very
important to visually inspect the source
code before attempting to execute it. This
is sometimes call ed a "desk check;' and
it's something you shouldn't gloss over.
The desk check might catch the obvious
typographical errors, missing quotation
marks or parentheses, missing END state·
ments and so on. Make sure each ~ta te·
ment makes sense. If yo u can't see why it's
there, maybe it doesn't belong there. Make
sure your statements conform to any
programming standards established by

you, your organization or the language
being used.
The bad news is that it's very difficult
to inspect your own program effectively.
This is like trying to proofread your own
writing. You know what the thing is sup·
posed to say; so your brain tends to "see"
what you expect, no matter what's reall y
there. For example, there are a few (for·
tunately just a few) words that I consistent·
Iy misspell, and I never seem to spot them
during manual proofreading.
A possible solution is to solicit the aid
of a friend or two. On most commercial·
Iy oriented software projects, there are
several developers involved so they can in·
spect each other's work. I don't know how
many times I've stared at a source listing,
knowing that something trivial was
wrong, but was simply unable to find it
until someone peeked over my shoulder
and spotted it immediately. Hint: Make
sure your friend is skill ed in the language
and computer environment in which
you're working.
A more formal way to do this is to car·
ry out a "structured walk·through" of the
code. Many software groups conduct walk·
throughs at various checkpoints through·
out the project's life, including design as
well as code walk·throughs. You have to
be a little careful in a walk·through, and
the rules should be agreed upon in ad·
vance. Since the goal is to uncover
problems with the design or code before
the project advances any further, human
egos become involved. No one likes to see
his work torn to shreds in a public forum .
On the other hand, if all the walk· through
participants just nod their heads and say,
"Uh, huh" as the developer directs the
walk·through, you probably won't accom·
plish much.
I've found structured walk·throughs to
be very helpful in many instances.
Remember that the later in the project de·
velopment that an error is found , the
more difficult and expensive it is to cor·
rect. Hence I'm always glad to have some·
one point out a problem area early on.
Also, different programmers have differ·
ent styles, and sometimes another person
can point out a more efficient or clearer
way to accomplish a specific task. One
more advantage in sharing your work in
a public group is that your associates be·
come aware of what you're doing and how
you're doing it. You might have a mod·
ule one of them could use, or vice versa,
and reusing existing code is the easiest
way to write a new program.
Design walk·throughs are especially
ST-LOG FEBRUARY 1989
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helpful if you've been drawing data-flow
diagrams by hand_ It's very easy to leave
a data store or an external off a chi ld diagram when it appears on the parent for
example_ Another few pairs of eyes trying
to make sense of yo ur diagrams might
catch the flaws you overlooked_ An even
better way to make sure your DFDs are
consistent is to let the computer keep an
eye on you. Various computer-aided software engineering (CASE) programs exist
for just this purpose: CASE wi ll be the
topic of a future installment in this series.

Testing sequence
Let's turn our attention to actually testing completed modules. There are two
distinctly different phases to this. First, of
course, is to make sure that each module
does exactly what it is intended to and
does it properly. (Remember that we can't
really prove correctness, but we'll do the
best we can.) And second, you must try
to convince yourself that the module does
its job correctly in the context of the entire program. It's quite possible to have
(\ module that works perfectly on its own,
but fai ls when it is integrated with the
other modules in the system due to errors
in the data connections between modules.
Following individual module testing,
then, comes " integration testing:' which
shou ld reveal any problems arising because of interface errors among the components of the system. "System testing" is
intended to search for errors by testing
the completed system, either in a simulated production environment or in the
actual environment in which it wi ll ultimately be used.
The ultimate test, of course, is to have
the end users (or suitable representatives)
run the program and try to find situations
in which it fails to meet their requirements. This is called "acceptance testing:'
You've probably heard the term "beta testing:' which refers to the evaluation by customers of a new piece of software prior
to its official release on an unsuspecting
public. I firmly believe that end users
should be heavily involved with a software
project from its very inception; after all,
whom else are you trying to please? (This
statement obviousl y does not pertain to
those of us wh o program strictly as a
hobby.)
Beta testing helps you get as close as
possible to delivering an acceptable
product, because end users will always approach testing differently from developers. The user's testing emphasis will
be on trying to make the program fail in
ST-LOG FEBRUARY 1989
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a rea l-world environment, witho ut knowing anything about the program's inter·
na l structure. When you're intimately
fami liar with a system, it's difficult to take
a step back and put yourself in th e user's
shoes. It a lso pays to remember Wiegers's
Ninth Law of Computing: "Mter you have
trapped for a ll conce ivable errors, the
users become more creative:'
How can yo u tell if a test ran properly
or revealed an error? Only by comparing
the module's or system's performance
with that expected. And h ow do you know
what behavior is expected? From the
specifications for the module or system .
Now yo u know another reason why we
software engineers spend so much time
writing specifications: It helps us to know
when we've properly completed our work.
O ne question I always ask myself when beginning a software project is "How will
I know when I'm done?" Without specs,
no test makes any sense.
Naturally, no one really wants a program to fail. However, since we can't prove
that it will a lways work correctly, we must
try to make it fail during testing by feeding the system a wide variety of carefu lly
thought-out inputs and seei n g what it
does. Now let's see some approaches to
try for th is activity.

Bug in the box
One approach to module testing is to
treat the module as a black box, in which
yo u neither know nor care what goes on
inside it. You feed the module a specific
set of in puts a nd com pare th e o utputs to
those demanded by the specifications. If
they match, the test did not reveal a n error. Th is approach is called "black box"
or functiona l testing.
At the other extreme, you design test
cases based on an examination of the program logic in th e module. You attempt to
execu te every instruction at least once,
and try to exercise every branching instruction (like IF or CASE) at least once
in every possible direction. (Normally this
is impossible, because there are just too
many possible executi on paths through
the module.) This approach is called
"white box" or structural testing.
Each method has its advantages, but
you'll generally want to use some mixture
in your testing strategy. Testing by users
is black-box testing. They don't care how
the program works, they just want it to do
the right th ing. Conversely, it's impossible
for users to do white-box testing, because
this requires the abi lity to study the
source code when designing test cases.

Why sh ould the user care about source
code?
Exhaustive structu ral testing really isn't
feasible from a time and cost point of
view. Just about every module will contain
some logical branching instructions, and
the more of these there are, the more possible sequences of statement execution
there are for the whole module_ The number of such execution pathways quickly
gets o ut of hand . On the other h and, you
definitely wa nt to try to execute each statement in the module at least on ce. Any unexecuted cod e could contain bugs that
would only be manifested in the hands of
the user, who undoubtedly will make you
aware of his discovery posthaste.
Similarly, exhaustive functional testing
would mean that every possible combination of input data is supplied to the module, which then attempts to deal with it
as best it can. Errors are revealed by the
inability of the module to cope with
specific inputs (like getting a letter wh en
it expects a number), and by incorrect
output being produced from legitimate
input. Except for the most trivial possible data inputs, such as a single onecharacter variable, it's clearly impossible
to test a ll possible input combinations.
We're reluctantly forced to conclude
that it is impossible to completely test any
pi ece of software. The module can be
wrong, the specificatio ns can be wrong,
the test cases can be wrong, the interpretation can be wrong and a neai-Jy infinite
number of tests might be required to
cover a ll the p ossibilities: Whatever sha ll
we do? We shall devote careful attention
to test-case d es ign, that's what.

Test-case design
The time to begin designing yo ur test
cases is during system d esign, not after
implementation is complete. At least you
can devise your functional test cases then,
because you have the system specifications in hand (right?)_The functional tests
for each module can be designed when
you 've completed the partitioning process
and reached the stage of writing process
narratives. Devising structural tests inay
have towait until you've completed cod ing each m odule, because only then will
the detailed structure of the module be
known_
If you 're writing programs for use by
people other than yourself, you probably
are used to "defensive programming:'
This refers to the practice of taking
precautions against invalid input data being accepted and processing attempted.
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You should examine your module for any
assumptions the logic makes concerning
the existence, type and a llowable ranges
of inputs. Then add code at the begin·
ning ofthe module to filter out unaccept·
able inputs. Use some judgement, because
you may reach the point of diminishing
returns if you carry this "auditing" of in·
put data to an extreme. Nonetheless,
defensive programming is a vital part of
any software intended for public con·
sumption.
Your module·testing approach then reo
quires two kinds of test cases. One type
supplies inputs designed to exercise your
audit code and make sure that faulty in·
put data is rejected. The second class of
test case involves on ly valid input data,
and is intended to look for problems in
the part of the module that actually does
the work. A common problem with
released software is that some defensive
code in the module that was never tested
contains a bug, which results in an exe·
cution error when some unfortunate user
just happens to trigger that audit by sup·
plying bad input data.
Good test·case design is hard! I'll as·
sume you can write test cases to assess the
effectiveness of your input data audits.
Keep the following additional points in
mind as you think about how to test the
working parts of your modules. Note that
these recommendations involve a blend
of structural and functional testing.
1. Consider the a llowable ranges of all
input variables. Test the extreme values of
allowable entries: smallest and largest
numbers; fewest and greatest number of
characters in an input string; first and last
elements in an array; fewest and greatest
number of parameters that could be sup'
plied; smallest and largest allowable array
dimensions and so on.
2. Construct representative cases across
the spectrum of possible inputs. For ex·
ample, if your database program can han·
dIe four kinds of activities (view, change,
delete, add) have cases of typical data for
each of these. If your chemistry calcu la·
tion program can handle 15 different
chemical compounds, you should have a
test case for each one of them.
3. Examine the code and design test
cases to make sure that every executable
statement is encountered at least once.
4. Examine the code and devise tests to
ensure that every conditiona l branching
statement is executed at least once in each
direction. For CASE/SELECT constructs,
test every possible CASE. However, don't
try to cover every combination of
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branches that could poss ibly be encoun ·
tered, unless you're serving about 1,000
consecutive li fe sentences for the heinous
crime of software piracy.
5. For each loop, devise test cases that
will produce zero iterations of the loop
(i .e., it isn't executed at all ), one iteration
and the maximum number of iterations.
Make sure that Do. ..WHILEs and
Do. ..UNTILs do what you want.
6. There may be specific input situa·
tions that you want to tryout, based on
anticipated execution modes. Devise spe·
cial test cases for these conditions to sup·
plement the general exercises from the
previous steps.
7. Build a library of test cases that can
be rerun whenever a change is made in
the program during the maintenance
phase. These test data sets and the out·
put they produce should become part of
your system documentation so that
another software engineer can properly
test your system, ifhe has to make changes
in it in the future.
8. Above all, look at the output from the
test. It's a ll too easy to run a test; see that
the program did not crash and conclude
that no problems were revealed. You don't
know this for a fact until you compare the
actual output with that anticipated, either
based on the specifications for the mod·
ule or by comparison with results from
a previous error· free execution of that
same test case.
Now that you 've designed a ll these
great test cases, what do you do with
them? It's not a lways easy to test a lone
module out of context, so we need an ef·
fective mecha nism for testing the in·
dividual modules. We also need some
good ways to join the modules together
into the final system and look for errors
in the data interfaces between modules.
Fortunately, some other software en·
gineers have already thought about this
for us.

Module integration a nd
integration testing
Big·Bang: The simplest way to integrate
your modules into the final system is just
to plug them a ll together and declare the
project complete. This is referred to tech·
nically as "big·bang" integration and col·
loquially as a "catastrophe." Un less you
have a very simple system or tend to win
a lot of lotteries, be prepared to leave
town if you try this approach and dump
the resu lt in someone else's lap.
Actually, big·bang integration might
work sometimes, but I wouldn't put much

money on it. Even if all your modules are
perfect, any flaws in the data interfaces be·
tween them will cause system problems.
This approach turns integration testing
into purely system testing. My advice is to
not try big·bang unless you're working on
a very small program.
TopDoum: Top·down and bottom·up in·
tegration and testing are good techniques
for evaluating individual modules in the
context of others. In top·down testing, you
begin with the main program, and then
successively merge and test modules at
lower levels in the calling hierarchy.
Remember that the structure chart is a
tool for depicting the hierarchical rela·
tionship of modules.
Top·down testing. presents a couple of
surmountable problems. Consider a sim·
pIe structure chart like that in Figure 1.
The main program calls module A, which
ca lls module B and passes some of the
results from module B back into the
main, wh ich then forwards those results
into module C. In the top·down ap·
proach, we first join the main with mod·
ules A and C. But how can we test module
C if it depends on the output from mod·
ule B, which hasn't been integrated into
our system yet?
One answer is to use "stub modules" to
simulate the behavior of lower·level mod·
ules like module B before the real ones
are glued into place. The officia l module
B would be replaced by a stub module B,
which has the same data interface as the
real one and passes back a fake set of out·
puts that simulate what the real module
B wou ld do (if it functioned properly).
These fake outputs eventually get sup·
plied to module C for testing the connec·
tion between it and the main program.
This is all very convenient, but the use
of stubs like this poses another question.
What kind of fake data should the stub
return, in order to not comprom ise the
va lidi ty of the tests applied to modul e C?
The answer depends on the specific situ·
ation. You might want to use the fake data
returned from the stub just as a way to
evaluate the moduleA·to·main connec·
tion, and never actually give the fake stuff
to module C. You can see that using stubs
as substitutes for the real lower·level mod·
ules requires some thought. It can be
more compl icated to write effective stub
modules than you might think. But if you
don't write stubs that allow you to run all
of your test cases for module A, your test·
ing process will be incomplete.
Another potential problem arises be·
cause of the fact that input/output oper·
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FIGURE l. Sample Structure Chart

Module
A

Special topics

Module
C

Module
B

ations in your system might be carried out
in very low·level modules. Since those may
not appear until the latter stages of top·
down integration, how can you even get
the test data into the main and module
A in order to look for bugs in module A?
A thorny issue. One approach is to begin
the top·down integration so as to incor·
porate the modules that perform physi·
cal 110 as quickly as possible. Another is
to try bottom·up integration, either as an
alternative to or in conjunction with
top·down.
Bottom· Up: In contrast to top·down test·
ing, the bottom·up approach begins with
the lowest·level modules in your structure
charts and links them to their superor·
dinates (the higher·level modules that call
them). Once linked, the subordinate
member of the pair is tested. Based on
Figure 1, we would start a bottom·up in·
tegration with module B, which we then
connect to module A. After satisfactorily
testing module B, module A is linked to
the main and then tested. The main only
gets tested after the entire system is in·
tegrated in this fashion.
The way I've described this scenario,
any problems with the real module A
could interfere with the testing of mod·
ule B. Hence we can't use the actual mod·
ule A at the outset. Instead, we write a
little "module driver" as a stand· in for
module A during testing. The module
ST-LOG FEBRUARY 1989

driver is analogous to the stub module
used during top·down integration . The
purpose ofthe driver is to feed appropri·
ate test·case data into module B and see
if anything goes wrong. This is a pretty
good way to see how module B responds
to a given set of inputs from A, and you
can use most of your test·case strategy ex·
actly as it was originally devised.
Once you've decided that you can't find
anything wrong with module B, you can
replace the driver with the official mod·
ule A, hook the pair up to a driver for the
main and see if module A has its act
together. Thus goeth bottom·up integra·
tion and testing.
In practice, I usually employ a combi·
nation of top·down and bottom·up in·
tegration . I try to stay away from the
big·bang approach. Sometimes this is
referred to as "sandwich testing:' I may be·
gin with the main program, since I can
see from the structure chart all the other
modules that it calls. I'll use stubs to make
sure the main goes where it's supposed
to when it's supposed to. Then I turn to
the lowest· level modules, since their func·
tions are well·defined from the process
narratives. I'll test these with little drivers,
then start building the system from a
foundation of well· behaved (so far as I can
tell) modules. Eventually, the whole thing
hangs together, and sometimes the system
even does exactly what I want.

In the past six months or so, I've
presented some of the basic ideas of
modern software engineering. This dis·
cipline is still in its infancy, but there are
many indications that it offers substan·
tial advantages over previous methods
for building software systems, particular·
ly large ones. (In the real world, a "large"
system may be on the order of several
hundred thousand lines of code. What
comes beyond "large"? "Incompre·
hensible"?)
Our brief survey of software engineer·
ing so far has focused on the traditional
stages of system specification and analy·
sis, structured system design, detail de·
sign, testing and integration. There are
many other important facets of software
engineering that we'll be exploring in fu·
ture articles. These include software
quality assurance, a lternative software
life cycles, the exciting area of computer·
aided software engineering or CASE, sys·
tern and program documentation, the
maintenance issue, software metrics
(measurements), software project
management and data·oriented design.
A foray into structured programming
concepts might not be a bad review topic
either. Stick with me as we continue to
explore ways to address the software cri·
sis as we move into the 1990s.•
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A CHECKSUM PROGRAM FORTHEST

-

BY CLAYTON WALNUM
ALL

T yping in a BASIC program listin g can
be a frustrating and time-consuming task_
Just one mistyped character will frequently render a program completely unusable_
So to ensure that your program will run
correctly, the entire listing must be
checked character by character against
the original. This can take many hours.
To make matters worse, you can't trust
your own eyes. Do you kn ow how easy it
is to overlook an 0 where a 0 is supposed
to be?
Typing checkers like ST-Check take over
the arduous task of proofreading your
program files. Using this program can cut
down your debugging time by a huge factor. When the checker's output matches
that published with the listing, you can be
sure your typing is accurate.

Introspection
When you run ST-Check against itself,
you will get one of several results. The
program may just give up and crash. In
that case, go through the listing character by character until you find your typing error.
A second possibility is that th e program
will ruri okay, but will create all bad checksum data_ This may indicate an error
somewh ere between Lines 80 and 420.
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Find the typo and correct it.
T he last possibility is that the checksum
data will have on ly a few bad va lues. In
this case, use the normal method detailed
below to locate your errors.
Warning: Until you get your checksum
data for ST-Check to match the data following the listing, you can't trust it to
proofread other programs.

Using ST-Check
When you finish typing a ST BASIC
program li sting from the magazine, save
a copy to your d isk, and then run STCheck. The program wi ll first ask for a
filename. Type in the name for the program you wish checked (the on e you just
saved to the disk), and press RETURN.
You'll then be asked for a "bug" name.
Enter a filename for the checksum file
(this can be any name not a lready on the
disk), followed by RETURN.
ST-Check will now proofread the program . When the checking process is complete, you'll have a file on your d isk (saved
under your bug name) which contains the
checksum data for the program checked.
Check the last value of each lin e. If it
matches the value in the published checksum data, go on to the next. If it doesn't
match, you've got a typo.

To find the error, look at the li ne number of the data statement in wh ich the
bad value occurred_ This number is
equ ivalent to the first program line the
data evaluates. Let's call this "Line X: '
Count the entries in the data lin e until
you get to the bad value. We'll ca ll this
count "V:' Now look at the program
yo u typed in. Starting with and including
Line X, coun t down Y lines. The lin e
you end up on will be the one conta in ing the typo.
Correct the error, and then rerun STCheck_ When you get a ll the checksum
data to match that published in the magazine, your new program is ready to run .

Passing the buck
Okay, fr iends. Here's where the truth
comes to the fore_ I can take on ly minimal
credit for ST-Check, as it's virtually a direct
translation from D:CHECK2 (ANALOG
#16) by Istvan Mohos a nd Tom Hudson.
All accolades and tribute shou ld be
directed to those two fine gentlemen. I'm
sure they'll divvy it up fairly, and perhaps
pass a small share onto me. Thanks, guys!
You may now type in this month's ST
BASIC program, secure in the knowledge
that the search ing eye of ST-Check is
primed and ready.
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ST-Check
Listing 1 - ST Basic
10 'ST CHECK typing validator by Clayt
on WalnuM
20 'based on a prograM by Istvan Mohos
and TOM Hudson
30 if peekCsystab)=l then cl=17 else c
1=32
40 fullw 2:clearw 2:gotoxy cl,O:? "ST
CHECK":ex=O:sp=O:x=O
50 input "Enter filenaMe: ",fS:input "
Enter BUG naMe: ",flS
60 on error goto 590:open "O",Ul,flS:o
pen "1",112, fS:close 112
70 open "1",112, fS: on x goto 140,220
80 color 2:?:? "Counting lines":lineco
unt=O:color 1
90 on error goto 570
100 line inputll2, is: I inecount=1 inecoun
t+l
110 ? "."; :goto 100
120 close U2:q=intClinecount/l0):diM c
Clinecount),rCq)
130 x=l:goto 70
140 range=O:lyne=O:color 2:?:?:? "Fill
ing array":color 1
150 ? "."; :count=O
160 line inputll2, is:count=count+l
170 lyne=val CiS) :rCrange)=lyne:range=r
ange+l
180 on error goto 580
190 line inputll2, is:count=count+l: if c
ount=10 then 150
200 goto 190
210 close U2:x=2:goto 70
220 color 2:?:?:? "Calculating checksu
I1s":color 1
240 for i=l to linecount:checksuM=O:li
ne input 112, is: l=len (is)
245 if MidSCiS,I,ll="" then I=I-l:got
o 245
250 for z=l to l:nuMber=ascCMidS(iS,z,

1))

300 if ex=O and nUMber}=ascC"a") and n
uMber<=ascC"z") then nUMber=nuMber-32
310 product=x*nuMber:checksuM=checksuM
+product:x=x+l:if x=4 then x=l
320 next z:? ".";
330 checksuM=checksuM-I000*intCchecksu
M/I000) :cCi)=checksuM:x=2:next i
340 close U2:lyne=rCO) :iteM=O
350 color 2:?:?:? "Creating BUG file":
color 1
360 count=10:total=0:if linecount<10 t
hen count=linecount
370 is=strSClyne): is=iS+'' data"
380 for i=l to count:datuM=cC10*iteM+i
)

390 is=iS+strSCdatuM):iS=iS+'','':total=
total+datuM:next i
~~O is=iS+strS Ctotall : print Ul, is:? ".
410 iteM=iteM+l:linecount=linecount-l0
:if linecount<l then 430
420 lyne=rCiteM) :goto 360
430 close Ul:clearw 2:?:gotoxy 0,1
440 ? "To check BUG data against the c
hecksuM data found in the Magazine,"
450 ? "return to the GEM desktop and d
ouble click your BUG file. You May"
460 ? "then SHOW the data on your scre
en or PRINT the data to your printer."
:?
470 ? "The line nUMber of each data st
ateMent coincides with the first line"
480 ? "of the user prograM the data st
ateMent evaluates. NUMbers within"
490 ? "each data stateMent represent c
onsecutive lines of the user prograM."
500 ? "The last nUMber is the total.":

590 if err=53 then ? chI'S cn ; "F I LE NOT
FOUND!":close:resuMe 50
600 ? "ERROR U";err;" at LINE ";erl:en
d

ST-Check
Checksums
10 data 447, 129, 203, 518, 661, 160
, 942, 482, 640, 556, 4738
110 data 25, 905, 797, 52, 79, 349,
852, 644, 9, 402, 4114
210 data 883, 479, 834, 822, 42, 498
, 255, 165, 826, 410, 5214
310 data 337, 1, 166, 578, 136, 801,
898, 937, 271, 769, 4894
410 data 363, 99, 155, 889, 243, 764
, 168, 192, 906, 156, 3935
510 data 757, 251, 146, 509, 146, 91
6, 539, 541, 733, 845, 5383

?

5111 ? "Chec k the last nUMber of each s
tateMent against the version in the"
520 ? "Magazine. Only when there's a
~iscrepancy need you check each nUMber
530 ? "in the data stateMent.":?
540 ? "Take note of the lines containi
~g typos, then Make corrections.
When

260 if nUMber=ascC" ") and ex=O and sp
=1 then goto 320
270 if nUMberOasc C" ") then sp=O else
sp=l
280 if
290 if
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he subject of text readability has
been one of great interest and controversy among educators and publishers over the past 30 years. The interest
in readability analysis comes from the concern about a specific audience's ability to
understand a particular text. The con troversy stems from a disagreement on just
how to go about quantifying readability.
There are several factors involved in
reading comprehen sion. Such items as
sentence length and complexity, print size
and quality, word recognition, writing style
and subject appropriateness all contribute
to the effective readability of a given text.
Over the years, researchers have developed
several methods to assign some value to
the reading level of a particular text.
Alth ough the methods are generally simple, the criteria used for a given analysis
are still fuel for heated debate.
Two of the analysis methods which use
sentence length and word complexity as
criteria for readability are Gunning's FOG
and Flesch's methods of readability analysis. They are both fairly old methodJ. The
Flesch method has been around since
1951; the FOG since 1968. Both methods
seem to be highly regarded by educators
and are often cited in the literature during discussions of readability.
These methods traditionally have been
performed manually, but are quite amen·
able to computerization, reducing a day 's
worth of tedious manual calculation to
on ly a few minutes. These analyses are
avai lable on a wide variety of microcomputers. For the Atari ST, Mark Skapinger's
Thunder! spe ll -check program contains the
FOG and Flesch analyses as one of the
menu options. The method for calculat·
ing the FOG index listed in the appendix
of Thunder! is incorrect however.
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Using the analyzer
The analyzer can be found on this
month's disk under the name
TXANAL.PRG. You can also create a copy
of the program by typing and compiling
the C source code shown in Listing 1. List·
ing 2 is an ST BASIC program that will
create a copy of the resource file for the
Text Readability Analyzer. This resource file
must be in the same directory as the
TXANALPRG program file when the
program is run. To run the program, sim·
ply click on the file icon or filename from
the GEM Desktop.
The Text Readability Analyzer uses the
standard GEM features of drop·down
menus, dialog boxes and file·selector box·
es. To select a text file to analyze, choose
"Analyze" from the file drop·down menu.
A file·selector box set to the current drive
and file path will be displayed. You can
select a file from the current dil'ectory by
typing a filename or scrolling through the
directory. If you are in a folder and wish
to proceed to the root directory of the
current drive, click on the upper·left box
in the file selector. You can also change
the drive designation and path by click·
i ng on the directory line of the file selec·
tor, backspacing over the unwanted
characters, retyping a drive and optional
path and clicking the "closer" box. Be
sure to include the colon after the drive
designation and back slashs between
nodes in the pathname.
Once an analysis has begun, you should
relax until final statistics are presented for
the two indices. The mouse can be moved
around but will not respond until the
analysis is completed. After an analysis is
over, another file can be selected from the
file menu, or you can quit the program
and return to the GEM Desktop.

Information you get
The analyzer will display various
aspects of your text. You will get a word
count of the document along with total
sentence, syllable and letter counts.
Mathematical averages are displayed for
letters per word, syllables per word and
words per sentence. The number of words
containing one, two and three or more
syllables is also given. Not all these
parameters are necessary for calculating
the FOG and Flesch Readability indices,
but I thought as long as I had them, I'd
share them.
The FOG and Flesch indices are given
on the right·hand side of the screen. The
FOG index is given as a school grade for
the level of reading accomplishment to
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fully understand the text. The Flesch
value is a sca le from zero to 100. The
Flesch levels are in increments of ten with
the lowest reading level, Grade 5, as a
score of 100 to 90. The school grade cor·
responding to a particular Flesch score
is given under the score.
You should be aware that the results are
not holy ed icts, and they are not carved
in stone. As mentioned before, there is a
great debate surround ing readability
analysis. Caution should be exercised
when using this tooL It is meant on ly as
a guide or approximation. Please don't
use this on your eighth grader's history
book, then run down to the schoo l yell·
ing that it was ana lyzed at on ly a sixth·
grade leveL

ter encountered will increment the letter
counter at the left.
Once a non·letter character is met, the
contents of the buffer are parsed to d e·
termine how many syllables are contained
in the word, if any. The number of sylla·
bles are counted and scored. The rules
governing syllable parsing are simple. If
three letters form the pattern of vowel/
consonant/vowel, then the syllable is cut
after the first voweL If four letters form
the pattern of vowel/consonant/con·
sonant/vowel, then the syllable is cut after the first consonant. If four letters form
the pattern vowel/consonant/consona nt/
consonant, then the syllable is cut after
the second consonant. Many times the
syllables won't be partitioned correctl y,
but the partition will generate the proper
How it works
number of syllables. The buffer is then
The mechanics of the Analyzer are cleared with the appropriate va lues being
quite simple. A file is read one character . registered on the display.
Sentences are determined by the
at a time. Oust to see if you p assed the
speed· reading course, I decided to display presence of periods, exclamation points
each character as it is read from the file.) and question marks. I had to a dd a few
If the character is alphabetic, it is placed extra conditions to the existence of a sen ·
in a buffer which also can be seen at the tence. This is because document files
right·hand side of the screen. The buffer from word processors like 1st WQ1'd or
is built up with continuous a lphabetic Timeworks' Wordwriter ST put a series of
characters until a space or another non· periods for tab markers and other format
letter character is enco untered. Each let· characters at the beginning of the file.
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The ana lysis will keep churnin g
through character by character until the
end·of-file character, a Control·Z, is en ·
countered. The data accumu lated is then
used to calculate the readability scores.

For programmers
The Text Readability Analyzer was writ·
ten for the Lattice C compi lec I started
to write it with Alcyon C, but the ease of
using Menu + in conjunction with Lattice
C is heaven. The thing to be aware of is
that integers in Lattice Care 32·bit values.
That is why I use the type WORD which
is defined as a short integer, 16 bits, in the
PORTAB.H file. You should also be aware
that the Lattice C function jopen() returns
a FILE pointer, not an integer file handle.
All the screen output is generated us·
ing the VDI call, v--I5text(), which accepts
only strings as display arguments. The values
displayed are converted to strings using
the PUt_ st1-o function found in the sourCt;
code. All the math in the program is in·
teger math. A function to perform rounding
after integer division is given as div_WU1ui(}.

The decimal points are created by scal·
ing tenfold prior to passing the value and
number of desired decimal places to the
put_stT(} function. TIlat ftmction also accepts
a va lue to locate the string on the screen.
Kill as many birds ....
The parsing functions are not perfect,
just traditional. You can improve them by
adding more conditionals. For example,
the parser presently splits three· and four·
letter words with ending silent "e" into too
many syllab les. These words are fairly
common, like "same;' "tone;' "axe;' "make;'
"pile" and "eve:' There are a lso words that
end in the pattern of a vowel fo llowed by
"ous" that aren't parsed sufficiently. Some
words that fall into this group are "punc·
tilious;' "fastidio us;' "continuous" and
" notorious:' If yo u thumb through Web·
ster's, you're bound to find more ex·
ceptions.
There are a lso other types of analyzers
that can be built. Many analysis methods
depend on a list of recognized or com·
mon words. Simple stTcmp() comparisons
with a dictionary file cou ld en hance an

analyzer immeasurably. I omitted inclu·
sion of such an analysis here since most
of the word lists are between a few
hundred and a few tho usand words lo ng.
I've included a list of books and journal
articles for those who a re interested in
further study of readability analysis . •
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TEXT ANALYZER

Listing 1:
C

IMMMMMMM~MMMMMMMMMMMMMM~MMMMMMMMMAMMMMMMMMMMMMMM~MMXMMMxMMMM~MI

~

~

1*
1*

TXANAL.C
Text Readability Analyzer

*1
*1

1*
1*

written for Lattice C
by ThOMas Castle

*1
*1

~

~

IMxMMMMMMMxxMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMNMNxAMMMNMMMMMMMMMMMMMMI

IM*MMM*MM*M*NMMMMM*M*MMM***M*MMMMMMN*MM*MMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMI

1* Lattice C COMplier COMMand line:
Ie -n -cw (filenaMe} ~I
1* fiST Linker: link {filenaMe} -with CGEI! -nolist -debug
*1

IMKMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMxMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMI

linclude
Uinclude
'include
Uinclude
Udefine

(ctype.h)
(stdio.h)
(portab.h)
(geMlib.h)
TXMENU 6
Ud~fine
ABOUT
8
Idefine ANALYZE 17
Udefine QUIT ' 19
Udefine NOOUIT 26

1*
1*
1*
1*
1*
1*
1*
1*
1*

for the isalpha() .. *1
for the string functions *1
for you Alcyon & lIegaMaxers *1
for the geM functions *1
Menutree frOM ·TXANAL.H *1
STRING in tree TXMENU *1
STRING in tree TXIIENU *1
STRING in tree TXMEHU *1
STRING in tree TXMENU *1

IMMMMMMMMMMMMM*MMMMMM*MMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMM*MM*MMMMMI

1*

fiLOBALS

*1

IMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMM~~MMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMI

FILE
char
char
char
char
char
OBJECT
WORD
WORD
WORD
WORD
WORD
WORD
WORD
WORD
WORD
WORD
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*fp;
1* Alcyon uses file handles (int) instead of tile pointers *1
wi_naMe [] = "Text Readab iii ty Ana I yzer":
filenaMe [] = "\0" :
filepath[SOJ;
1* The portab .h file converts WORD to short int *1
string[10];
1* since Lattice use s 32-bit integers for int and *1
buf[2S6J:
1* long. The short int is 16-bits.
*1
*Menutree;
ap_id:
work_in[12J,work_out[S7J:
handle,xMax,YMax,wMax,hMaxi
gr_l,gr_2,gr_3,gr_4i
wi_l,wi_2,wi_3,wi_4i
w_handlei
rigbuf [S] ;
wL type;
clip[4J;
dflag , xt;

(10

page 72)
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Recently Atari changed its stripes. No
more announcements of products before
they are ready to ship. No more conflict·
ing and confusing announcements from
different members of the Atari manage·
ment team regarding new products. lap·
plaud this newfound policy. It can only
help when Atari needs to gain a focus on
the products it wants to sell and do that
in the best way it can.
But I don't think it will be enough.
Atari needs to do more. It needs to give
the impression (at least) that it knows
what it is doing. Atari cannot continue to
attempt to have a broad product line (XE,
ST, PC, Unix, Abaq
computers) when the
existing lines have no
depth.
Where is the up·
grade path for ST
owners? Buy a new
Mega? Come on! How
about the XE line?
How does the XE user
move on, expand, up'
grade? Where is the
emphasis of com·
puters rath er than
games? Where is the
emphasis of the U.S.
market? Where is the
dealer channel that
can
move
these
products? Where is
the support for de·
velopers that Apple,
Commodore and even
IBM provide? Where
is the commitment to
th e computer product
line? Surely the min·
imal staff and cost·
cutting measures that
Jack Tramiel has maintain ed are insuffi·
cient to do the job right.
The ST was a breakthrough product
three years ago but it is aging, especially
compared to the Amiga line. If you com·
pare the ST to the current crop of PCXT,
PCAT and clones, or even the Macintosh
line, in terms of power, price and graph·
ics, the ST is no longer competitive. If
Atari is to succeed in the computer mar·
ketplace, some major changes must occur.
There is no question that Jack Tramiel is
a successful businessman. He can do it if
he wants to. But is he willing to do it? Stay
tuned.

The NeXT Computer
One of the most long·awaited com·
puter announcements was recently made
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by Steve Jobs, formerly of Apple Com·
puter fame. The NeXT computer system
is hyped to be as state·of.the·art a
machine as the Macintosh was in the ear·
ly 1980s.
For the last three years, since his depar·
ture from Apple, Steve Jobs has led the
development team at NeXT Computer,
designing a computer for higher educa·
tion . The system is said to encompass the
best attributes of workstations and per·
sonal computers, and adds features
previously found on ly on mainframe
computers. According to Jobs, "NeXT's
mission is to collaborate with higher edu·

machine is a 10·MIPS (million instruc·
tions per second) Motorola 56001 Digi·
tal Signal Processor, which drives
real·time sound, array processing, modem, FAX and encryption functions. In
addition, two proprietary VLSI (very
large scale integration) chips were adapt·
ed from mainframe architectures to
relieve the input/output bottlenecks encountered in traditional computers.
One of the proprietary chips, the In·
tegrated Channel Processor (ICP) manages
the fl ow of data among the processor,
main memory and the peripherals. The
ICP chip, together with the floating point
68882 math
co·
processor, gives the
machine the capability to operate at 5
MIPS. The Optical
Storage Processor
(OSP) is the other
proprietary chip, and
its function is to con·
trol the bu il t-in,
removable, 256·mega·
byte erasable optical
disk.
The NeXT system
includes a large
amount of software. It
starts with the 4.3BSD
Unix-based Mach mul·
titasking operating sys·
tern. NextStep is a
complete software en vironment cons isting
of four components:
the Window Servel~
Workplace Manager,
App lication Kit and
Interface Bui ld er.
NextStep overcomes
the difficulty of using
U nix to create graphical end·user applications. For users, NextStep substitutes a
window-based interface for the tradition·
al U nix command-line interface. The Interface Builder is a graphi cal software
development tool.
Application software is a lso bundl ed
with the NeXT system. It contains a word
processor, symbolic mathematics pro·
gram, a SQL database server, Lisp
programming language, personal text
database manager and a grap hi ca l
electronic·mail application with integrat·
ed voice-mail capabi li ties. A basic library
is also standard with the optical disk,
which includes Shakespeare's complete
works, Websters Collegiate Dictionary, Web·
sters Collegiate Thesaurus and the Oxford Dictionary of Quotations.

by Arthur Leyenberger

cation to develop innovative, personal
and affordable computer solutions for
the next decade and beyond:' So much
for the techno·babble.
.
The NeXT computer is truly a break·
through product, just as the Macintosh was
wh e n it was introduced. The $6,500 sys·
tem consists of three components, all in
black matte finis h: a floor·standing 32-bit
Motorola, 68030-based CPU with eight
megabytes of main memory; a 17-inch Sony
monochrome monitor with keyboard and
mouse; and an optional $2,000, 400 dpi
(dots per inch) Postscript laser printer tied
to the CPU. A four· megabyte memory upgrade and two large-capacity Winchester
disk drives are also available.
The 68030 processor runs at a blinding 25 MHz speed. Also embedded in the
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I haven't even d escribed all of the fea·
tures and capabi lities of the NeXT Com·
puter, and sti ll I am out of breath. If Steve
Jobs can deliver these machines when he
promises them , during the second quar·
ter of 1989, it wi ll be a remarkable feat.

All in One
Since the early days of the ST one com·
pany has been at the forefront of develop·
ing uti lity programs for the ST computer:
Michtron. In fact Michtron has become
one of the leaders in producing ST soft·
ware of all types. Its latest program , Utili·
ties Plus, is a collection of its most popular
and useful ytility programs, including:
MichtTOn Ufilities, DOS Shell, M·Disk Plus,
STuff and Super Directory.
Uti lities Plus is more than just a repack·
aged collection of o ld programs. Many of
the programs have been rewritten and
conta in additiona l enhancements. The
Michtron Uti liti es is a full·featured disk
editor that gives yo u complete access to
your files by a ll owin g you to change in·
dividual bytes of information . You can
read and alter any information on a hard

disk or floppy in order to adjust file at·
tributes, format individual disk tracks,
alter file and volume names, restore delet·
ed files, copy and verify individua l sectors,
recover data from and repair d a maged
disks and much more.
The DOS Shell a llows you to run batch
files on your ST or simply use familiar
MS·DOS commands rather than the GEM
Desktop. The commands a ll ow you to list
files on a disk, check the free space, per·
form multiple·fiIe copying and use global
wi ld cards. The Super Directory is a disk·
cataloging program that all ows you to eas·
ily keep track of what is on your disks by
permitting you to record disk contents
and file·category information, disk num·
ber, file size and pathname. You can a lso
sort, edit and print data records based
upon your Super Directory reco rds.
M·Disk Plus combines a RAMdisk and
a print spooler to speed up file access a nd
lets you get back to work wh ile the com·
puter is still printing. M·Disk uses a por·
tion of the computer's memory to load
and save data as if it were a normal disk
drive. The advantage lies in the com para·

RENTING SOFTWARE
ISN'T HARD.'
It's as easy as picking up the
phone and giving your order. If
you have a credit card, it's even
easier. The hardest part may be
waiting for the mail to come!
We're having a special sale,
with up to 80% off selected
software. Call now for a complete list.

>'!SA

Call toll · free outside T exas: 1 - 800 - 433 ·2938
- I nside T exas ca ll : 817 - 292· 7396

WEDGWOOD RENTAL
5316 Woodway Driv e
Fort Worth, Texas 76133

CIRCLE #109 ON READER SERVICE CARD.
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tive speed increase of access ing memory
rather than a physical disk drive. Soft
Spool reserves a portion of computer
memory as a print buffer. All data to be
printed is stored in the buffel~ then trans·
ferred when the printer is ready to receive
it. In the meantime, yo u can go on using
the computer for other work.
STuff is the remaining utility in the
package. It contains 21 different utility
programs and desk accessories for the ST.
Some of these a llow you to set file attrib·
ute flags, set the system date and time
without a clock card, change the execu·
tion order of AUID folder programs, au·
toboot a GEM program from the desktop,
encrypt and decrypt files, search select·
ed files for character strings, display key·
board scan and ASCII codes and a lot
more. In essence, STuff does what the
other programs in the package don't just about everything else.
Utilities Plus is the most complete set
of ST utility programs I have seen. It sells
for $60 and is avai lable from Michtron,
576 S. Telegraph, Pontiac, MI 48053. They
can be reached at (313) 334·5700. •

Over 650 Disks
Available for the Atari 8T
$4.00 Each

l1li

Public
Domain
Software

FREE Disk
Receive a coupon good for a FREE Public
Domain Disk with any purchase when you
Call or Write for our [ftfft)[g[g ©~ If~/l,@®

(800) 622-7942
I

I

BRE Software Dept. STL VISA
352 w . Bedford, Suite 104
Fresno , CA 93711
~
(209) 432-2159 in Calif.
~
CIRCLE #110 ON READER SERVICE CARD.
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Long ago, when personal computers were first being sold, salesmen
and advertisements tried to justify the
cost by explaining that all of your
mundane tasks could be dealt with
with ease , (My first Atari 800 system
cost me about $1 ,500, but that's hard
to believe now,) YOl). would be able
to balance the checkbook, keep
track of the kids ' birthdays, look up
facts and so on ,
'
Let's face facts, thou~h : Very few
people take the time to use their
computer to track a few personal
checks; it's still far simpler to do' it in
old-fashioned longhand , And some
people do use PC databases for logging birthdays and other notable
dates, but I find a calendar on the
wall and a pen in hand do the trick
nicely , On the other hand, because
my wife handles that chore, she
would undoubtedly question
whether I'm truly capable of it
anyway ,
But using the computer to trace
facts and do research-that's worth
thinking about, and certainly what
purists would claim is among the
true callings of PCs , If CD-ROM (Compact Disk, Read Only Memory) ever
becomes more universally ,a vailable, we 'll have amazing research
tools at our fingertips , With CD-ROM ,
we can have the entire contents of
an ~ncyclopedia at our beck and
call, with almost ii1stantaneous data
retrieval, Imagine what that would
do for term papers and other
research-based reports-never having to leave the comfort of your computer desk! Until CD-ROM comes to
the ST, with a complement of software to support it, we 'll have to
mak~ do with a trip to the library in
town, right?

"--'-"""'-~~

by
Andy Eddy

Easier than walking
To get to the Library area, just e nter
"GO LIB" from most any prompt, wh ich
accomplishes the same thing as go ing
back to the MAIN prompt a nd typing
"LIB" (short for LIBRARY), At th e entry
to this area, you 'll get the fo ll owing
menu:
LI BRARY Menu:
CAIN
BOS - DELPH I/Boston
KC - DELPHI/Kansas City
pro Iler Encyc loped la
Hea IthNet
Hearing Impaired Forun
Kussmau I Encyc loped Ia
L Ibrar Ian
t.letroLi ne City Search

On line Gourmet
Persona I Adv Isor
Research Library (Dlal og)(S)
Terra Nova
V10 lette Wine Reports
Wor IdLi ne Courtry Search
Dla log-He Ip
HELP
EXIT

either of these gateways shoots yo u into
a service that's a cross between a loca lized BBS and a national online network,
In fact, they are laid out just like DELPHI, with communications services (like
E-Mai l), game areas a nd conferencing,
among others, A return gateway to DELPHI world wide is provided as well.
There are also other services that emphasize the local aspect, such as Office Pm-k,
where businesses can link up with clients
electronically, For example, here's how
the DELPHI/Boston menu stacks up:
DELPH l/Boston Menu :
Arts/ Enterta Inment
Business & f inance
Ca lendar
Commun leat Ipnllla I I
Confererce
DELPH I-Wor Idwlde($)
E<ileat Ion
fun & Games Online
~Ide to Boston

J.ierchants ' Row
News/WeathBr /Sports
Off Ice Park
Peeple Orllne
Travel
Using DELPHI /Boston
Workspace
Help
Exit

Sure, it looks a bit cryptic, but once
yo u get the hang of what is here, you' ll
find thi s information stockp il e quite
BOSTON>Mllch Ser vice?
handy, From the top of the li st, this is
what is avai lable:
Grolier Encyclopedia is the e lectro nic
CAIN stands for Comp uterized AIDS vers ion of the world-renowned reference
Information Network (an organization tome; in fact, the Grolier ver sion is bepartially funded by the
state ofCa'tifornia), and GROLIER> (Encyclopedia, Ask, Suggestions, Exit}: en
it's a gigantic source of Encyclopedia
d ata on this sti ll- search for: delp
pu zz ling killer, The 2 matches
menu for CAIN is filled Items Selected
with simple headers to
1 DELPHI
easily
guide
you
2 DELPHINIUM
through , Not on ly can GROLIER>(Enter Number, Search or Exit): 1
yo~ get scientific infor1 DELPHI
m ation about this dis- (del'-fy)
ease, but you can a lso
Delphi, located in Phocis, Greece, on the lower southern slopes
get listings of support of Mount Parnassus near the Gulf of Corinth, was a sacred city to
the ancient Greeks. It was called the omphalos (navel or center)
o r ganizations, pore of
the Earth, and this was deSignated by a large, rounded,
stone, which was also called the omphalos. Delphi was
Wrong, kemosabe, (But 1'11 bet most over advice on legal is- conical
sacred to APOLLO, the god of prophecy and patron of philosophy
the arts, whose famous temple and prophetic shrine were
of you were ahead of me on that sues regarding AIDS, and
there. The temple within
revelation, considering the name of read through pertinent
this column is Database DELPHI!) , articles online and even games were held. The sanctuary of Apollo has also been excavated.
many notable works of sculpture found. ROBERT E. WOLVERTON
Among DELPHI's powerfUl features is test your kn owledge of and
Bibliography : Fontenrose, Joseph, The Delphjc Oracle: Its
the disease,
Responses and Operations, With a Catalogue of Responses (1979) .
a section called the Library, Being
BOS-DELPHI/Boston
that it is very large in scope, we'll and KG-DELPHI/Kansas References for DELPHI
APOLLO
spend the next two installments of City are offshoots of
DIONYSUS
MUSES
Database DELPHI there, Hey, we the "worldwid e" DELFIGURE 1
ORACLE
PYTHIAN GAMES
WOUldn't want you to miss anything! PHI service, Selecting
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ing offered for current owners of CDROM players for other computer brands_
Quick as a whist le, you can search
through this immense database, using
keywords (or pieces of words) to narrow
your search_ From that list of matches,
you can select a single number to get the
listin g as seen in Figure lAs you can see, broad-based subjects
will reference to other related subtopics,
letting you branch out your searches _
Selecting one of the subtopic numbers
will proceed with that listing and so on_
This electronic encyclopedia is very comprehensive and is kept up to date_ Oddly enough, this service isn't surcharged
above your normal DELPHI rates either.
Healthnet is a massive medical database, offering information on all aspects
of health and fitness _ It's no substitute
for an actual doctor visit, but if you need
the lowdown on something healthrelated, the Reference Library is a good
place to try to find the answer. As you
can see, the Reference Library is packed
with brief articles on many topics:
HEAL THNET Reference II brary
Instruct Ions
Di sor ders aoo Diseases
Sympt oms
Drugs
SUrger i es. Tests. Procedures

~nu:

Home Care aoo First Aid
Sports ~dlclne
Ophtha 100 logy
Obstetr Ics & Reproduct Ive
EXIT
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~d .

Healthnet also provides a section
ca ll ed Housecalls, where you can ask experts individual questions for direct
response.
The technology of today helps many
physically handicapped people to have
fuller lives. The Hearing Impaired Forum
assists those with hearing deficiencies to
cope with their handicap by relaying
news and information on helpful organ izations, changes in state law, sign
language, closed captioning of movies
and television shows and the growing
use of TDDs (Telecommunications
Device for the Deaf). In the same manner as telecomputing, the TDD unit
hooks up to a phone line and helps the
hearing-impaired person to better communicate with others using a keyboard
and video display. (To show the growin g use of these devices, some public
areas, like airports, have TDDs avai lable for those who need them .) The
Hearing-Impaired Forum has up-to-date
li sts of phone numbers-many of them
toll-free-for getting in touch with businesses and government offices using
TDDs.

Halftime
That's about all the room I have. We'll
cover the last segments of the Library
section next month. Don't be afraid to
try this and other areas of DELPHI on
yo ur own, though. You'll find a lot of
helpful material in the inner reaches of
the service, and because of the availability of inexpensive 2,400-baud modems,
the cost is very low to boot: Remember,
DELPHI doesn't charge extra for
2,400-baud usage.

Weekly conference
Keep in mind that we have a week ly
get-together on Tuesday nights at 10 p.m .,
EST. This is a great way to keep up on
what's going on in the Atari world. To
attend, simply enter either the Atari 8-bit
SIC or ST SIC (type "CO CRO AT" or
"CO CRO ST" from most any prompt),
then enter "CO" to access the Conference
area. Typing "/W" (short for "WHO") wi ll
show you what number "room" the meeting is in, and you can join the group by
typing either 'JOI WEEK" (short for
Weekly Atari SICs Meeting) or 'Jor #"
where the # refers to the room number.
If you have trouble, type "HELP" or ask
someone online for assistance by using
the "/SEN" command to send a one-line
message to them.
Till next month, C U online ... . •
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by

Charles

F. Johnson

If you're anything like me, you proba·
bly like to have your ST desktop set up
different ways for different functionsespecially if you have a hard disk. You
probably often change the positions of
your windows and icons and the "safety"
prompts used when you copy and delete
files. (Even if you're nothing like me and
don't have a hard disk, you may still do
this!) For example, I like to have one desk·
top setup for word processing, one for
copying files, one for MIDI work, one for
graphics, etc.
You can save the current state of your
desktop at any time, including all open
windows, folders and installed applica·
tio ns, by using the "Save Desktop" func·
tion from the "Options" drop·down
menu. When you do this, the desktop
writes a file to your boot disk (A: for flop·
py users, C: for hard·disk users) called
DESKlOP.lNF. Unfortunately, lOS only
reads this desktop configuration file once,
when your computer is booted. If you
want to change your desktop setup or the
applications you've installed via the Op·
tions menu, you have two choices: reboot
your ST (either by pressing the system
reset button or by cycling power) or
manually resize and reposition the win·
dows with the mouse. This is where Desk
Switch comes in.
Desk Switch lets you load a new desk·
top setup from disk and install it as the
default. It wi ll display a file selector to let
ST· LOG FEBRUARY 1989

you choose any fi le with an extension of
.INF that will be loaded and installed as
if you had just booted your system . (Desk
Switch does some checking, but it's up to
you to make sure that it really is a valid
.INF file, written to disk with the Save
Desktop function in the Options menu .)
Desk Switch can also be installed as an
application, so that simp ly double·
clicking on any file with an extension of
.INF will install it as the new desktop con·
figuration.

the other parameters that the Atari Con·
trol Panel does, including the RS·232
(modem port) configuration, printer port
configuration, screen colors, mouse
double·click sensitivity, key click and bell
tone onloff and key repeatldelay valu es,
as they are stored in the .INF file you
choose. If your ST contains a Blitter chip,
Desk Switch will also turn the Blitter on
or off depend ing on the stored
parameters in the file.

Using Desk Switch

Technical stuff: AES mystery
functions

Break out your dusty o ld copy of ST
BASIC and type in Listing 1. Be sure to
check your typing carefully with ST-Check
before running it. This ST BASIC pro·
gram will create an executable version of
DESKSWIT.PRG on Drive A. To change
the drive or filename, just change
filename$ in the first line of the program.
Prepare to use Desk Switch by saving
several desktop arrangements from the
Options menu and renaming them to
more descriptive names. For example, a
desktop that has four windows open (the
maximum) might be renamed from
DESKTOP.INF to WINDOW4 .INF.
However you rename the DESKlOP.lNF
file, make sure to retain the .INF ex·
tension .
Once you have several desktop informa·
tion files saved, there are two ways to use
Desk Switch. The simplest way is to
double·click on the DESKSWIT.PRG file
from the desktop. When you do this you'll
see the good o ld GEM file selector, wait·
ing for you to select a DESKlOP.lNF file
to load. Just click on the filename and
click the OK button (or double·click the
filename), and that's all there is to it.
You'll exit Desk Switch, and the new desk·
top arrangement will take effect im·
mediately.
The other way to use Desk Switch is to
install it as an application . Single·click on
the DESKSWIT.PRG fi le to select it (make
it inverse). Then go to the Options drop·
down menu and select "Install Applica·
tion:' When you do this, a dialog box will
appear with an editable line marked
"Document Type:' On this line, type in the
three letters INF. Then click on the OK
button with the mouse (don't press
Return; that will select the Cancel button).
To make this installation permanent, save
your desktop. Now, whenever you double·
click on a fi le with an extension of .INF,
Desk Switch wi ll load and install that file
as the new desktop configuration.
In addition to window positions and in·
stalled applications, Desk Switch sets a ll

To install a new desktop definition,
Desk Switch uses the shel_put AES call ;
this call and its opposite, shel--/5et, are
rather mysterious. They are not even men·
tioned in the Atari Developer's Kit, and
although you can find them listed in the
Concise Atari ST 68000 Programmer's Refer·
ence Guide, there is no description of what
the calls actualiy do.
Riddles like this are more fun than an
Infocom adventure game for me. (And the
ST's operating system obliges me by
providing plenty of them!) To unravel the
mystery of shel--/5et and shel_ put, I tried
writing a simple program that did noth·
ing but set up a small buffer and pass the
address of the buffer to the shel--/5et ca ll.
After the call, when I examined my buffer
to see what had been "sheL gotten;' I was
surprised to see what looked like the be·
ginning of my DESKlOP.lNF file!
As it turns out, shel--/5et and shel_put
are used to read and change the current
desktop configuration, respectively. The
Atari Control Panel desk accessory uses
these calls when you alter the color
palette, or change key·repeat or mouse·
response speed. Note that shel--/5et and
shel_put only .affect the image of the
DESKlOP.lNF file in RAM, not th e actu·
al DESKIDP.lNF file on the disk. Current
settings are saved to disk with the Save
Desktop option.
Desk Switch reads in a DESKlOP.lNF
file by one of the two methods described
above, then uses shel_put to write the new
data into the system's desktop configura·
tion buffer. Then it sets the rest of the
parameters (colors, RS·232 settings, etc.)
contained in the file. The new desktop
setup will take effect as soon as the pro·
gram is exited, when GEM reads its con·
figuration buffer again to set up the
desktop.
Desk Switch weighs in at just about lK,
very small for a useful ST program . It was
written entirely in 68000 assembly Ian·
guage, using the Mad Mac assembler from
Atari Corp.•
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DES K

UtO OPE,,"R", 11, "A:DESKSWIT . PRG", 16: FIE
DESK
ELD1l1,16 AS BS
110 AS='III:FOR 1=1 TO 16:READ US:IF US=
SWITCH
THE" 140
Listing I: ="*"
120 A=UAU"&H"+US):PRINT "*";:ilS=AS+CH
ST BASIC HRS(A):"EXT
.
136 LSET BS=AS:R=R+l:PUT 1,R:GOTO 110
140 CLOSE l:PRlltT:PRlltT "RLL DOltE!"
1000 data 60,lR,08,OO,83,84,80,OO,08,A
RC,OO,OO,16,F2,OO,OO
1810 data 00,80,00,00,08,80,00,80,08,8
80,00,OO,20,3C;00,OO
1828 data lA,A2,90,AF,00,84,2A,6F,00,0
04, 4F,F9,80, 80, lR,8R
1030 data 2F,80,2F,OD,42,67,3F,3C,80,4
4A,4E,41,4F,EF,80,8C
1848 data 4A,80,6B,80,82,72,4A,2D,80,8
80,67,8A,42,67,48,6D
1050 data 80,81,60;80,00,8E,3F,3C,00,1
19, 4E, 41, 54, 4F,DO, 3C .
1860 data 88,41,41,F9,00,80,05,24,18,C
C8, 43, F9,80, 00,03, 98
1870 data 30,3C,OO,87,10,D9,51,C8,FF,F
.
FC,41,F9,OO,80,04,D4
1888 data 20,BC,80,08,05,24,21,7C,00,0
88,05, 14, 80, 84, 21, 7C
1898 data 80,80~03,82,80,68,21,7C,80,8
88, 03,88, 00, 8C, 61, 00
1100 data 02,70,4A,39,00,80,05,14,67,O
80, 02, 8C,OC, 79,.00, 01
1110 data 00,OO,04,38,66,80,02,08,43,F
F9,80,OO,05,74i 41,F9
1128 data 00,80,05,24,12,D8,66,FC,OC,2
21,00, 5C,66,FA, 4A,19
1130 data 41,F9.80, 80,05, 14, 12,D8,66,F
FC, 42, 67, 48, 79, 00,00
1140 data 05, 74,3F,3C,OO,3D,4E,41,50,4
4F,4A,80,6B,00,01,C8
1150 data 33, C8,88,80, 03, 84, 48,79,00,6
80,65,D8,2F,3C,OO,60
1160 data 10;88 i 3F,39,00,80,83,B4,3F,3
3C,60,3F,4E,41,4F,EF
1170 data 88,8C,4A,88,6B,00,Ol,92,4B,F
F9,00,OO,05,D8,OC,15
1186 data 60, 23,66,00,01,84,8C,2D,OO,6
61,00,61, 66,00,81,7A
.
1190 data 23,fC,60,08,83,26,88,OO,03,0
84,33,CO,80,00,03.B6
1208 data 23,CD,08,80,04,D4, 61,80,0I,C
C8,3E,.3C,FF,FF,4B,F9
1218 data 00; 00, 85,D8,41,F9, 88,88,03, A
AO,34,3C,08,OF,72,8Q
1220 data 10,2D,00,03,B8,18,67,08,52,4
41, 51, CA, FF, F8, 60, 02
1230 data 3E;01,7C,00,lC,2D,80,86,9C,7
7C,08,38,70,FF,2F,80
.
1248 data 2F,88,3F,86,3F,87,3F,3C,00,8
OF,4E,4E,DE,FC,00,OE
.
1250 data 4A,ID,OC,lD,08,23,66,FA,5E,4
4D,70, 08, 32,3C, 00, 85
1260 data OC,25,00,30,67,82,03,CO,51,C
C9,FF,F6,3F,00,3F,3C
1270 data 80, 21,4E,4E,58,4F,OC,lD,00,2
23,66,FA,4A,lD,3F,3C
1280 data 88,04,4E,4E,54,4F,E3,48,41,F
F9, 00,80, 03, 6A, 36,30
1290 data 80,8C,3A,38,88,12,E3,48,2C,7
78,80,80,78,08,78,80
1308 data 10,lD,98,3C,00,30,El,48,32,8
88,78,80,10,lD,98,3C
1310 data 88, 38,E9,48,82,48,70,80,18,1
ID, 98, 3C, 00, 30,82, 40
1320 data 3F,01,18,36,40,80,3F,OO,3F,3
3C,80,07,4E,4E,5C,4F
1338 data 52, 44,51,CD,FF,CA,DA,C3,78,8
88,18,lD,98,3C,88,38
1348 data 23,FC,88,88,83,30,08,80,83,8
68
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04, 33,CO,00, 00, 03, B6
.
1358 data 33, FC, 00, 81, 00,00, 03, B8,61, 0
80, 88, D6,23,CD, 80, 00
1360 data 83,BO,48,79,OO,80,02,C2,3F,3
3C,00,26,4E,4E,5C,4F
1370 data 2A,79,80,00,83,BO,49,F9,80,0
00, 05, D4, 22,4C, 12, 9D
1380 data 13,5D,08,81,42,29,00,02,61,5
50,3E,80,22,4C,12,9D
1390 data 13,5D,00,81,61,44,3F,00,3F,0
67,3F,3C,08,23,4E,4E
1400 data 5C,4F,OC,ID,OO,23,66,FA,OC,1
1D,OO,23,66,FA,OC,15
1418 data 00, 45,66,14,70,00,10,2D,OO,0
65, 90 , 3C, 00, 30, 3F,00
1428 data 3F,3C,00,40,4E,4E,58,4F,3F,3
39,OO,00,03,B4,3F,3C
1430 data 00,3E,4E,41,58,4F,42,67,4E,4
41,70, OO,OC, 11, 80, 39
1440 data 62,lA,OC,11,08,30,65,14,E3,8
88,22,08,E5,88,DO,81
1450 data 12,19,C2,BC,00,08,00,OF,DO,8
81,60,EO,4E,75,41~F8

1460 data 84,84,2A,79,80,80,83,B8,8C,l
ID;80,30,66,06,88,90
1478 data 80,80,60,04,88,DO,08,00,OC,1
ID,08,30,66,06,08,90
1480 data 80,82,60,84,88,DO,00,82,23,C
CD,88,80,03,BO,4E,75
1498 data 22,3C,00,00,03,84,20,3C,OO,O
80,OO,C8,4E,42,4E,75
1500 data 80,OO,03,lC,88,80,84,B6,OO,O
88,03,86,00,00,04,36
1516 data 80,OO,84,D4,80,80,84,F4,80,5
SA, 08, 00,08,82, 88,04
1528 data 00,OO,00,7B,80,Ol,80,Ol,80,O
81,OO,OO,OO,lA,80,02
1530 data 80,Ol,OO,80,80,80,OO,OF,Ol,8
02,84,06,03,05,07,08
1540 data 69,OA,8C,8E,OB,OD,OO,OF,Ol,O
82,8F,OF,OF,OF,OF,8F
1558 data 8F,8F,OF,8F,OF,OF,80,OF,8F,O
8F,8F,OF,8F,OF,8F,OF
1568 data OF,OF,OF,OF,OF,OF,80,60,83,3
3A, 00, 00, 03, 4A,OO,OO
1576 data 83,5A,80,80,00,24,00,2R,80,8
8F,06,03,OO,Ol,43,68
1580 data 6F,6F,73,65,20,61,OO,44,45,5
53,4B,54,4F,50,28,66
1590 data 69,6C,65,08,3A,5C,2A,2E,49,4
4E,46, 00, 34,30,31,35
1600 data 36,37,38,32,39,33,3A,3B,3C,3
3D,3E,3F,OO,OO,88,02
1610 data 8E,38,08,10,06,86,08,08,OC,O
OC, 8A, 06, 12, 8C, 14,06
1620 data 8C,16,18,04,06,06,OE,06,74,5
58,04, 86,88,OA, 06,OE
1630 data 86,52,3A,26,08,OE,04,04,04,O
84,04,52,04,84,80,00
1648 data *
DESK SWITCH
CHECKSUMS

180 data 51~544,391,421,536,645,488,86
69,843,789, :1577
1858 data 804,763,986,665,629,634,712,
,863,838,828,7714
1150 data 778,838,886,654,713,37,761,8
893,819,980,7183
1250 data 807,923,865,826,709,749,751,
, 757, 1, 711, 7899
1350 data 801,841,835,698,751,876,664,
,830,748,862,7906
1450 data 953,729,678,769,722,639,649,
,534,538,733,6936
.
1550 data 803,667,618,887,792,733,647,
,665,609,209,6542
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DESK SWITCH

Listing 2:
Assembly

** DESKSIH TCH
*
*
** Copyright 1988 Charles F. Johnson **
* All Rights Reserved
*
*)(KllJlMM)(".)(JI ••••••• IfUMJfMJ(N)I •• II.M)(MJU()()(*
)(

---- - - --- ---- - --- - ------- ---- - -----

* - -Last revision: 84127188 23 :11 : 24
----------------- -- - - ----- -- - -- )(

1
2
13
14

9et'1dos
aesvdi

bios
xbios
. text

"ouf . l
sub. I
nove.!
I ••

4!spl, d8
4!spl, .5

ustack, sp

6et address of end of !lrogran

Subtr.ct st.rt of b.s.pag.

6et start of basepage and save in

Alloc.t •• st.ck fr ....
Push the n""b.r of bytes to s.v.

as

lea
tst . 1
brli

d8, - [spl
.5, - [spl
-Ispl
IS4A, - Ispl
Igoodos
12 Ispl, sp
d8
exit

"shrink .rror? Ishouldn't happ.nl
If 50, bai lout

tst . b
b'Q.s

128 [a51
g.tdrv

Look .t the I.ngth byte of tho c_.nd I in.
If z.ro, do tho f il. selector

clr.v
p.a
bra

-[spl
1291.51
open it

Op.n for r •• d
Push the cONtand I ine address
do it

ISI9, - Ispl
Iget'tdos

6et current drive

nDve.1
PlDue.l

dr
"Dye
trap

getdrv: "ove
trap

dir:

Ipro9-end, d8

addQ
add . b
Ie.
ftoue.b

12,sp

Ie.

inftxt, a1
17, d8
[.11+, la81+
d8, dir

"ove

ftoue.b
dbf
I ••

.. oue.I
nove. 1
"ove.l
"ouf'.1
bsr

tst . b
b'Q

("p."
bn.

I'A', d8
infdir, a8
d8, [.81+

.ddrin, .8
linfdir, 1.8)
linfn ... , 41.81
Iti tl.l, 81.81
Iti tI.2, 121.81

pea

open it: "olJe
trap
addQ
tst.1
brli
"Due
readit : pea

infn ...
exit
II, intout+2
exit

"ov, in the fest of the path specification

Th. fs.Linput control block point.r is
already in aespb

Titl. strings for Start S.lector

60t a f ilenane?
liD, bai lout
Click.d on OK?
Nop" b.ilski

"y f iI.n ..... r ••

Fset directory string

Copy bytn until a zero is found

S•• rch b.ckward for tho b.cksIash

"Due pointer to next character
App.nd fil.n .... to .nd of p.th string

IS3D, - Ispl

'~OOS

Fop.n c.lI

Igfftdos
18, sp

dO
exit
d8, handl.

Error?
I guess so
S.V. f iI. h.ndl.

dtbuff

Addr.ss of buffer for DESKTOP .INF
4K ftaxirnl"l size
Push handl. on stack
Re.d it

Ptove

trap

Igendos

I ••
tst.1
brli

121spl, sp
d8
closit

I ••

dtbuff, .5
l'I',la51
c losit
I' a', 11.51
( losit

noue.1 ILPut l aespb
dB, iotin
noue
noue . 1 as, addrin

bs r

"ove it to the fsrl dinctory string

Op.n for r •• d onl~
Addr.ss of p.th/hl.n ....

h.ndl., - [spl
IS3F, - [spl

c"p.b
bn.
cop . b
bn.

".k. it an ASCII I.tt.r

- Ispl
f i Jenane

"Due . 1 14896, - Ispl

"Dye

'0

.es

f i ifna..e, .11
Ie.
infdir, .18
I ••
. Ioopl: oov • . b 1.81+, 1.11+
.Ioopl
bn.
. 100p2: C"p . b 1'\\',-[all
.loop2
bn.
lall+
tst.b
infnilPl, .18
I ••
.loop3: ftovf . b [a81+,lallt
. loop3
bn.

c Ir .w

Push the start address

D"""y
"shrink this bad boy

Error?

1st char should be a nt-.ber sign

2nd char should be lO\ler case 'a'

Sh.Lput
L.ngth of DESKTOP. INF
Addr.ss of buff.r

a.s

1- 1, d7

dtbuff , a5
baud-as( i i, aD
I.a
115, d2
10, dl
ftoveQ
PlDue. b 31.51, dO
ckbaud: c.p . b [aOI+, dO
beQ. s
ckb2
addQ
11, dl
d2, ckb.ud
dbf
bra,s
ckrtct
dl, d7
ckb2:
"ove

Ini tial ize baud rate pararteter

I ••

ckrtct: ftoveq
!"ove .b
sub
rs2U: OOV'Q
"ove,l
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18, d6
6 la51, d6
1'8 ' , d6
I-I, d8
d8, - [sp)

6et baud rate setting

Store baud parafteter in d7
6et rts/cts setting

Don t change the !'IFP registers
I
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DES K
"Due .•
"Due
"ove
noue

trop
add

lookl:

tst.b

laS)+

c"p.b
bne

• ' 1', (aSH·

oddq

.7, a5
18, dO
'5, dl
"0',-[051
ckprt2
dl, d8
dl, ckprtl

ftoveq

"oue

ckprtl : c"p.b
beq .s
bset
ckprt2 : dbf

"ov.
addq
c"p . b
bne
tst . b

• ' ••• [05li
look2
[a5H

Plave

'4, - [spl
txbios
'2, sp

trap

trap

addq

5 W

rts/cts

Baud rate
rsconf

Look tor next. sign

Set pointer to end of printer line
Clear bit vector to start
Six bits to check
Is the bit on or off ?
Off. skip over
Set bit in printer config pararleter
You're not leaving 'til you clean your plate
The configuration bits are now set
setprt

Find next. sign
Set pointer to first palette value
Get reso lution to d8

lsI
lea

dO

ftOUf

ofhall08,d8)'d3 l Offset to dclick value frOll last color
count(a8, d81,d5
• of color registers to s@t
dO

"oue

lsI
"ove . l

T C H

lookl

dO, - [spl
'33, -Ispl
Ixbios
'4, sp

noue

look2 :

dO, - [spl
d~, - [spl
d7, - [spl
115, -Ispl
Ixbias
114, sp

trans-table,a8

8(a8,d81 , a6

(olor8: ftoveq
colorl: "oveq
P1Dve.b
sub.b
lsI
"oue

.8, d4
'8, dO
[as)+, dO
"0', d8
'8, d8
dO. dl
18, d8
ftOU!Q
Mve.b laSI+, dO
sub.b "0', dO
.4, dO
lsI
or
d8, dl
ftoveq
'8, d8
ftolle.b [aSI+, d8
sub . b "0', d8
d8, dl
or
dl, - Ispl
"o've
ftDve.b Ola~, d41, d8

"oue
flove
trap
addq
addq
dbf

dO, -[spl
'7, -Ispl
Ixbios
.~, sp
11, d4
dS, color!

add

d3, as

; Rddress of UDI/TOS (olor translation tables

Address of translation table based on res

Start color register counter at zero

Convert frOll ASCII to n... ber [0-7)
*256 [to get high digi tl

*1~

lupper nibble of lOll by tel

"ix' et'I up

"ix in the lover nibble
Color value
Adj usted register nll'lber
setcolor
Increnent register
Do the rest
Adj ust pointer to desktop data

ftoueq

'0, dO
ftDve.b la51+, dO
sub.b "8', dO
"Dve .• le_dclk, aespb
d8, intin
nDue
II, intin"2
"oue
bsr
aes

"Dve.! as, bufsav
pea
cliclLbell
.38, - Ispl
"oue
trap
Ixbios
.~, sp
addq
"Dve . l bufsav, as

Get double c lick rote
"ake it binary

Set double click rate with AES evnLdclick
The new rate

Set click/bell onl off in super "ode

dec iftl, a4
a4, al
laSI+, [all
loSI+, 1Iall
clr .b 2[all
bsr.s
dedin
dO, d7
"ove
"Dve . • a4,o1
nove . b 10SH,Iall
ftDve.b 1051+,11011
bsr.s
decbin

For sOfte we i rd reason , the key de I ay
and repeat values are stored in dec iftal

nove
"Due

Repeot v.lue
Delay value
kbrate

lea
"Dve .•

ftDve.b
ftDve.b

noue

trap

100k3:
100k4:

addQ

16, sp

c"p.b
bne

.'.', (as)"
100k3
••••• [aSH
100k4
'·E'.loSI
closit

(ftP.b

bne
c"p . b
hoe.s

ftoveq
ftove.b

sub.b
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10. dO
51aSI, dO
"8'. dO

"ave
ftove
trap

dO. - Ispl
.64. - [spl

.ddq

.4. sp

closit: nove
"ave
trap
exit :

d8, - Is pI
d7,-[spl
'35. -[spl
Ixbias

"ext. sign

And the ne xt
"ake sure it's the right line

Get b litter status

Convert frOll ASCII
Turn blitter onloff

Ixbios

handle, - (spl
'S3E, - Ispl

addq

19et'1dos
I., sp

clr ....
trap

Igendos

-[spl

Close the file like a good little
prograMer

Back to our

n~

desktop!
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* ------------* Subrouti ne s
* ------------* Deciftol 15Cll to binor~ longword
* Enter with: al -) deciftol string
Exit wi th: de = converted binary nlrlber
* Troshes dO-dllal

*

doebin:

:~~ ~~ (oll
doeb_x
1'8' , (011
decLx
11, d8
"olle . l d8, dl
151.1 12, d8
odd. I
dl. d8
nalJe .b [oll-,dl
and . 1 IS8F, dl
add . I dl, d8
. loop
b..
doeLx : rts
.Ioop:

"ove~

(ft~ . b

(li(Lbell:
lea
nove.l

(bl:
(b2:

(b3:
cb4:

Clear aC(UI'Iuiator

bhl.s
(ftp.b
blo.s
151.1

(ftp.b
bne.s
belr .b
bra . s
bset . b
cftp . b
bne.s
bclr . b
bra.s
bset . b
ftove.1
rts

5484,08
bufsav, as
1'8', [051(bl
18, (081
(b2
18, (081
1'8' , [051(b3
12, (081
cb4
12, (081
as, butsa"

(onter..
Is Iceyelid: on?

V.s, skip aheod
Clear the bit
Set the bit
Is the CTRl- 6 bell on?
Yes , skip

Clear the bit
Set the bit
Outto here

* AES Subrout i ne
us:

"ove.l
noue.l
trap

rts

lo .. pb, dl
ISC8, d8
laesvdi

Address of por ... et.r block i n dl
IIagic word se8 = AES
Call the AES ("He~, AES!"I

.data
.even
aespb:

dc . 1

f_5OI: de.w
5-put: de.w
Ldelk: de.w
low_val :
"eel-val :

hLvol:

Lsel, global, intin, intout, addrin, addrout
8, 2, 4, e
123, 1, 1, 1, e
26, 2, 1, 8, 8
~8,

~,

de.b

8, 15, 1, 2, 4, 6, 3, 5, 7, 8,

de.b

8, 15, 1, 2, 15, 15, 15, 15, 15, 15, 15, 15, 15, 15, 15, 15

de.b

8, 15, 15, 15, 15, 15, 15, 15, 15, 15, 15, 15, 15, 15, 15, 15

trans- table :
de. I
ofLtable :
de.w
counL table :
de.w
offval
(ount

18, 12, 14, 11, 13

10\Lual, .. eLval , hi-val

e,

36, 42

15, 3, 1
ofLtable - tranLtable
counLtable - tranLtoble

titlel: de.b
ti tle2: de.b

'DESKTOP file ' ,e

inftxt: de.b

':\\*. IRF',8

bauLJs( ii:
de.b

'48156 782~3: ; (=)?'

'Choose j', 8

.bss
.even
bufsau: ds . 1
handle : ds ....
* HII arrays
intin: ds.w
intout: ds.w
globol:
apvrsn: ds .w

64
64

apcont: ds.w
opid :
ds. w
apprvt: ds.1
ilpptre : ds . 1

aplrsv:
ap2rsv:
ap3rsv:
ap4rsv:

ds . 1
ds.1
ds.1
ds. 1

addrin: ds. 1
addrout: ds. I
i nfnan : d5 . b

16

infdir: ds.b

88

f ilenarte :
ds . b

96

doeiftl: ds . b
dtbuff : ds . b
ds.1

ustac k: ds . 1

ds.v

40~8

388
1
18

Reserve 1208

b~te s

for st ac k

pro9-end:
ds .w
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(from page 61)

READABILITY

T EXT
WORD
void
void
LONG
char
char
char
char
char
char
char
char
char
char
char
char

rez:
bye(), loop(),display_stats(),redraw() , wi _fill(),trunc_ext();
put_Iabels(),process(),get_level();
parse(), div_round();
alertO[]
"[2] [Analysis cOPlplete ] [ OK ]";
alertH]
"[3][Can't find TXAMAL.RSC file][ OK ]";
alert2ll = "[3HYou IIUSt change to I
"ediull ResolutionH OK ]";
alert3[] = "[0] [Text Readability Analyzer I
by ThOllas Castle I ] [ OK ]";
alert4[] = "[3] [We're having trouble I opening your file] [ OK ]";
flesch5[] = "
Grade 5
";
flesch61l = "
Grade 6
";
fleseh71l = "
Grade 7
";
flesch89[] =" Grade 8-9 (Jr, High) ";
fleschlO[] = " Grade 10-12 (Sr, High) ";
f leschc []
College student
";
f1eschg[] ="
Co liege graduate
,

1*

"A[M

*1

IMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMM MMMMMMMMMMMMMMKMKKMMMMKMMMMMMMMMMMMMKMMKMKK I

void
nai n ()
{

if (i nit i a] i ze () I (
Icop();
bye () ;

1 MMMMMMMUM MMUM MKU MMMMMMMMMMMMUM MM UM KUU MMMMMIIM MMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMM1

1*
WINDOW CREATIOH & MAMAGEMEMT
1*
1* Tidbits of this were lIodelled froll the EGAES,C exaMple file included
1* with the Lattice C cOllplier, the DEMO,C file of TiM Oren and TOIl
1* Rolander, and froll Abacus' Atari 5T GEM PrograMner's Reference,

*1
.,
*1
*/

*1

IMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMKMMMMMMM /

initial ile ()
(

WORD i;
ap_id = appLinit();
handle=graf _handle (&gr _1, &gr _2, &gr _3, &gr _4) ;
for(i=O; i<10; i++J(
work_in [i] = 1;
)

worLin[lO] = 2;
Lopnwk [work_in, &handle , work-out);
if (! rsrcload ("txanal, rsc"» (
forll_alert(l , alertl);
exi HI);
if «rez = xb i 05 (Ox04»

== OJ(
forlLalert(1, alert2);
exit(1);

1* Th is is the AIe yon GetreI () 'AI

rsrcgaddr (0 , TXHEMU, &lIenutree);
lIenu_bar (l'Ienutree, 1);
graf -"ouse (0, 8xOLl ;
wL type=6x6661;
1* hide the lIouse , Could use graf_"ouse(M_OFF,Ox6Ll ; but this is cleaner , WI
lineaa() ;

1* request size of desktop window *1
wind_get(0,4,&wi_l,&wi_2,&wi_3,&wi_4);
1M calculate size of work area *1
winLcalc (1, wL type, wLl, wL2, wL3, wL4, &xnax, &ynax, &wllax, &hl'lax) ;

1* IIake window of the lIax size MI
w_handle=winLcreate (wL type, wLl, wi_2, wL3, wi_4);
wind_seHw_handle, 2, ADDR ( wLnaMe ),6, 0);
winLopen(w_handle, wLl,wL2, wL3, wL4);
cJip[O] =xl'lax ;
clip[ll=YI\ax;
clip[2]=xllax+wl'lax-l;
clip [3] =Yllax+hl'lax-l;
wLfillO;
linea9(); 1* show the lIouse *1
return (1);

void
wLfill ()
{
ULC I ip (handle, 1, clip);
vsLinter ior (handle, 2);
vsf_style(handle,4);
vsf _color (handle, 1);
v_bar (handle, (lip);
vs_c I ip (handle, 6, clip);
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APPLICATION
void
redraw (x, y, w, h)
WORD x, y, w, h;
(

WORD wx, wy,ww , wh;
v_hide_c(handle);
win<Lupdate (l) ;
win<Lget(w_handle,WF_FIRSTXYWH, &wx,&wy,&ww,&whl;
whi Ie (101101 && whl
(

if (x<wx+ww && wx<x+w && y<wy+wh

t.t. wy<y+hl

(

clip[OI=wx; c1ip[lI=wy;
clip[21=wx+ww-i; clipnl=wy+\/h-l;
VLC I ip(handle , 1, c I ipl;
wLfill!);
}
III end of if . . . III
win<Lget (w_handle, WF _NEXTXYWH, &wx , &wy , &ww , &whl ;
) III end of wh i Ie.. *I
wind_update (01 ;
v_sho'~_( (handlel;
VLC lip (handle, 0, c I ipl ;

void
bye ()
{

wind_c lose(w_handlel;
wind_delete(w_handlel;
v_clsvwk(handlel;
app Lexi t () ;
_ex i HOI ;

I~
EVENT_MULTI LOOP
III
I ~***_'*~XXX*X**XXXMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMXMMMMMMXMMuMMMMuMMI
IJO i U
I (,O D ()

,

WORD even t, t l' as h, fbutton , exi tf lag;
char path [64 I . b i gpath [881 ;
exi tflag : 0;
do(
event : evnt-Mul ti (MU_MESAG, III ignore Muse button xl
III and keyboard events *1
1,1, I, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 8, 0, 0, 8, 6,
&M9buf, 0; 0,
& t r a 5 h,&trash,&tras~&trash,&trash,&trashl;

if( even t

&HU_~ESAGI

{

switch(Mgbuf [Ol){
case WM_REORAW
redraw(Mgbuf[4),Mgbuf[S),Mgbuf[6),ngbuf[7));
break;
ca s e MN_SELECTEO :
Menu_tnorMal IMenutree, Mgbuf [3),11;
switch(Mgbuf[4)1{
III the nenu it~ III
case ABOUT:
_
forn_alert(l, alert31;
break;
(ase ANALYZE :
path [0) = gPftdos (Ox191 + 'A'; III Alcyon's III
III Dgetdrv () III
path [11 - : ':';
gendosIOx47,&path[2),01; III and Dgetpath() III
strcpy(bigpath,pathl;
strcdt(bigpath,"\\II.II"I;
iflfsel_ input(bigpath,filenane,&fbuttonl){
iflfbutton){
strcpy(filepath,bigpath):
trunLext () ;
str( at If i I epath , f iI enane) ;
if (openf ile ()){
.
gPftdos (OxO., fi I epath [0]-' A') ;
gPftdos (Ox3b, &f i lepath [2));
1 M the Alcyon Dsetdrv() and Dsetpath() • • III
redr aw (xnax, ynax, wnax, lwIax) ;
put-labels ();
process ();
appl _read(ap_id,16,Mgbufl;
1* to prevent a redraw at end of process () III
}
)

} III end of if ... III
III end of if . .. III

break;
ca ce nUIT :
exitflag = 1;
break;
(ase "OOUIT :
break;
}
I II end of swit(h . . . Ifl
/ If end of swi tch . . . III
)
I II en~ of if... * 1
I II end of do... III
while(le xitflag) ;
1* end of loop () .. . III
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T EXT

1*
1*
1*
1*
1*
1*
1*

READABIL

FILE HANDLING

T Y

*1
*1

The fsel_inputll function is used to se lect files. Any drive can
*i
be ac c essed. Onc e a f i lei s se I ec ted, that path becOMes the c urr ent *1
drive and path. To change the driue or path, Move the Mouse to t~e *1
directory line of the selector bo x, click and backspace ouer the
*1
line. Then click on the "closer" bo x of the selector .
y,J

***** ******* *********** *** ****lIM ** ** ***********'* *********. H *.,. *'* *,. ii ii" /

I
H
uoid
trunc_ext ()

WORD i;
for li =str len If i lepathl ; i)=0; --i) (
iflfilepath[il == 92)
1* 6et rid of the file extensIon . *1
break;
1* EI1Mina te char'acters back to the *1
}
1* back slash character .
*1
filepath[i+ll : '\0';

openf i leO
{

iflltp: fopenltilepath , "r"ll
return 111;
else{
forM_alertl1, alert4l;
return (0) ;

01

1*
1*
1*

1*

This is the ANSI de fined fun ctIon *1
for level 2 files for Lattice C *1
Alcyon uses fi Ie handles instead ·*1
of file pointers .
*1

1· •• ***··**· •• *···************.********** •• ****.***************************1
1*
SCREEN OUTPUT
*1
1*****************.****************.***************************************1
uoid
puLlabelsO
{

NORD naMe I en;
lineaaO;
1* hide the Mous e *1
naMe len = strlen(filepathl;
usLeffects Ihandle, 11;
u_9text Ihandle, 348- {naMelen*51, 3D*rez, f i lepathl;
usLeffectslhandle, 61;
u_gtextlhandle, 102, 45*rez," Total letters : "I;
L9textlhandle, 86, 61*rez," Total syllables: "I;
u_9textlhandle, 420 , 189*rez," FOG Index Score : "I;
u_9textlhandle, 119, n.rez," Total words : "I;
u_9textlhandle, 86 , 93*rez," Total sentences : "I;
u_gtext (handle, 78, 109*rez," Aug letters/word : "I;
u_gtextlhandle, 418, 141*rez," Flesch Index Score : "I;
u_9textlhandle, 62, 125*rez," AU9 syllables/word : ");
u_9textlhandle, 62, 141*rez," Aug words/sentence : ");
u_gtextlhandle, 38, 157*rez," Woros with 1 syllable: "I;
u_gtextlhandle,30,173*rez," Words with 2 syllables: "I;
Lgtext Ihandle, 46, 189*rez," Nords wi th 3 or More : ") ;
u_9text Ihandle, 380, 45*rez, " Character being read : "I ;
u_9textlhandle, 597, 45*rez, "
"I ;
I inea9 0 ;
1* show the lIOuse *1

puLstr In, field, dec xl
NORD field, decx;
LONG n;
{

!lORD i, j, c;
i=O;
dol

1*
1*
1*
1*
1*
1*

based on i toa 0 and reuerse () froM K & R *1
A siMpler approach would be to use the
*1
sprintf Ist r ing , "r.d , nl ;
*1
conuersion of an integer to a string, but NI
MY clib . bin file has a faulty sprint!
*1
which causes a link failure.
*1

if (i == denl
1* creates the string frOM the l east *1
string[iH) = '.' ; 1* significant digit to the MOst*1
string[i++) = n Yo 16 + '0';
}
whilell n i= 101 ) 81;
string[i) = '\0';
forli =O, j =strl en(stringl -i: i{j; i++, j--I(
c = string [i);
1* so haue to reverse the charcter s .
string [i)
string[j);
string[j) = c;

*"

}

ifldecx :: 0)(
j = strlen(stringl;
string[j-ll = '\0';
)

1*

get rid of the deciMal pOInt lfl

if ltield<101
u_gtextlhand Ie , 260 , rez* (f ie I d*16+451 , &str i ng) ;
else
u_9textlhand Ie , 486, r ez* If i e) d*1 1i - 35) ,&str i n9) ;
return (11 ;
void
d i sp I ay_stats II e t, wd, sy l, sent, n3)
LONG let , wd, sent , syl, n3;
{

LONG wps10, Ipw10, spw10, fog10, f lesch10;
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wp s18 = div_round(wd*10, sent);
Ipwl0 = diu-round(let*10,wd);
s pul0 = diu-round(syl*10,ud);
pu Cstr (wpsl0, 6, 1);
pu Lstr (lpwl0 , 4, 1);
puLstr (spul0, 5, 1);
f agIO = div_ r ound(400*n3 , wd) + div_round(4*Wd, sent);
puC str (fog16, 10, 1);
f I esc hl0 = diu-round (206835- (wpsl8*182) - (spwl8*8460) , 100) ;
put_str(flesch18,12,1);
geLlevel (fleschl0);

vOld
geLle ve i (levell
LONG level ;

1* th i s i s really 18X the Flesch index, but we're *1
1* scaling 18X for the 1 deci~al place *1

(

if (I eve D 900)
v_gtext(handle,405,173*rez,flesch5);
e l se {
if

(I eve D 800)
u-gtexHhandle, 405, 173* rez , f lesch6J;
else (
if (leveI>700)
v_gtext(handle,405,173*rez,flesch7);
else (
if (leveD600)
v_gtext(handle,405 ,173*rez,flesch89);
el s e {
if (1 eve I> 500)
v_gtext(handle, 405,173*rez, flesch18);
else {
if (I eve I> 300)
v_gtext(handle, 405,173*rez, fleschc);
else u_gtextChandle, 405, 173*rez, f leschg);

1 ~.MMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMnMnMMMMMMnMMMMMMnMMUMMMMMuuuMMMMI

1*

ANALVZING THE FILE
*1
IMMMMMO MMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMI
vo i d
pr ocess 0
{

WORD
WORD
LONG
LONG
LONG
LOHG
LONG
LONG
LONG
LONG
char

c;

i = 0;
nUMlet =0 ;
nU~ 5 yl =0;
nUl'lwd =0;
nUl'Isent = 8;
syl ;
nUrll =0;
nUl'\2 =0;
nUl'l3 = 0;
cstr[2l;

cstrIll = ' \ 0';
do C
c= getc (fpJ;
cstr [OJ = c ;
v_ ytext (handle, 685, 45*rez, cstrJ;
if i~~Y~~m){
puLstr (nUl'llet , 0, OJ;
buf!il =c;
buf[iHI = '\ 0' ;
itt j

v_gtext(handle,402, 77*rez,buf); 1M !'light want to guard against *1
I*overflow with a strlen Qualifier *1
J
1* end of if . . . *I
• Is. {
i f (i sterl'lpunc (c J && (buf [0] ! = '\0' J && (strcl'lP (buf, "l"J J J (
nUl'IsentH;
1* because of *.DOC forl'lat *1
puLstr (nUl'lsent, 3, OJ ;
1* tab setti ngs at beginn i ng MI
1* of 1st Word and *l
) 1* end of ister!'lPunc (J ... *1
if(syl = parse(J){
1* loIordwriter file s *1
nUl'lwdH;
puLstr (nuMud , 2, OJ ;
nu!'lsy] += syl;
puLstr(nUPIsyl, 1, 8);
if (syl == l){
nUrl1H;
puLstr (nUl'll, 7, OJ ;
)

if (sy I == 2H
nUl'l2H;
puLstr (nUrl2, 8, 0);
}

if (syD2){
nUl'l3H ;
puCstr(nUfl3 , 9, OJ;
1* end of if (syJ) ... *1
1M.
f. ~~r .... _ ...... '"
, ). ,. *1
A ........
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strcpy(buf,""I;
u_gtextthandle, 482, 77*rez,"
I
1* end of else ... *1
lwhile(c != [OFI;
display_stats (nUIIlet, nUllwd, nUflsyl, nUIIsent, nUl'l31;

1016 data 66, FC, 62, F4 , 88,15, 86, 81,80, 8
66,80,86,86, 80,88,86
1628 data 80, 86,82, F8, 26, 44, 65, 73, 68, 2
28,86,26,46,69, 6C, 65
1836 data 20,86,26,26,51,75,69,74,26,8
80,20,26,41,62, 6F , 75
1646 data 74,26,54,65,78,74 ,26,41, 6E, 6
61, 6C , 79, 7A, 65, 72, 88
1058 data 20,20,20,20,20 , 20,20, 20,20,2
2D, 20, 20, 20, 20, 20, 20
1060 data 20,20,20,20,20,20,20,86,26,2
26,44,65,73,68,20,41
1878 data 63,63,65,73, 73, 6F , 72, 79, 28, 3
31,28,26,86,26,26,44
1686 data 65,73,68,26,41, 63, 63, 65, 73,7
73, 6F, 72, 79, 26, 32, 26
1098 data 20,86,28,28,44, 65,73, 68,28,4
41,63,63,65,73,73, 6F
1166 data 72,79,26,33,28,26,68,26,26,4
44,65,73,68,26,41,63
1110 data 63,65,73,73, 6F, 72, 79, 26, 34, 2
28,28,80,26,26,44,65
1126 data 73,68,28,41,63,63,65,73,73,6
6F, 72, 79, 26, 35, 26, 26
1138 data ·66, 26, 26, 44,65,73, 68,26,41, 6
63,63,65,73,73, 6F, 72
1146 data 79,28,36,26,20,86,28,28,41,6
6£,61, 6C, 79, 7A, 65, 86
1158 data 26,28,59,65,73,60,28,28, 4E, 6
6F, 88, 26, FF, FF , 68, 81
1168 data 80,86,88,19,66,86,88,88,88,8
86,80,86,66,86,88,86
1178 data 86,56,86,19,80, 86, 86,82,86,8
82,80,14,68,88,68, 86
1188 data 86,86,11,88,88,86,88,66,66,5
50,82,81,88,81,80,83
1198 data 88, 85,88,19,80,80,88,88, 80,6
66,80,88,86,82,86,88
1208 data 60,16,63,61,66,64, FF, FF, FF, F
FF, 80, 26, 88, 88, 88, 88
1218 data 86,86,88,24,86,86,88,86, 88, 8
87,83,81,88,85, FF, FF
1228 data FF, FF, 88, 28, 66, 88, 68, 88, 88, 8
80,60,28,88,87,88,88
1238 data 88,87,83,81,88,82, FF, FF, FF, F
FF, 80, 26, 88, 88, 88, 88
1248 data 88,88,88,32,88, 8E, 88, 88, 88, 8
88,83,81,08,88,88,87
1258 data 80,12,88,19 , 88,88,88,88,88,8
80,86,86,66,88,83,81
1266 data 80,50, 68,n , 68 , 18, 88, 88, 88, 8
8F, 88, 14, 88, 88, 86, 88
1276 data 80, FF,l1, 88, 68, 82, 88, 88, 88,1
17,80,88,88,89, FF, FF
1288 data FF, FF, 88, lC, 86, 88, 80, 88, 88, 8
88, 86, 3A, 06, 80, 88, 86
1298 data 86,17,86,61,88, 8A, FF, FF, FF, F
FF, 80, lC, 80, 88, 88, 88
1308 data 88,88,88,50,80,88,88 , 61,68,1
17,80,61,88,88, FF, FF
1318 data FF, FF, 88, lC, 88, 88, 80, 88, 88, 8
80,68,68,00,60,86,82
1326 data 80,17,88,81, 88, 8C, FF, FF, FF, F
FF, 80, lC, 88,88,88,86 .
1338 data 88,88,88, 70,88, 88,80,83,88,1
17,88,81,88,80, FF, FF
1346 'data FF, FF, 80,1C, 66, 68, 68, 88, 88, 8
60,80,92,88,88,88,84
1356 data 88,17,86,81,80, 8E, FF, FF , FF , F
FF, 80, lC, 68, 68, 88, 88
1368 data 88, 8°1:88, A7, 88, 88, 86, 65, 88, 1
17,88,81,88,8F, F, FF
1378 data FF, FF, 88, lC, 88, 88, 80, 80, 88, 8
80,80, 8C, 00, 80, 88, 66
.
1388 data 80,17,88, 81,60, 87, FF , FF, FF , F
FF, 80, lC, 86, 68, 88, 88
1398 data 80,80,88, Dl, 88, 88, 86, 87, 80, 1
17,80,81,80,12,00, 11
1480 data 80,11,88, 14, 80,88, 88, 80,80, F
FF ,11,80,80,89,80,88
1416 data 80,88,88,81, 60,18, FF, FF, FF, F
FF, 00, lC, 08, 86, 88, 86
1420 data 80,80,88, E6, 68 , 80, 80, 80, 88, 8
88,88,81, 88,86,88,13
1438 data 80,14,80, 14,60,88,88, 88,88, F
FF, 10, 80, 00, 10, 88, 86
1448 data 88,87,88,82,80,14 , FF , FF, FF, F
FF, 00, lC, 00, 00, 88, 86
1458 data 80, 80,88, FO, 86 , 88 , 00, 88, 80, 8
87,86, 81, 80,1 2, FF, FF
1468 data FF, FF, 88, 1C, 80, 20, 86, 86, 80, 8
80,80, F6, 08, 80, 80, 81
1478 data 80,87,80,81,00,80,60, Fe, 88, 8
80,80,80,80,80,80,80
1480 data II

"I; I*b uf*i

LOH6
parse ()
(

LOHG syl = 1;
WORD i = 0;
WORD len; .

1* points to beginning elenent for each cycle *1

i fCbuf [01 == '\O'){
return(OI;
}

while((len = strlen(&buf[illl } 21{
if(islloweHbuf!ill && isconsonanttbuf[i+lll && isuoweHbuf l it]]))
.

( '

.

sylH;
I
else
if (len}3){
if(isllowel(buf[ill && isconsonant(buf[i+l11
&& isconsonanHbuf [j +2]) && iSlloweHbuf[i +3J II

sylH;
it .. ;
I
if(isuowel(buf[ill && isconsonant(buf[i+1JI
&& isconsonant(buf[i+211 && isconsonant(buf[i+3JII

sylH;
i+= 2;
I
1* end of if ... *1
it .. ;
} 1* end of while ... *1
return (syll;

isternpunc (cl
WORD c;
(

if ( c == '.' II c

return (11;

else

'?' II c

'1'1

return(O);

iSlloweHch)
WORD ch;
(

WORD c;
c = tolower(ch);
if(c=='.' II c=='e' II c=='i' II c=='o ' II c== 'u' II c=='y' J
return (11;
else
return(OJ;
isc onsonantlcl
WORD c;
(

if(is.lpha(c) && ! (isuowe!(cllI
return (1) ;
else
return (01 ;

LOH6
dill-round(nl, n2J
LOH6 nl, n2;

1* for integer diuision with rounding II!

(

LONG nun!, nUll 2 ;
nunl = nl/n2;
nUll2 = nl r. n2;
if ((nIJtl2*2J ) n21
retur n (nunl + 11 ;
else
return (nunll;

TEXT ANALYZER

l1li:

Checksums
TEXT ANALYZER

Listing 2:
5T BA51C

76

160 OPEM"R" 11 "A: TXAMAL. RSC" 16: F IfLO
011,16 AS B~ ,
,
116 AS="":FOR 1=1 TO 16:REAO US:IF US=
="11" THEM 140
120 A=UALt"&H"+USI :PRINT "II"; :AS=AS+CH
HRS (AI : NEXT
.
130 LSET BS=AS :R=Rtl:PUT I,R:60TO 116
140 CLOSE I:PRINT:PRIMT "ALL DOME!"
1860 data 80,61,66, FC, 66, FC, 60, Fe, 66, F
FC, 60, FC, 00, 24, 60 , Fe

a

...z
III

N
188 data 679,544 ; 391,421,536,974,628,7
753,685,812,6415
1858 data 874,771,722, 792, 751, 698, 724,
,775,765,734,7598
1158 data 812,488 , 587, 498,484, 834,662,
,674,833,514,6298
1258 data 485,526,763,691,878,683,689,
,868,716,697,6996
1358 datil 873,748,746,862, 559,577,862,
, 567,576,859,7221
1458 data 725,748,565,287,2245

~
C
Z

C

......~
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REQUIRES at
least 1 meg. of RAM

REVOLUTIONARY
NEW PRODUCT

(or a Megadlsk or PoIydlsk Carlrldge)

• Imagine Saving almost any game at any point. Ihen being
able 10 return there as many limes as you like.
• Imagine the Ultimate Back-up Utility that actually UNPROTECTS
programs as it copies them. Lets protected programs be
stored as files. run from a hard disk or even be lransmitted
over a modem.
• Imagine saving three or more protected single sided disks on
just one double sided disk.
• Imagine Instantly switching back and forlh between two
different programs. games. utilities or business applications.
Now Stop Imagining and get Switch/Back.
It can do all this and more.
Switch/Back is a revolutionary new hardware and soHware
package that lets you get more from your ST. MUCH MORE.
Switch/Backs gaming features lets you instantly save most games
then continue playing. If you get in trouble you can switch back
to where you were as many times as you like.

BACK-UPS -Switch/Back can work wilh your favorile back-up
program and allow you to save whole prolected disks to files for
archival purposes. It can also automatically un protect a
program and save it as standard file. This method works on
hundreds of ST programs and it allows you to run the files directly.
Its perfect for running protected programs off a hard disk. It
creates standard TOS files. that can be stored together on disks
or even transferred by modem.
SWAP - Switch back lets you load just about any two programs
into your ST and switch instantly between them. It works with
games. business programs. utilities. compilers. etc. Although only
one program is running at a time. the other is available instantly.
right where you left off.
The Switch/Back hardware plugs into your printer port for easy
use (It has a pass through connection for your printer too.)
Switch/Back requires at least One Meg of memory
(Or a Polydisk or Megadiskj
ONLY

$69.95

111111111111111111111 t IIIIIIIIIIIIIIII11111111

ST Protection Techniques

COLOR

Finally ST Copy protection techniques are revealed.
This complete book and disk package details the state
of the art in ST Protection methods and much. much
more.
The Software included with the book provides many
powerful features like the AUTOMATIC PROGRAM
PROTECTOR. This easy to use Utilify ollows you to protect
just about any ST program. You can choose a
combination of protection methods like encryption.
checking custom disk formats. password protection or
a limited use option that makes the program selfdestruct affer running a preset number of times.
The book includes topics such as Ph rea king. Logic Bombs. Hardware
data keys. the legal aspects of piracy and software protection. Custom
disk formats. Pirate Bulletin boards and much more.
In addition it contains reviews of the popular ST back-up programs and
detailed explanations of ST disks and drives.
ST Protection Techniques (Book and disk package) Only

$39.95

r

••••••••••••

The worlds most inexpensive clock
cartridge. Finally its affordable to
keep your time and date accurate.
3 year baHery included. ONLY $24.95

MEGADISK

Ultra high speed solid state d isk drive .500%
Faster than a Hard Disk. Provides almost instant booting. Like a RAM disk
thaI's always loaded with your favorite programs and ready to use. One
megabyte of Solid State storage. Built in baHery bock-up in case of
power failures
. .
MEGADISK is actually one megabyte of RAM that Simply plugs Into your
cartridge port. It acts as an added disk drive thaI's ultra fast and always
ready for use. Like a Hard disk. MEGADISK won·t loose its memory when
your computer is turned off. It comes with its own power supply and
boHery bock-up system so its independent of your computer. .
Megadisk can be configured according to your needs .• Set It up as
one large disk. An 800K double sided disk and a 200K hardware print
buffer. Or as two 400K single sided disks and a print buffer
Megadisk will work fine with your current system whether you have a
hard disk and two drives or you're just geHing started.
Megadisk is perfect for Ihose who want the high speed of a hard disk
for a lower price. Its even beHer for power users or software developers
who may already own a hard disk and two drives but want exfra speed
and power. Megadisk can also emUlate olher cartridges for testing and
bock-up. In addition Megadisk can be used with Switch/Back to allow you
to instantly jump between two full size one meg
appilcailons.
•

$299 95*

Price Subject 10 change

Megadisk Clock Option - Adds a Clock/calendar card to your Megadisk
cartridge. Contains replaceable Three year baHery 29.95

Polyd isk

Polydisk is a 512K version of a Megadisk. Polydisk gives
you the same fast boot features. the high speed access. and the print
sPooler. Polydisk has a power supply (like Megadisk) but does not contain
a baHery back-up.
Note: Those with only 512K of main memory can use Switch/Back with a
Potydisk. just like those with one Meg.

Only $199.95

Polydisk (512KSolidstale drive)
(Clock option card IS also available for Polydisk $29.95)

COMPUTEREYES'"

1111111 IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII t IIIIIIIIIII
Incredible COLOR video digitizer.• The first and only full colar digitizer
for the S1 • Uses standard video inputs like video camera. VCR. or video
disk.• Works in all ST resolutions. Low res provides 16 shade black and
white or full color pictures .• Pictures can be used with Degas.
Neochrome. Powerprint and others.• Automatic calibration of contrast.
brightness and white balance .• Plugs into cartridge port for easy set-up.
• Capture your picture or that of your favorite star. ONLY $199.95
SPECtAL OFFER - Buy both Computereyes and Powerprint and SAVE 20.00
from the total.

BLOW YOURSELF UP
Imagine your picture on a 6 foot poster. Create a business graph that
can cover a wall. Qualify output for posters. t-shirts. news leffers. and more.
POWERPRtNT
Whether it's a photo digitized with ComputerEyes. a masterpiece
created with Degas. or the winning screen from your favorite game.
POWERPRINT can print it wilh unequaled clarify and resolution. PowerPrint
supports ALL ST resolulions. If prints mulliple sizes up to GIANT WALL SIZEO
POSTERS. Print 16 shades for incredible detail. Print the whole screen or
ZOOM in on just the part you want. POWERPRINT offers unique effects.
including rotate. mirror and inverse options. Selective shading option
allows you to print mulli -color pictures on any printer by printing one color
at a time (using color ribbons). Powerprint leis you capture and print
almosl any ST screen. Works wilh Star. NEC. Ciloh. Gemini. EPSON. XM8048
and compatible printers. ONLY $39.95

[IDD~OO(][]DDdl

,T

I High Qualify sound digitizer for Ihe S1 This powerful
hardware and software package lets you sample real world sounds and
play them back on any Atari S1 Add special effects like Echo. Reverse.
.
looping. pitch manipulation. mixing and envelope control. Tur"!s your Atan
keyboard into a musical instrument to play so~qs With your dlQlhzed
sounds (also works with any MIDI keyboard). DIQlsound makes It Simple to
add sound to your own program. too! Unleash the incredible sounds in
your ST with DIGISOUND. Supports sampling from 5 to 40Khz. DIGISOUND is
the choice of the professionals. DIGISOUND was used to create the vOice
in Chessmaster 2000. and other commercial programs.
DIGISOUND ONLY
•

$89 95

DIGISOUND PROFESSIONAL
All the excellent features of DIGISOUND plus these great exfras
LOGARITHMIC SAMPLING - Special hardware extends the sound qualify
far above the other ST sound digitizers. Logarithmic sampling and
playback (external amplifiers only) greatly extends the dynamic range
.
while reducing distortion and noise.
Internal Real Time Mixing - Input from a stereo and a microphone so
you can sing over a tape.

$149.95

DIGIPLAYER

The High powered digisound software can now be
obtained by those who already own a digitizer for the S1 Compatible all
cartridge based digitizers. Exfend the power of your digitizer with
Digiplayer.

Only $49.95

24 HOUR HOTUNE - VISA & MasterCard Welcome

216-374-7469

Customer Service line (216) 467-5665. Call or write
tor tree catalog.

CIRCLE #113 ON READER SERVICE CARD.

Order by phone or send check or money order to:
ALPHA SYSTEMS 1012 Skyland. Macedonia. OH 44056
Include $3.00 shp. & hdlg. (US & Canada) . Ohio
residenls odd Sv,,% sales lox. Foreign orders odd $8.00
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'GFA BASIC
Version 3.0
Michtron
576 S. Telegraph
Pontiac, MI 48053
(313) 334·5700

$99.95

Reviewed

by
Mario Perdue

In late 1986 and early 1987, the ST community was discovering a new BASIC
programming language: GFA BASIC was written by Frank Ostrowski
of GFA Systemtechnik and distributed in the U.S. by Michtron Inc.
It seemed that everyone was talking about GFA back then; every
ST magazine reviewed it, and several started monthly columns to
cover its use. Soon, the ST SIGS on ali of the major BBSs had a
huge selection of GFA BASIC programs available for downloading.
Some of these programs were quite impressive. But what was the
big deal? After ali, it's not like they were talking about a new version of C; they were talking about BASIC-Beginners Ali-purpose
Symbolic Instruction Code-a language that would get you laughed
at in many programming circles. Why was everybody so excited?
There were several reasons for the excitement. First, GFA BASIC
was fast-much faster than any of the other BASICs available for
the machine at the time. Also, it could be compiled to make it run
even faster. Second, GFA had a much better editor and fewer bugs
than ST BASIC. Third, GFA was a structured BASIC, which made
the programs easier to read and debug. But most important of all
these items was the range of GFA BASIC commands. Here was a
BASIC that supported approximately 270 commands andlor keywords
and added some commands and structures that were previously unavailable to BASIC programmers. There were the REPEAT. . .UNTIL,
DO .. . LOOP and WHILE .. WEND looping structures, and the MENU
and ON MENU commands for custom user interfaces, to name a few.
After a short time using GFA BASIC, most programmers concluded that it was a winner, a rose among other ordinary flowers. But
like its flower counterpart, GFA BASIC had some thorns. The first
and worst thorn was the original manual. In ali fairness, it was prob78
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ably not the worst manual ever written, but it was the worst manual
that I have ever encountered. Michtron quickly responded to this
deficiency with a new manual. This one was written in English and
was quite good. Other commonly mentioned thorns were GFA's lack
of direct GEM support and lack of any interrupt-handling commands.
Well, Michtron and GFA Systemtechnik have heard our complaints
(constructive criticisms?) and have responded, this time with GFA
BASIC, Version 3.0.

What you get
Version 3.0 comes in a package with a 646-page manual and a
disk containing the GFA BASIC program, the run-only program and
some sample codes. Also on the disk is Digital Research's resource
construction program, its resource file, a READ.ME file describing
its use and a program to convert .DEF files (like the ones used by
the Megamax RCP) to .DFN files. Some of you may now be thinking, If GFA now supports resource files, what do I do with my GFA
Companion? That is a good question. I formatted mine. They make
excellent blank disks!

The manual
The new manual is considerably larger than its predecessor, a
total of 646 pages. This is because the descriptions and examples
are more detailed and require more space-and because there are
more than 300 new commands and keywords.
The manual opens with two introductions: one for everyone and
one for first-time GFA users. From there you are taken through the
editor. There are some changes in the editor, so everyone should
read this section. Next comes a section on variables and memory
management. This section is not only better written than it was
in the previous manual; it is also located in a better place. The earlier
manual didn't discuss variables until the end, which made many examples hard to follow. After the variables are covered, we move into
a section on math and string operators.
Starting with Chapter 5 the manual makes a radical departure from
the format of the Version 2.02 manual. Chapters 5 through 14 cover
every command in the language, which in itself is no big thing. The
difference is that in this manual the commands are not just tossed
at you in alphabetical order. They are grouped according to function; all input and output commands are grouped together, as are
graphics commands, etc. I know, you're saying, "Big deal, that's the
way it should be done:' You're right, but how many manuals have
you seen that are actually done that way?

Compatibility with earlier versions
There are some minor compatibility issues when converting programs written in earlier versions of GFA BASIC to Version 3.0. The
file structure is completely different; so you can't just load your older
code with the new program. What you have to do is save your old
code in ASCII and then merge it into a new program. This will retokenize your program, which will allow you to save it in the new
format. (Note that the new default extension is .GFA, not .BAS.)
Another compatibility problem occurs when you have used a variable name that is the same as a 3.0 command. I encountered this
problem when I converted a program that used the variable select.
SELECT is now a keyword in 3.0; so whenever I assigned a value
to it, I had to add LET to the beginning of the line.
Some commands also work a little differently. MUL and DIV now
work only with integer variables. In the new version the following
code will return a value of 20, not 25, as it would have in 2.02:

ar.:18

HUL ar.,2,5
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On the plus side, these commands now execute much faster. These
are the only commands whose differences will cause a real problem
with program execution. The other command changes are very minor
and may not be noticed by most users.

Speed comparison
For the most part, Version 3.0 is faster than Version 2.02. To verify this, I devised a benchmark program (see Listing 1) to exercise
various functions. The benchmark consisted of the following tests:
The first test is what I call the "handy dandy, inefficient, primenumber counter:' It counts the primes from one to 500 (I don't know
if it really works, but it consumes time).
The second test calculates the sum of the sines from one to 360.
Test 3 calculates the sum of the square roots of the integers from
one to 1,000.
Test 4 counts from one to 10,000 with real numbers.
Test 5 counts from one to 10,000 with integers.
Tests 6 and 7 perform 1,000 write operations to the hard disk and
floppy disk respectively.
The last test is the dreaded sieve. For this test I extract primes
to 10,000. (I didn't write this portion; I " lifted" it off a BBS. It was
originally written by Neil Harris when he was still with Atari.)
I ran these tests several times and as Table 1 shows, the results
were surprising.

TEST DESCRIPTION

GFA V2 GFA V3 Diff % Change

Count primes from 1 to 500
28.59
Sum of sines
0.56
Sum of square roots
1.03
Count 1 to lo,ooo-real
1.18
Count 1 to 10,000-integers
0.43
Write 1,000 times to hard disk 3.84
Write 1,000 times to floppy
10.69
Sieve
12.25
OVERALL

58.57

20.41 8.18 40.07
0.64 - 0.08 - 12.50
1.06 -0.03 - 2.83
0.55 0.63 114.54
0.38 0.05
13.15
3.24 0.60
18.51
9.05 1.64
18.12
10.21 2.04
19.98
45.54 13.03

28.61

Table 1: Benchmark results
The above percentages are what I call "marketing percentages." To
understand this, suppose you have a program that runs in 100 seconds
and an equivalent program that runs in 75 seconds. The difference in
their execution times is 25 seconds. If you compare this difference to
the slower program, you can say that the second program is 25 % faster
than the first program because 25 is 25 % of 100. However, if you are

After a short time using BfA BASIC,
most programmers concluded that
it was a winner.
trying to sell the second program, you want it to look as good as possible, so you say it is 33 % faster than the first program because 25 is
33 % of 75. It's all in the way you look at it.
But back to the numbers, the first surprise was that there was any
increase in speed at all. GFA was already very fast. It was going to
be difficult to improve upon that. But just about everything was faster.
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My benchmark showed some significant changes in the area of looping. An empty FOR ... NEXT loop showed the largest increase in speed,
more than 114 % when using real numbers. Other functions increased
in speed by 13 to 40%, as shown in the table. I was amazed.
Then I noticed something that didn't fit the pattern. The "sum of sines"
and "sum of square roots" routines actually ran slower. At first I didn't
understand what the problem was. Everything indicated that these routines should also run faster, but they didn't. Finally, I noticed that the
accuracy of real numbers in Version 3.0 had been increased from 11
digits to 13 digits. (When all else fails, read the manuaL) This extra accuracy undoubtedly is the cause of the slowdown. Unfortunately, there
is no way to turn this extra accuracy off. It would be nice if you could
make a choice between accuracy and speed.

What's new?
Now we come to what has to be the most exciting part of the
GFA 3.0: the new commands. This version has added literally hundreds of new commands, mostly to support GEM functions. There
are complete libraries of functions to support the BIOS, XBIOS, GEMDOS, Line-A, AES and VDI. There are so many new commands that
even if I had this whole magazine to work with, it would not be
possible to describe them all. Instead, I'll just hit some of the high
points:
Programming with the AES is much easier than before. For instance, to load a resource file and get its address using GFA 2.02,
you needed to do the following sequence of instructions:

Lpoke Addrin,UarptrCFn$)
Gellsys 110

Dpoke Gintin, Tx
Dpoke Gintin+2,Which

Gellsys 112

P,tree:LpeekCAddrout)

In GFA 3.0 this same program would look like this:

RSRUOADCFn$)
RSRC_GADDRCO,l,addr)
I think you'll have to agree that this is much shorter, easier to
follow and (need I say) faster.
All of the AES and VDI functions are supported in a similar manner. What this means is that you now have full access to rea/ menus and rea/ windows. Everything to do with the screen display
seems to be there. Some "C"ynical programmer is out there right
now saying, "But I can use GDOS!" Guess what? Version 3.0 supports that too!
Interrupt processing is another new feature with this release. Two
commands, AFTER and EVERY, provide a fair measure of interrupt
control. For instance, suppose you want to playa tone for half a
second. You could do this in 2.0 by specifying a duration in the
SOUND command, but the result was that everything else stopped
while the tone was being played. In 3.0 you would turn the tone
on with the SOUND command, then do an AFTER command that
calls a PROCEDURE to turn the tone off. The AFTER command would
specify the time in 11200 of a second. With this method, processing
continues until the time expires. Then a GOSUB to the specified
PROCEDURE is executed. Finally processing returns to where the
interrupt occurred. This works well in game programming where
smooth movement of a sprite is necessary.
Array handling has also been improved with the addition of OSORT,
SSORT, INSERT and DELETE. The contents of an array can be sorted according to value by either a shell sort (SSORT) or a quick sort
(QSORn. These sorts can be done in ascending or descending order. INSERT allows the insertion of an element into an array. When
an element is inserted, all elements after it in the array are moved
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up one location. DELETE performs the opposite, removing an element and closing up the hole.
Another welcome addition to the language is the inclusion of the
SELECT/CASE structure, which is very similar to SWITCH/CASE supported by C. For those of you who are unfamiliar with it, SWITCH/CASE works like this: SWITCH a

CASE 1 to 5
PRINT "1 to 5"
CASE 6
PRINT "6"
DEFAULT
PRINT "OUT OF RANGE"
EHOSElECT
The above routine would be equivalent to the following routine
using IF/ELSE/ELSEIF/ENDIF:

IF a ): 1 AND a {:5
PRINT "1 to 5"
ELSEIF a : 6
PRINT "6"
ELSE
PRINT "OUT OF RANGE"
ENDIF

It doesn't make the code any shorter, but it sure does make it
easier to read.

Summary
Although GFA BASIC 3.0 is an enhanced version of 2.0, there are
far too many improvements for it to be considered "just an upgrade."
I have been using it for a number of weeks, and still I am finding
new features every day. The versatility and speed of the language
are incredible. As a professional programmer, I must say that GFA
BASIC 3.0 is by far the most enjoyable programming environment
I have ever used. In my opinion, when Michtron releases the Version 3.0 Compiler, GFA BASIC will become a true development language. The compiler is "on its way," and may well be available by
the time you read this. Now, if they can just come up with a way
to easily merge machine-language routines with GFA
programs ... .•
Mano Perdue is a programmer and CAD .f)'stems lIlanogerfor a small en·
gineert1lgflml hz Jndiatlo.
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A Fourth Generation Language (4GL) lets you use a
language like C or BASIC and an easy to use screen
layout system to create your own GEM programs . If
you thought developing GEM applications was
impossible, you haven't tried Regent Base II.
The Structured Ouery Language (SOL) was
developed for novice database users . Now the
standard American database language, SOL is very
easy to learn and yet much more powerful than dBase
III Plus! Print complex reports, create custom entry
screens, even share data from other databases .

"You might loose a weekend learning the Regent Base II
language , but the results just can't be beat!" Current Notes
For More Information

Regent Software, P.O. Box 14628, Long Beach, CA 90803
(213) 439-9664
CIRCLE #111 ON READER SERVICE CARD.
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GFA 3.0 REVIEW
Listing 1
GFA BASIC 3.0

ti~~:T1MER

I i~i tr.:S88
cntr.:2
FOR xr.:3 TO
flagr.:8

li~itT.

~T.:2

REPEAT
IF [xr./~T.I:IHHxr./~r.1
flagr.:l
EHOIF
IHC ~r.
UHTIL ~r.)xr.-l OR f lagr.:l
IF flagr.:8
IHC cntT.
EHOIF
NEXT xr.
LPRINT
LPRINT "Th~ total nlmb~r of pri~~s frM 1 to "Jli~itr.;" is ";cntr.
LPRINT "Th~ ti~~ r~quir~d to count the pri~~s was "; mMER-ti~~1/288;"

s~conds."

ti~~:T1MER
I i~i tr.:368

total:8
FOR xr.:l TO I i~i tr.
tota I:tota I+SI N(xr.1
HEXT xr.
LPRINT
LPRIHT "Th~ Slm of th~ sin~s of 1 to
LPRIHT "Th~ ti~~ r~quir~d to CMput~

"Jli~itr.;" is ";total
th~ SUII of th~ sin~s was ";(T1"ER-ti~~11288;" s~conds."

ti~~:T1"ER

I i~i tr.:1888
total:8
FOR xr.:l TO li~itr.
total:total tSaR (xr.1
HEXT xr.
LPRIHT
lPRIHT "Th~ su~ of th~ squar~ roots of 1 to ";)i~itr.;" is ";total
LPRINT "Th~ ti~e r~quir~d to co~pute th~ su~ of the square roots was "; m"ER-ti~el/288;" seconds."
ti~e:T1MER

I i~ i t:18008
FOR x:l TO I i~i t
NEXT x
LPRIHT
LPRIHT "The ti~e

r~quired

to count to "; I i~it;" (reaD was "; ITl"ER-ti~el 1208;" seconds."

ti~e:T1MER
li~itr.:l0008

FOR xr.:l TO I i~i tr.
HEXT xr.
LPRINT
LPRINT "The ti~e required to count to ";Ii~itr.;" (integerl was "; ITl"ER-ti~eI1208;" seconds."
ti~e:T1MER _
li~ i tr.:l008
OPEH "0",.1, "D:JUHK.DSA"
FOR xr.:l TO li~itr.
PRINT .1, xr.
NEXT xr.
lPRIHT
LPRIHT "The ti~e required to write to hard disk "; Ii~itr.;" ti~es was "; ITlMER-ti~eI1200;" seconds."
CLOSE 11
KI LL "0: JUNK. DSA"
ti~e:T1MER
li~ i tr.:l000

OPEN "0",11, "A:JUNK.DSA"
FOR xr.:l TO Ii~itr.
PRIHT '1, xr.
NEXT xr.
LPRI HT
LPRIHT "The ti~e required to write to f lopp~ disk "; li~i tr.;"
CLOSE 11
KILL "A:JUNK.DSA"

ti~es

was"; m"ER-ti~el 1200;" seconds."

ti~e:T1MER
li~it:l0008

DI"
,

ar.lli~itl

PRIHT
PRINT
,

'~·:Starting •.• "

PRIHT " ";
PRIHT
, USIHG "lauuu",2;
FOR, nr.:3 TO li"it STEP 2
IF ar.(nr.I:O THEN
PRINT" ";
PRINT USING "unll", nr.;
FOR 1r.:HIH[nr.*nr.,li~itl TO
ar.Ilr.I:l
NEXT
, Ir.

li~it

STEP

nr.

ENDIF
NEXT nr.
o

lPRIHT
LPRINT "Seive
EHD
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progr~

for pri"es to "; li"it;" took "; mHER-ti"eI1280
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Wizball
Thunder Mountain
Distributed by Mindscape
3444 Dundee Road
Northbrook, IL 60062
(312) 480-7667
$14.99, color only

Reviewed
by
John S. Man

Wizball is an arcade computer gamer's delight.
It has stunningly sharp, lively animated and colorful graphics; the
action is fast and furious but also
requires strategy; and one to four
players can join in the fun, separately or as teams of one or two.
Now you might say: "Great! But
I don't have $35 lor more) to plunk
down for this great game:' No problem. WizbaWs suggested retail
price Ibefore mail-order companies
cut it down) is only $14.99! Yes, go
ahead, reread that last part. For a
very down-to-earth price you get
a fantastic game that will put to
shame other games, costing three
or four times as much, that give
far less in entertainment value.
In Wizball, you play the part of
Wiz. The Evil lark and his minions
have taken all the color out of Wizworld, and you and your companion, Catelite, must restore them as
the Evil Zark tries to stop you. You
travel across the bleak, gray landscape in a bouncing Wizball. Cat
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appears later in the game, following loyally behind you in a small
saucer-shaped ball.
The Wizball is controlled by the
joystick. Cat can be controlled by
holding the button and moving the
joystick, or it can be controlled by
another player. You have to
maneuver over obstacles and avoid
running into Zark's aliens. Bouncing into aliens costs you one of
three lives IYou get four lives in the
ST version). You control the
amount of spin on the Wizbaliitennis players will appreciate this)the more spin you have, the faster
you move.
You can blast aliens that dare to
get in your way. When you shoot
the aliens that look like rotating
molecules, they turn into green
pearls. This is important. At the
top of the screen are seven icons,
representi ng different powers.
Some icons have two powers. The
powers are: Thrust, Anti-Grav Ino
more wild bouncing), Beam, DouST -LOG FEBRUARY 1989

ble beam (shoot two directions), al systems besides the ST, and it
Catelite, Blazers, Wizz Spray, Cat was a little hard at first to make
Spray (shoots all around), Smart sense of the display because it
Bomb (one) and Shields (tem- varies for each type of computer.
porary). Running into a green pearl
There is a separate screen for
makes the first icon flash. If you high scores, but once you're done
want that power, then you just playing and turn the computer off,
wiggle the joystick left to right. If your scores are gone. Scores are
you want another power you have not saved to disk. This is a feature
to keep running into green pearls that I miss in this game, since I like
until its icon flashes.
to be able to show off my high
Controlling a bouncing Wizball scores.
is difficult. But if you select the
first power icon twice, it will stop
bouncing and roll steadily anywhere on the screen. Precise control over the Wizball is vital to
defeating the aliens.
The manual says there are
seven levels in Wizball. In the Atari
ST version I have found eight levels, but at the start you can visit
only the first three levels. You travel between levels by bouncing into
narrow vertical tunnels. Some tunnt:!ls have signs that tell you which
direction they go. Some don't. On
each level you will find aliens and
color bubbles. When you kill the
aliens, the bubbles will come
bouncing at you. The bubbles contain the trapped colors of Wizworld. Shoot them and drops of
color fall. You must send Cat to
catch them. As it does, three color
cauldrons at the bottom of the
screen will fill up. There is only
one color on each level. A fourth
cauldron at the far right will show
you what target color you must go
for. In the Atari ST version, some
In Wizllall the Evil Zark and his minions
drops have different colors with
have taken all the color out of Winvorld.
magical powers. A white drop
You, the Wiz, and your companion,
gives Wiz another life, while black
Catelite, must restore them.
will black out the screen. Fill in the
colors of the landscape three times
to move on to the next level.
I had a great time playing WizWhen you fill a cauldron with
color you are transported to a Bo- ball. At such a bargain price you
nus Stage. There you kill aliens for really can't miss. Wizball would
bonus points. Kill a Wiz look-alike, be an ideal birthday or holiday gift
and you get another life. Then you for any computer enthusiast. I
go to the Wizlab where a beauti- recommend it with the highest
fully animated sequence shows honors.•
Wiz restoring some of the color to
Wizworld. In the lab you can John S. Manor is a freelance writer
choose one control or weapon that who has had an Atari computer
all your Wizballs will be able to since 1981. His collection of com·
use for the rest of the game.
puters now includes an 800,
Wizball comes on a single-sided 800XL, 130XE and 5205T. H is
disk with a brief but informative other interests include astronomy
manual. The manual covers sever- and reading science fiction.
ST-LOG FEBRUAR Y 1989
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MasterCAD
Michtron
576 S. Telegraph
Pontiac, MI 48053
(313) 334-8729
$199.95, all resolutions
(Requires double-sided disk drive)

Reviewed

by
Ian Chadwick

MasterCAD (herein called MC) is a 3-D CAD program
originally from a Venezuelan company called I.N.D.!., brought to the
English-language world by Michtron. This is one of the more expensive CAD programs available
for the ST; however, it does not live
up to its promise, despite a wealth
of features and commands. If you
can get past the limitations, poor
documentation, bugs and occasional crash, you can produce
some spectacular 3-D drawings.
Getting to the output stage,
however, is frustrating and seldom
worth the aggravation.
Like many Michtron products,
MC's first major problem lies in
the documentation-almost 300
pages which fail to adequately
describe the program's commands
and features. It's not merely the
awkward English that plagues the
writing. The screen shots often
84

MasterCAD uses a
straightforward menu
system for commands.
This makes it easy to
learn and use them.
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don't match what the program
shows, and few are labeled to follow the text. The command
descriptions are sparse to say the
least. Aside from failing to cover
a tenth of the available commands,
the tutorial fails to explain why
you're doing what they tell you.
The commands and menu selections themselves are minimally
documented and seldom discuss
problems, solutions or give adequate examples. There is no glossary of terms. Finally, nowhere are
the file structure and program limitations described (including number of objects or groups).
For the most part, the manual
is only marginally useful, and you'll
have to experiment to learn
properly how the program works.
The manual recommends the user
refer to a READ.ME file, but there
was none on the disk provided.
There are also no error messages
in the program; so you won't know
what is happening if you do something wrong. The manual has no
warnings or caveats about potential problems or solutions.
There are also some great sample pictures in the manual, but
none are included on the disk. If
they had been, it might have made
it easier to learn how they were
constructed by dismantling them .
MC uses a straightforward
menu system for commands. This
makes it easy to learn and use,
but the total lack of keyboard alternatives is extremely frustrating. Undo doesn't do anything, nor
does Delete. The manual (page
162) says that " MasterCAD will
provide on-screen help at any
time:' It does nothing of the sort.
Help is a dead key. Most of the
time, Return doesn't work in a dialog box either.
For a simple example, to delete
a single line, you have to pull down
the Select menu, choose Elements,
select the line on the screen, click
the right mouse button, pull down
the Process menu, select Delete,
then confirm the deletion (pressing Return won't work). That's six
steps. It would be better if Undo
simply undid the last action. Or if
you could double-click on an object or element to select it, then
press Delete. MC's many-stepped
ST-LO G FEBRUARY 1989

processes more than tripled the
time it took to do a drawing I had
done previously in 20 minutes on
DynaCADD and CAD-3D.
MC has two methods of creating 3-D objects. Symmetrical objects are created in spin mode. In
plane mode, object dimensions are
extended 90 degrees from the
viewing angle. That is, you create
a cylinder by drawing a circle, not
a sphere. There are no simple object primitives such as spheresthey must be created manually using the spin and arc tools. This
isn't difficult, but requires some trial and effort to learn how to do it
properly. It would be considerably
easier if MC graphically retained
the screen locations of the cursor
at various button clicks. There is
also no means to add, merge and
subtract elements-in either 2-D
or 3-D mode-as there is in
CAD-3D. You can only delete or
group.

Like many
Michtron
products, Me's
first maior
problem lies
in the
documentationalmost 300
pages which fail
to adequately
describe the
program's
commands and features.
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The Me workscreen displays a
simple grid with optional grid
on/off, size and snap. However, unit
size is limited to meters, inches,
centimeters and millimeters. If you
change the units, the grid can unaccountably disappear. Also, the
grid selection box will change, asking for a different sort of input-a
change not described or explained
in the manual! If you change the
proportion of an object (or several). they won't snap to the grid,
even if it was turned on when you
changed the size. This can be exasperating when you're trying to
alter the size of several objects to
fit exact dimensions.
The 2-D view of the drawing
can be worked on in plan (view
from above), front, back, left or
right views, but only one view can
be seen at a time. (There are no
alternate view windows.) There is
nothing on the screen to indicate
which direction is the nominal up.
Some experimentation showed
that the bottom of the screen is
the "front" for viewing purposes.
You can switch to a 3-D view and
change the viewing angle to examine the drawing in wire-frame or
filled-plane perspective view, but
you cannot work in 3-D mode, only
look.
There is no hidden line view, so
side or front views can be very
difficult to understand if there are
many objects or lines. Even if you
specify a limited area with the
planes command, you still see every line. However, on the plus side,
the drawing area is comfortably
large and easy to work in.
Working on the inside of a
drawing-sayan interior wall in a
house plan-often requires the
user to set the "plane" to get to
the right place. Planes are a poor1y described concept but fairly
easy to understand in their most
simple applications. However, the
discussion of planes and projections is about .as opaque as one
can get, and the novice will find
himself or herself more confused
by it. Planes are somewhat like
"levels" in FirstCADD, but with far
greater flexibility, since they work
in three dimensions and can be
angled. The results of working
with them often are not what one
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expects from the description. It's
unfortunate that the documentation doesn't do them justice, because the concept is one of Me's
shining lights.
Me supports color in medium
and low resolution. Objects and
elements can be colored or shaded according to the available
palette. This is useful for highlighting certain parts of a drawing.
However, I have not been able to
figure out what the criteria is for
coloring an object face in filledplane mode. Some objects seem to
be colored on faces 90 degrees to
what I want, and there is no
method I can find to determine the
colored faces myself.
Drawings may be saved to disk
as a whole, or selected parts can
be saved and loaded (import and
append). However, with no information on the file structure, you
won't be able to use Me objects
or drawings in other programs, except as 2-D DEGAS-format
pictures.
In order to print a drawing, you
must save it in an Me print file
first, leave Me, load the output
program and print-awkward, especially if you want to print several
pictures of the same object from
different angles. The program is
set up for Epson FX-80 or compatible dot matrix, Atari SLM804 laser
printers and three Hewlett Packard plotters. If you have another
printer, you'll have to have the
GODS driver, as well as understand
how to install it-Me doesn't
bother to explain the process.
Me also uses GODS for several
fonts in the ASSIGN.SYS file, but
again this is not explained in the
manual-neither is how to change
fonts or drivers. Nor is the text
feature itself described; no mention of how to change fonts, sizes
or text attributes in the manual. It
appears you can only work in the
single font provided.
There is no dynamic-view mode
so the user can change the angle
of view in the draw screen interactively. It's always 2-D. In the 3-D
mode, the method of selecting the
view mode is easy, but inaccurate.
Although it uses a visual method
of positioning the cursor on the
screen, and the X, Y, Z coordinates

·

CAD

For all the
features it
offers, MC
lacks many
options and
commands
provided in
many other
3-D CAD

programs,
especially in
the areas
of input,
obiect
manipulation
and scaling.
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Desk File Control View Planes Tools Mode Select

are displayed on the bottom information line, you cannot specify the
exact viewing location by coordinate or specify a zoom level in
3-D mode. However, the zoom level (1 :5 to 1:1000) in 2-D mode affects the 3-D image.
There is no definable universe
size, and the limits of the universe
are not stated. There are no means
to set alternative lighting for the
filled-planes (solid) object view.
There is no "cut and paste"
function, so you cannot copy an
object from a front view-say, a
window-to a side view. You coul~
conceivably copy it from the front
to a location outside the house
plan, change views, rotate it 90
degrees, then move it and place it
in the new location: a tedious
process, one which demands
many corrections and finicky adjustments. There is a clipboard file
which saves selected objects, but
you cannot selectively load any of
them; the entire contents of the
file are loaded when you use
import.
While you can group objects and
elements together into larger objects, you cannot subtract objects
from groups. You must deselect inST -LOG FEBRUARY 1989

dividual elements (lines), one at a
time.
A lot of painstaking effort is required to aCfually create a detailed
drawing, say a house plan in 3-D.
There are no simple means to
stretch or alter a line or object once
drawn. Instead, it must be either
deleted and redrawn until correct
or "proportioned" using the visual
sizing tool, which changes size in
two dimensions. You cannot simply lengthen it. Proportioning is an
annoyingly inexact process.
Worse, perhaps, MC is subject
to mysterious crashes. On three
different occasions, I tried to do a
3-D filled-plane view of a complex
house plan (with many objects and
elements). Up to a point, the program worked, but wheri the drawing reached a certain, unspecified
complexity, it would hang. I left it
for over an hour each time before
deciding it wasn't merely being
slow.
MC competes most directly with
CAD-3D. But, while MC has some
nice features and some slightly
smoother user-interface routines
in places, it can't stand up against
CAD-3D, either in features or secondary support. MC is simply more

difficult to use than CAD-3D and
has fewer options.
Overall, MC gives the impression
of being designed and implemented
by programmers, not CAD professionals.
It has some whizbang in it, but
it still has an amateurish feel about
the interface and command structure. While more versatile in many
respects than FirstCADD, it is too
clumsy for speedy or efficient work.
For all the features it offers, MC
lacks many options and commands
provided in many other 3-D CAD
programs, especially in the areas
of input, object manipulation and
scaling. Finally, the abysmal state
of the manual makes the price tag
far too high. Michtron is in dire need
of professional editorial help.
There's a solid core here,
however, and Michtron should
rethink the entire program (and
manual) design for a new edition.
A Version 2 release should take
serious consideration of competing products, and CAD professionals
should be asked for their suggestions and requirements. •
Ian Chadwick is a Toronto-based
freelance writer and editor.
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READER SURVEY
In order to better tailor ST-Log to the needs of its readers, we ask that
each of you please take a couple-of moments to fill out the questionnaire
below and send it to us at the address shown before March 15, 1989. If
you don't want to remove this page from your magazine, it's okay to use
a photocopy or to jot your answers on a separate piece of paper. Your
assistance will be greatly appreciated. Thank you.
Please check the appropriate responses:
-EQUIPMENT OWNED:

- WHA T TYPES OF PROGRAMS DO

D 520ST
1040ST
D Mega ST2
D Mega ST4
D 400/800/XLIXE
D Monochrome monitor
D Color monitor
D Hard drive
D Single-sided drive
D Double-sided drive
D Printer
D Modem

YOU LIKE?

D

D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D

Games
Utilities
Programming aids
Home use
Business use
Educational
Graphics
Sound
Music/MIDI

- Do YOU THINK srl'-LOG SHOULD
PRINT PROGRAMS WI-lOSE

- COMPUTING EXPEl~ENCE:

LISTINGS ARE UNUSUALLY LONG

D Novice
D Intermediate
D Expert

IF THE QUALITY OF THE

- LANGUAGES OF INTEREST:

D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D

ST BASIC
GFA BASIC
Pascal
C
Assembly
Logo
Modula-2
None

- ARE YOU INTERESTED IN
ST-L oG'S TYPE-IN PROGRAMS?

D
D
D
D

Not at all
Somewhat
For the most part
Definitely

PLEASE SEND COMPLE'l'ED SURVEYS TO:

ST-Log
P.O. Box 1413-M.O.
Manchester, CT 06040-1413

PROGRAl.Vl WARRANTS IT?

D Never
D Sometimes
D Usually
D Always
- WHAT TYPES OF ARTICLES
ARE YOU INTERES'l'ED IN?

D
D
D
D
D
D
D

Programming tutorials
Reviews
General interest
Programs
Show reports
Novice-level tutorials
Music/MIDI

- How DO YOU FEEL ABOUT THE
TECHNICAL LEVEL OF ST-LOG?

D Too advanced
D Just right
D Too simple

REVIEW

World Games
by Westwood Associates
Epyx
600 Galveston Drive
Redwood City, CA 94063
(415) 366-0606
$39.95, color only

Reviewed
by
John S. Manor

In World Games. Epyx takes you on a tour of
the sporting world. From Tokyo to
the Soviet Union to the American
Midwest. you compete in events
representing the country you visit.
There are a total of eight sporting
events to compete in. As in Summer Games and Winter Games,
previously released by Epyx, you
can choose to compete in all
events, some events or one event,
practice or seek world records.
One unique feature is the travelogue. Each event starts with a
brief historical description. (This
feature can be turned on or off.)
The eight events and the countries
they are played inare weight lifting in Russia, barrel jumping in
Germany, cliff diving in Mexico,
slalom skiing in France, logrolling
in Canada, bull riding in the Unit- • WEI
ed States, caber tossing in Scotland and sumo wrestling in Japan.
ST-LOG FEBRUAR Y 1989
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WORLD·GAMES

At the start of the game you
choose the country you want to
represent, the number of players
(up to eight) and the number of
joysticks. The keyboard can also
be used to control moves.
The events in World Games vary
in interest and playability. I liked
the cliff diving, barrel jumping,
weight lifting and sumo wrestling.
For the cliff-diving competition you
travel to Acapulco. You stand on
the edge of a rocky cliff and attempt to dive into the rock-strewn
water below. The higher the dive,
the higher your score-if you complete it successfully. As you dive,
you arch your back to sail away
from the cliff face, straightening
out just before you enter the
water. Waves roll in and out,
changing the depth of the water.
You have to time your dive with
the waves. The comic actions of
a pelican sitting on a nearby rock
help judge your dive.
Barrel jumping is like many
other events in Epyx's sports
games. You move your skater's
legs to gain speed, then hurl him
into the air to clear the barrels.
This is a simple but addictive
event. You choose what number of
barrels you want to attempt to
jump, then go for it.
Weightlifting is an entertaining
event. It is actually two events in
one. There is the "snatch;' which
you must do first, then the "clean
and jerk:' They differ in the number of moves you must make to lift
the weights. You select the weight
you want to lift. Then each player
gets three attempts. After everyone makes the lifts, the weight is
increased until there is a victor.
(Just for fun, try lifting about 190
pounds and leave your man holding it up in the air. Watch what
happens. Games from Epyx have
a lot of details like this.)
Sumo wrestling will appeal to
dedicated fans of modern
wrestling. You control one of two
giant wrestlers. Your goal is to
force the other wrestler out of the
ring or throw him to the ground.
Two players can wrestle head-tohead. If there is no clear winner,
the player with the best moves
wins.
The other events are the caber
90

-CLIFF DIVING IN MEXICO

-BARREL JUMPING IN GERMANY
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tossing, bull riding, logrolling and
slalom skiing. In the caber toss you
must carry what looks like a small
telephone pole a number of feet to
gain momentum, then toss it. If
you don't toss the pole soon
enough, it falls on your toes. I
found moving my player's feet
difficult, as if they were stuck in
cement. Caber tossing takes a lot
of practice, I guess, though I question whether it is really worth the
effort.
Logrolling was a little better.
You start out standing on a log
with a lumberjack. You roll it forward and backward to try to make
him fall into the water. I usually
wind up in the water with a
shark's fin circling me. (The animation in these games really adds
to the fun .) Sometimes, though,
Jacques (as I named him) takes
a dunking. Logrolling still isn't as
exciting as some of the other
events.
Bull riding is more of a challenge. You are placed on a wildly
bucking, spinning bull and must
somehow hang on. There are sev-

eral different bulls to ride, each
harder than the one before. In
practice mode, one player can
control the bull and try to dump
the other guy off. Dumping someone else is as much fun as the
main event.
Slalom skiing is a good event,
though it is very difficult to
master. You ski downhill, making
turns through flagged gates. A
missed gate costs you a fivesecond penalty. Run into a gate
and you fall, ending your run. I had
trouble getting the hang of turning for gates. I either turned too
fast and slowed to a stop or didn't
turn fast enough and missed the
gate. I also crashed into lots of
gates. The scrolling landscape you
see as you move downhill gives
the game an alpine flavor. The
fastest skier to actually complete
the course is the winner.
World Games has a variety of
well-executed events filled with
entertaining graphics and animation. Even if a couple of the events
are mediocre, World Games is still
a surefire winner.•
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Tanglewood
MicroDeal
576 South Telegraph
Pontiac, MI 48053
(313) 334-8729
$39.95, color only

Reviewed
by
Betty D. DeMunn

The perpetrators of this British tour-de-mouse are
programmer Ian Murray-Watson
and graphics designer Pete Lyon.
Their inspiration came from the old
saying: "A million kittens with a
million balls of yarn will eventually knit an Aran sweater:' When the
kittens refused to cooperate, Pete
and Ian looked at the mess and
said, " By Jove! We've discovered
Tanglewood!"
Finding your way through the
intricacies of this tangled yarn is
almost impossible because it
starts at an unreasonably difficult
level. There is no "easing" into the
game, no cheap victories. You're
just there, trying to figure out what
in the name of Zork you're supposed to do. The 16-page manual
gives you a skeleton of information that you must flesh out
through experimentation and experience. What you don't know
does hurt you. But you're gonna
love the pain!
The scene: a small undistinguished planet called Tanglewood.
Actually, its name is 'Tng-y-wd",
which can only be pronounced by
its native T'nglians and Pete.
The time: a century or two hence.
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There is no "easing" into the game, no
cheap victories. You're iust there,
trying to figure out what in the name of
Zork you're supposed to do.
ST-LOG FEBR UAR Y 1989

The story: Uncle Arthur is being sued by the crooked company that sold him the mining rights
to Tanglewood. Accidentally, he
has discovered some militarily
valuable stones called Dog Crystals, and there are rumors of Ice
Emeralds that have untold commercial applications. Now the
company wants its rights back,
and Uncle Arthur is in the soup.
He enlists your aid, with your
computer expertise, to go to Tanglewood and find the documents
that prove his ownership of the
mining rights. Trouble is, the
equipment is antiquated, the opposition has set up defenses and
the T'nglians are very strange beings. The court case comes up in
ten days, so you'd better hurry up.
The boot: lOne-drive owners
will have to switch disks occasionally. No big deal.) After the
charming title screen, suddenly
there is the control panellbefore
which you'll probably spend the
rest of your life). One large action
screen is surrounded by lights and
dials and buttons and switches
and gauges that do everything but
dispense aspirin. All the utilities
are available: save game, quite,
restart, sound off, status, etc.
There are five little windows on
the right showing your mobile, the
objects it's carrying and the object found. In general, left-button
clicks "do" or "open" 'and rightbutton clicks give information
about objects and other things.
And there's a line gauge Itop left)
that indicates the passing of day
to night and keeps track of the
time. Tendays is all you're allowed, so don't use the Time
Warp switch more times than you
have to.
You operate five radio-controlled mining mobiles, each with
its
own
abilities
and
disabilities-including corrupt or
missing data. Imagine the logistics of keeping track of five vehicles on a map the size of
Wyoming! Incidentally mapping
this game would traumatize Rand
& McNally. The paths and rivers
twist and turn viciously, and the
mazes are deucedly devious. Terrains include lakes, swamps,
caves, treetops, underwater
areas, gardens, mines and the
ST-LOG FEBRUARY 1989

ominous Headquarters of the Opposition Ito name a few).
Maneuvering those little ATV's
takes practice. The mouse movements must be as precise as a
ballerina's. Once you've mastered
this, the exuberance of the animation will amaze and enchant you.
The mobiles have fronts, sides
and rears-even little lights to
show they're operating. They
rickety-rackety around with a
klutzy recklessness that's almost
endearing. But they do run out of
energy and get zapped by the opposition. Mobile 115, which has
defense, can repair the others, if
it can find them .
Defense is the crucial word
here. It won't spoil the game for
you to know that Dog Crystals,
properly inserted in each mobile,
will provide protection. But where
are they? And where is that
library that identifies them? And
where did you leave Mobile 113?
Keep track!
Tanglewood is a comparatively
gentle game, with no monsters
per se, and no killing or bloody
mayhem. You find things. You
figure out what to do with them.
You explore. If you're lucky or extremely psychic, you'll surround
the Headquarters of the Opposition, screw up its computer and
retrieve the documents for Uncle
Arthur.
Some monitor hints: Although
you can start unraveling puules
anywhere, find Mobile 114 first,
then find the aerial to make it
operable. Find the Translation
Data Disk and put it in Mobile 114.
Now look around for more objects, even in Ijtter cans. There's
a lot to do before you get anywhere; but inthis case, getting
there is all the fun .
Granted~ ' this description is
minimal. No mention has been
made of the three moons: Neera,
Fahtha and Furthera. Not a word
about the Earthquake Zone or the
Great Sage or the Church or the
Teahouse, Boathouse or Walled
Garden. Do you know about the
rituals of the T'nglians? What
about the subway and the matter
transmitter? The telephone
booths and the mine elevators?
On and on the perplexity grows.
Tanglewood is a great, sprawl-

ing, complex complex that utilizes
700K of graphics. It's all mouse,
not one keyboard poke. The ani mation is faultless, smooth as this
page; but it's the detail that'll
knock your socks askew. If the
colorful graphics don't get you,
the multiple sound effects will.
They're superb, from the underwater gurgles to the mobile
motors.
To paraphrase the wisdom of
Bertrand Russell lor was it Steve
Panak?): " Computer adventuring,
if it is to have any depth and solidity, demands a life built around
some central purpose of a kind,
demanding continuous activity
and permitting of progressively increasing success:'
Tanglewood has depth. Go for
it, and pray for a hint book.

Tanglewood is a
comparatively
gentle game,
with no monsters
per se, and
no killing or
bloody
mayhem.
(p'S. There's very little humor
in this game, except for the manual. Its very vagueness is amusing. But the funniest remark of all
is hidden inthe small print on the
warranty page: "We cannot be
responsible for any damage to
your equipment, reputation, profitmaking ability or mental or physical condition caused by the use
[or misuse] of our program:' And
that, my friends, says it all.).
Bett)' is a Bulfoio, New JOrk, na·
tive who ads, writes and adven·
tures. Shes curren ti)lpolishing a
one-woman show portraying the
late scuiptrf!J"J" LozU:re Nevelson,
lImling a du"idrens book and cud·
dling a Uf!W printer
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Why Wait?
Programming Sciences, Inc.
7194 Clairemont Mesa Blvd.
San Diego, CA 92111
(619) 569-0774
$19.95

Reviewed

by
Robert Plotkin

The First law of Computer Operation:
A computer is only as fast as its
peripherals.
Why Wait? is a program that
attempts to cut the amount of
time waiting for peripherals down
to a minimum, without any additional hardware. The program
offers a Disk Cache, a Print Spooler, a Disk Accelerator and a RAMdisk. Why Wait? is initialized at
boot time from the AUTO folder,
and from then on is completely
transparent.
The Disk Cache is most useful
for software development, when
a few files (compiler, linker,
source files) must ba accessed
many times. The cache eliminates
the need to access the disk each
time a file is read. Instead, a
record is kept of the most recently
used files, and the file data is
stored in a buffer. When one of
the files in the buffer needs to be
read from disk, it is instead read
94

from memory at high speed.
The Print Spooler allows you to
use your computer while your
printer is printing, without a
separate hardware buffer. The
spooler takes only a matter of seconds to transfer printer data into

The Print Spooler
allows you to use
your computer
while your printer is
printing, without a
separate hardware
buffer.
the buffer, even with very large
files.
The Disk Accelerator speeds up
the rate of disk reads. This is done
by increasing the size of the
"read-ahead buffer:' The normal
ST -LOG FEBRUARY 1989
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read-ahead buffer on the ST can
hold 1K of data. This means that
when reading files, 1K of data is
read from the disk at a time. Increasing the size of the read-ahead
buffer will cause data to be read
in larger chunks and with fewer
disk accesses, thus effectively in~
creasing the rate of disk access.
When I tested the program I found
that the speed of disk writes was
also increased. This may either be
because of the size of the readahead buffer, or because the program disables the write-verify
mode. The manual does not say.
The RAM disk uses a block of
memory to simulate an extra disk
drive and functions exactly like a
real disk drive, with two exceptions: It is extremely fast, and its
contents are lost when the computer is turned off. The RAMdisk
is initialized automatically at bootup by Why Wait? There is also a
RAMdisk copier program provided,
which will automatically copy
user-selected files to the RAMdisk

buffer or clear the cache buffer.
I tested the program with 1st
Word, ST BASIC, the GEM Desktop and several of my own programs. All of the features worked
exactly as described, and I think
I can safely assume that it will
work just as well with any other
GEM application~ . I did find one
minor bug: A RAM disk smaller
than lOOK causes the system to
crash, and a system reset must be
performed.
The instruction manual is short,
but complete. It gives concise directions and descriptions and warns
of problems that might arise while
using the program. The manual also
gives suggestions on how much
memory to allocate to the various
buffers according to your system
specifications . . The installation
procedure was laid out clearly, and
I was able to have the program up
and running within 20 minutes. The
only fault that I could find with the
manual was that the section
labelled "Installation Steps" came
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FOR ATAR I ST and MEGA
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MAS TE RCARD
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CIRCLE #114 ON READER SERVICE CARD.

TEC H WA Y SALES
P.o . BOX 605 WARREN, MI 48093

1-800 USA-8832

The instruction manual is
short, but complete. It gives
concise directions and
descriptions and warns of
problems that might arise
while using the program.

IN MICHIGAN CALL 1 (313) 751-8807
WE SPECIALIAlE IN ATARI & THE ST LINES!

SOFTWARE & HARDWARE
WITH A FULL LINE OF ACCESSORIES

ALL SOFTWARE 30% OFF
LIST PRICE EVERYDAY!!

at boot time.
Installation of Why Wait? is
done with an installation program.
The program allows the user to
select the sizes of the cache
buffer, the print-spooler buffer, the
read-ahead buffer and the RAMdisk. The installation program also
acts as a maintenance program,
which can be used to turn the disk
cache on or off, clear the spooler

last.
It would have been possible to
buy hardware that would perform
the same functions as Why Wait?,
but only at a much higher cost. Any
one of the program's features is
worth the cost of the package, and
I highly recommend it to anyone
who is tired of falling asleep while
looking at the old, familiar message,
"Printing. .. please wait:'

WE CARRY ALL THE MAJOR NAME
BRANDS OF SOFTWARE, HARDWARE
AND PERIPHERALS FOR THE ATARI'S
PR INTE RS- MODE M S- MON ITORS
HARD DRIVES-LASER PRINTERS
MIDI KEYBOARDS-JOYSTICKS
AND MUCH, MUCH MORE!
WE WELCOME C.O.D. ORDERS
MOST ORDERS SHIP OUT IN 24 HOURS!
CIRCLE #115 ON READER SERVICE CARD.
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DISK

The sT-Log #28 diske"e contains 13 magazine files.
They are listed below.

FILE TYPE

COMMENTS

RUN FILE
ASSEMBLY

DESK SWITCH
DESK SWITCH SOURCE

RUN FILE
C
C
C

FLAG TRIVIA
FLAG TRIVIA SOURCE
HEADER FILE
HEADER FILE

\ GFAREVW\
BENCHMRK. LST

GFA BASIC

GFA REVIEW BENCHMARK

\ STCHECK\
STCHECK2.BAS

ST BASIC

ST CHECK

\ SUPERSPL\
SUPERSPL.ACC
SUPERSPL.S

ACCESSORY
ASSEMBLY

SUPER SPOOL
SUPER SPOOL SOURCE

RUN FILE
RESOURCE
C

TEXT ANALYZER
RESOURCE FILE
TEXT ANALYZER SOURCE

TEXT

DISK INSTRUCTIONS

FILENAME . EXT
\ DESKSWIT\
DESKSWIT.PRG
DESKSWIT.S
\ FLAGTRIV\
FLAGTRIV .PRG
FLAGTRIV . C
FLAGDATA.H
INSTRUCT.H

\ TEXTREAD\
TXTANALY.PRG
TXTANAL .RSC
TXTANALY.C
README

.DOC

INDEX TO ADVERTISERS

LISTING

DISK INSTRUCTIONS:
Only those fil es with .PRG, . TOS or .TTP
extens i o ns ma y be run from the GEM Desktop.
Other programs may require additional software
as shown below.
WARNING: Be sure to read the appropriate magazine
article before attempting to run the
programs o n this disk.
Fai lure to do s o
may yield confusing results.
. EXT

DESCR IPTI ON

.BAS
.C
.PAS
.S
. GFA

Requires ST BASIC
Requires C c ompiler
Requires Pascal compiler
Requires 68000 assembler
Requires GFA BASIC or
GFABASRO.PRG

ADVERTISER:

ALPHA SYSTEMS
ARCADIA
AVANT·GARDE
B.R.E. SOFTWARE
COMPUTER GAMES PWS
COMPUTER GARDEN
ICD
ILIAD SOFTWARE
MICROTYME
NEOCEPT
NEWSCORE
REGENT SOFTWARE
TECH SPECIALITIES
TECHWAY SALES
VOID PUBLICATIONS
WEDGEWOOD RENTAL

PAGE:

READER SERVICE #

77
99
33
63
31
13
2
26
19
100
95
80

113
118
107
110
106
105
101
104
102
117
114
111
108
115
116
109

37
95
96
63

This index is an additional service. While every elfort is made to provide a comptete and
accurate listing. the pubtisher cannot be responsibte for inadvertent errors.

Bi1AI17 STDI,/n
/-IARD DISK SYSTEITlS
• 30 or 60 megabyte hard disk
• 5.25" 360k PC type 0 r
• 3.5" 720k floppy disk
• Real time clock
• 1200 or 2400 bps modem
• Monitor Al B switch
• 4 AC outlets in back
• AC control in front
• Surge protector
• Cooling fan
• Cables included
• Software included

FROM
$845.00

14" multisync monitor · runs alt resotullons·······-······$575.oo
30 megabyte hard disk plus 5.25' or 3.5" Itoppy disk------- -$84S .00
60 megabyte hard disk plus S.2S· or 3.S· Itoppy disk-----$1 14S.00
2400 bps Internal modem -- ---------- -------- ------------ ----------- $18S.00
monitor AlB switch
---------- -- ------ ---- -----$6S.00
Iloppy AlB switch---------- -- -------- -- -- -------------------- -- ----------$6S .00
se cond intern al floppy - inclu des AlB switch--------------------$t7S.00

--
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by Gordo n F. Hoop e r

ow that I've own ed a compute r and bee n a m e mber
of a use rs' group for a few years, I don't have as many ques·
tions as I used to. The reason for this is that I've been experimenting
witH every pi ece of hardware and software that I can lay my
acquisitive littl e hands on - even reading manuals, directi o n s
and documentation when absolute ly necessa r y. But even with
my now vast ex perience Uust kiddin g, folks) , there are ques·
tions that crop up from time to tim e that seem to d efy an·
swers even from the expelts at the manufucturers and the magazines.
At least, I've never heard or read answers to these quest io ns.
Picture this. You have just finish ed work or school and de·
cide to spend a little le isure time at yo ur computer. Beca use
yo u've been well tra in ed by your spouse and/or parents, yo ur
computer area is neat and tidy. You clean up when ever yo u
leave because you 're a good little wim .. . uh , fe ll ow. Anyhow,
you take o ut one of your utility disks a nd print labels for some
new disks yo u've just rece ived. Then yo u think yo u 'd be tte r
check o ut your favorite BBS; so you get out yo ur term inal d isk
and boot it up. You leave a few good insults that should at
least get you pi,1Ilched in the mouth, if not ac tuall y a rrested ,
and yo u pull out your copy of the latest fad ga m e and try to
kill as many p eople and coll ect as much mon ey as yo u p oss i·
bl y ca n by any m ea ns, including cheating. Nobody said com·
puters would be morall y up li fting.
Now's the time for your spouse, kids or pare nts to start com ·
p laining that yo u should be doing somethin g that they want
yo u to do, not wha t you want to do. So you pi ck up the three
disks tha t yo u used and try to put them back in the ir littl e
plasti c sleeves. But there is o nly one sleeve left. They were a ll
in sleeves wh e n you used them, and yo u have n't left the cha ir
yo u're sittin g in sin ce you started, but yo u're short two sleeves.
You search your d esktop, lift up a ll the hardware a nd look un·
d ern eath, get out of the chair and search the e ntire ro o m , but
nada. Noth ing. Zilch. Whe re did they go? Th e Twilight Zone?
The fifth dim e nsion? A parallel Eanh,just two seconds away?
Th e guys at the m agazin es don't know e ithe r.
I now have approximate ly 100 disks of softwa re. These e n·
compass games, comm unications, utilities, wo rd processors,
musi c writers, spreadsheets a nd graphics. A lot of these disks
are public·domain disks that I got from the users'·group library.
When I first joined the club, I went ever y Sund ay a nd got two
or three cop ies of disks that looked interesting. I didn't eve n
kn ow what some of them were for, but I took them anyhow,
fi guring I'd use the m as my knowledge increased.
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The o ther night, however, I desperately needed a blank disk,
a nd you ca n bet your sweet hard drive I didn't have any. After
using up my extensive supply of naughty words, I went to my
fil e box of disks, thinking there must be one that I didn't use,
and never would use, that I could format to make a blank disk.
We ll , it turns out those little suckers had been breeding, a nd
there were 27 d isks of software that even Stephen Jobs couldn't
d evise a use for. Most of these were games programmed by
mental midgets on angel dust who were unaware that it's necessary
to have a bra in to live on this plan et. I'm positive I didn't bring
that many useless disks ho m e; so where d id they a ll come from?
If you doubt what I'm saying, go through your own coll ec·
tion , and then tell me yo u honestly use every file on every disk
regularly, on p e nalty of having your Atari transmuted into a
com puter brand that dogs lift their legs on. Don't write the
software manufacturers and ask them where all this useless
garbage comes from . They won't even begin to look for an
a nswer-at least not until they come up with a foolproof pro·
tection method.
How do spouses and parents know the precise second you
a re enjoying yourself at the computer? Do they have a beeper
system implanted in their brains that a lerts them? Why don't
th ey a nnoy you when you can't find a bug in your program
that you 've been looking for for three days, a nd you would
just as soon flush the computer down the toilet?
Wh ere do a ll those wires behind your desk come from? First
there was a computer, disk drive and monitOl~ Then you needed
a light to work at night. A printer became a necessary addi·
tion . Next was a modem. Then a hard drive. I'm expecting the
headline in tomorrow's newspa per to read "Copper Outpaces
Gold in Va lue;' because I'm certain I've got most of the world's
reserves in my bedroom .
Obvious ly there are innumerabl e questions left pertaining
to computing. I'll just leave a few more to keep you wondering.
Is th ere a rule in th e universe I'm not aware of that says I
ca n't get to the e nd of a game before my lives or ships run
out? Where does a file go when you delete it? Why do SYSOPS
get so upset when you log·offwithout using "G" for goodbye?
I m ea n , h onestly, you can get mad at me for making yo u run
barefoot through 50 feet of woodland path strewn with dis·
eased slugs, but signing off without using "G"?
And the most important question of all remains unanswered:
Wh y does my darn word processor frequent ly forget to save
my articles before I turn off my computer? •
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is the only word processor for the
Atari ST/MEGNM that can integrate multiple
fonts and pictures.

WORDUP

For the dealer nearest you
Call (805) 482-4446

NEOCEPT, Inc.
CIRCLE #117 ON REAOER SERVICE CARD.

547 Constitution #A· Camarillo· CA 93010

Th e language of the above sample doc ument is not intended to be factual. Doc ument was crea ted with WordUp and printed with an Atari Laser. WordUp is a trademark of Ncocept, Inc.

